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<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THINE BE THE GLORY</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>41</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>97</td>
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<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
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<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
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<tr>
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<td>87</td>
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<td>49</td>
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<tr>
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<td>109</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>39</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOU ARE THE LIGHT OF OUR LIFE</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>28</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>92</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOU GAVE US LIFE</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YOUR LOTUS FEET</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
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<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
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<td>MADRE NOSTRA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANDANA KARUYA MATA JILA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE NOTE DEL TUO CANTO</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E PIANO PIANO</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORA SI, TI RICONOSCO</td>
<td>9</td>
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<td>10</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATAJII JAY</td>
<td>1</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUE VIVA MATAJI!</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADRE MIA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MADRE DEL MUNDO</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRACIAS MATAJI!</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMAN SONGS</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>1</td>
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<tr>
<td>LOBE DIE MUTTER</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
<td>KOMM, LIEBER MAI</td>
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<td>2</td>
<td></td>
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<td>3</td>
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</tr>
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<td>5</td>
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</tr>
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<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td>7</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
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</table>
ENGLISH SONGS

SHRI MATAJI'S PRAYER

"MOTHER, PLEASE COME IN MY HEART
LET ME CLEAN MY HEART SO THAT YOU ARE THERE.
PUT YOUR FEET INTO MY HEART.
LET YOUR FEET BE WORSHIPPED IN MY HEART
LET ME NOT BE IN DELUSION.
TAKE ME AWAY FROM ILLUSIONS.
KEEP ME IN REALITY.
TAKE AWAY THE SHEEN OF SUPERFICIALITY
LET ME ENJOY YOUR FEET IN MY HEART.
LET ME SEE YOUR FEET IN MY HEART."

LET'S SING IN PRAISE OF OUR CREATOR

LET'S SING IN PRAISE OF OUR CREATOR,
LET US SING HER NAME;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI.
JOY, JOY, TO ALL WHO LISTEN,
'TWAS FOR THEM SHE CAME.
OM BHUR BHUVAH

SHRI GANESHA, JAY SHRI GANESHA!
SHRI GANESHA, JAY SHRI GANESHA!
OM BHUR BHUVAH SVAHA
MAHAGANAPATI DEVA NAMAH
OM BHUR BUVAH SVAHA
MAHAGANAPATI DEVA NAMAH

WE BOW TO THE SON OF LORD SHIVA
WE SING TO OUR GLORIOUS LORD
WE PRAY TO THE ONE WHO IS WORSHIPPED FIRST
OUR ELEPHANT HEADED GOD

YOUR FIRST TOOTH YOU HAVE AND FOUR HOLY HANDS
THE BLESSING, ROPE AND GOAD
THE FOURTH O1-PERS FOOD TO YOUR DEVOTEES
AS THEY WORSHIP THEIR INNOCENT LORD

YOU ARE THE ONE WHO REMOVES OBSTACLES
THE ONE WHO BESTOWS ALL SUCCESS
ETERNAL AND PURE AND BEAUTIFUL
THE WISDOM BY WHICH WE ARE BLESSED

WE SEE YOU IN OUR CHILDREN'S EYES
WE SEE YOU IN OUR BROTHERS
WE PRAY THAT YOUR INNOCENCE LEADS US ON
TO THE LOTUS FEET OF OUR MOTHER
LORD OF THE DANCE

I DANCED IN THE MORNING WHEN THE WORLD WAS BEGIN
I DANCED IN THE MOON AND THE STARS AND THE SUN
I CAME DOWN FROM HEAVEN AND I DANCED ON THE EARTH
AT BETHLEHEM I HAD MY BIRTH

DANCE, DANCE WHEREVER YOU MAY BE,
I AM THE LORD OF THE DANCE, SAID HE,
AND I'LL LEAD YOU ALL, WHEREVER YOU MAY BE,
AND I'LL LEAD YOU ALL IN THE DANCE, SAID HE.

I DANCED ON THE SABBATH AND I CURED THE LAME:
The holy people said it was a shame
They whipped and they stripped and they hung me high,
And they left me there on a cross to die.

I DANCED ON A FRIDAY WHEN THE SKY TURNED BLACK
IT'S HARD TO DANCE WITH THE DEVIL ON YOUR BACK,
THEY BURIED MY BODY-AND THEY THOUGHT I'D GONE
BUT I AM THE DANCE, AND I ... STILL GO ON.

THEY CUT ME DOWN AND I LEAPT UP HIGH:
I AM THE LIFE THAT WILL NEVER, NEVER DIE:
I'LL LIVE IN YOU IF YOU'LL LIVE ON ME
I AM THE LORD OF THE DANCE, SAID HE.

MATAJI, MATAJI

MATAJI, MATAJI, YOUR FACE SHINES LIKE A THOUSAND SUNS
YOU HAVE GIVEN US MORE THAN WE COULD ASK FOR
BLISS AND PEACE AND HARMONY
ONWARD VALIANT NIRMALITES

ONWARD VALIANT NIRMALITES
MARCHING AS TO WAR
WITH OUR MOTHER’S BANDHAN
GOING ON BEFORE!

MATAJI OUR REDEEMER
LEADS AGAINST THE FOE
FORWARD INTO BATTLE
SEE THE BANNERS GO!

LIKE A MIGHTY ARMY
MOVES THE LOVE OF GOD
BROTHERS WE ARE TREADING
WHERE THE SAINTS HAVE TROD’
WE ARE NOT DIVIDED
ALL ONE BODY WE ARE
ONE IN TRUTH AND ONE IN PEACE
AND ONE IN HARMONY’

ONWARD THEN YE PEOPLE
JOIN OUR JOYOUS THRONG
BLEND WITH US YOUR VOICES
IN THE TRIUMPH SONG!
GLORY LAUD AND HONOUR
UNTO MATAJI
AND FOR COUNTLESS AGES
MEN OF GOD WE’LL BE!
AND DID THOSE FEET IN ANCIENT TIME
WALKED UPON ENGLAND'S MOUNTAINS GREEN
AND WAS THE HOLY LAMB OF GOD
ON ENGLAND'S PLEASANT PASTURES SEEN)
AND DID THE COUNTENANCE DIVINE
SHINE FORTH UPON OUR CLOUDED HILLS?
AND WAS JERUSALEM BUILDED HERE
AMONG THOSE DARK SATANIC MILLS?

BRING ME MY BOW OF BURNING GOLD!
BRING ME MY ARROWS OF DESIRE!
BRING ME MY SPEAR! O CLOUDS, UNFOLD!
BRING ME MY CHARIOT OF FIRE!
I WILL NOT CEASE FROM MENTAL FIGHT
NOR SHALL MY SWORD SLEEP IN MY HAND
TILL WE HAVE BUILT JERUSALEM
IN ENGLAND'S GREEN AND PLEASANT LAND. AMEN.
(Would that all the Lord's people were prophets

YOUR LOTUS FEET

MATAJI YOU ARE ALL WE ASK FOR
IN OUR HEARTS YOUR LOTUS FEET
YOU HAVE TURNED ANGER INTO MUSIC
AS WE LISTEN TO THE RHYTHM OF OUR HEART BEAT

FILL OUR HEARTS WITH LOVE, WITH PEACE
WITH JOYOUS SONG TO YOU WE OVERFLOW

LOVE AND PEACE AND UNDERSTANDING
BLISS AND JOY AND HARMONY
LAST NIGHT AS I LAY SLEEPING THERE CAME A DREAM SO FAIR
I STOOD IN NEW JERUSALEM BESIDE THE TEMPLE THERE
I HEARD THE CHILDREN SINGING AND EVER AS THEY SANG
METHOUGHT THE VOICE OF ANGELS
FROM HEAVEN IN ANSWER RANG .... (x2)

"JERUSALEM, JERUSALEM
LIFT UP YOUR VOICE AND SING
HOSANNA IN THE HIGHEST!
HOSANNA TO OUR KING!

JERUSALEM, JERUSALEM
FULFILLMENT OF ALL MEN'S DREAMS
HOSANNA IN THE HIGHEST!
HOSANNA TO OUR QUEEN!

JERUSALEM, JERUSALEM
ALL WE HAVE WAITED FOR
THE HOME FOR OUR HOLY MOTHER
WE WORSHIP AND ADORE!

JERUSALEM, JERUSALEM
LIFT UP YOUR EYES AND SEE
THE COMFORTER AND THE REDEEMER
THE ONE WHO HAS SET US FREE!

JERUSALEM, JERUSALEM
LIFT UP YOUR EYES AND SEE
BEFORE YOU IN ALL HER GLORY
BEHOLD .... SHRI MATAJI!"
JOY OF THE KINGDOM

IN THIS OCEAN OF THE SAMSARA
IN THE END OF THE KALI YOGA
YOU HAVE TAKEN BIRTH
TO SAVE ALL OF US

IN THE JOY OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD (CHORUS 2X)

YOUR RESIDE IN THE SAHASTRARA
UNITED WITH LORD SADASHIVA
AND YOU ARE DANCING
LEADING US WITH YOU

TO BE AMONG THE SUPREME NARROW GATE
AND ABOVE THE MOON, BEYOND THE SUN
THERE ARE NO MORE THOUGHTS
NEITHER ANY GUILT

SHRI GANESHA AND ALL THE GANAS
THE GODDESSES, THE GODS, THE DEVAS
THEY COME ALL WITH US
TO BE AT YOUR FEET

TAKING SHELTER AT YOUR LOTUS FEET
AND BATHING ALL IN YOUR CHAITANYA
WE ARE ALL DANCING
UNITED WITH YOU

TO SAVE ALL OF US
LEADING US WITH YOU
TO BE AT YOUR FEET
UNITED WITH YOU
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LET US OUR JOYFUL VOICES RAISE
LET US OUR HOLY MOTHER PRAISE
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....
WHO WITH THE FATHER AND THE SON
FORMS GOD'S TRIUMPHANT THREE IN ONE
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....

PRAISE HER WHO FLAMES WITH THREE FOLD FIRE
FIRST AS THE DREAM OF GOD'S DESIRE
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....
THEN AS GOD'S ZEAL WHOSE WILL TO ACT
TRANSFORMS THE DREAMING INTO FACT
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....

THEN AS THE GODDESS WHO MUST GUIDE
EACH EVOLUTIONARY STRIDE
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....
WHO, WITH HER UNIVERSAL POWER,
DEEMS WHAT SHALL FACE AND WHAT SHALL FLOWE
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....

PRAISE HER WHO WITH HER LOVE AND GRACE
WRAPS HUMANKIND IN ONE EMBRACE,
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....
WHO WAKES IN EACH THE SLEEPING FORCE
AND RAISES IT TO JOIN ITS SOURCE
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....

PRAISE HER WHO CHOSE TO LIVE ON EARTH
GRANTING TO SEEKERS SECOND BIRTH
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....
WHO GIVES THE GIFT OF LOVE SUBLIME
AND BRINGS TO EARTH THE BLOSSOM TIME
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....

MOTHER BE EVER AT OUR SIDE
AS DREAMER, AS CREATOR, GUIDE
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....
AND TAKE US WHERE THE SAINTS HAVE TROD
ALONG THE ROAD THAT LEADS TO GOD
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....

MOTHER, ACCEPT OUR PRAYERS WE PRAY
ON THIS YOUR GURU PUJA DAY
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....
WHAT'S NEGATIVE IN US DESTROY
AND GRANT US EVERLASTING JOY
ALLELUIA! ALLELUIA! ....

THE GREEN OF ENGLAND

MOTHER LET US SEE THE GREEN OF ENGLAND
LET US SEE YOUR WATERS FLOW
FROM THE MOUNTAINS' MELTED SNOW
OH, MOTHER LET US SEE THE GREEN OF ENGLAND
THE JOY THAT SHINES FROM EVERYONE
LIKE SEVEN COLOURS OF THE SUN
OH LET US GIVE TO EVERYONE
THE WILL TO BE THE GREEN OF ENGLAND
LET US BE, LET US BE!

THE CLOUDED HILLS ARE CLEARING
AND THEY’RE ECHOING WITH JOY
THE FEARS ARE DISAPPEARING NOW
FOR EVERY GIRL AND BOY
THE RIVERS THAT HAVE RUN WITH BLOOD
ARE CRYSTAL CLEAR AGAIN
AND OURS IS EVER VICTORY
WHEN FIGHTING IN YOUR NAME
WHEN FIGHTING IN YOUR NAME!

THE DOVE OF PEACE IS STRUGGLING
IT'S OLIVE TO BESTOW
THE WHEEL OF FATE JUGGLING
TWIXT HAPPINESS AND WOE
BUT WE THE VALIANT NIRMALITES
WILL RAISE OUR FLAGS O'ER ALL
THIS ENGLAND TO RESTORE AGAIN
THE ENEMY TO FALL, THE ENEMY TO FALL!

THE LIGHTNING STRIKES SO QUICKLY
AS WE REALIZE THE TRUTH
THE RAINBOW RESURRECTS
OVER THE GENTLE VALES AS PROOF
THAT WE WITH INNER HARMONY
WILL FIGHT ETERNALLY
RESTORING ENGLAND'S GREEN AND GOLD
THAT'S LOST SINCE CENTURIES
THAT'S LOST SINCE CENTURIES!

O MA, I BOW TO THEE

MOTHER GAVE ME EYES TO SEE
THE INNER LIGHT OF ECSTASY
MOTHER GAVE ME EARS TO HEAR
THE SOUND THAT SAVED MY SOUL FROM FEAR

O MA, I BOW TO THEE

English Songs 10
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O MA, I BOW
O MA, I BOW TO THEE

MOTHER GAVE ME MOUTH TO SPEAK
PROCLAIM THE JOY THAT ALL MEN SEEK
MOTHER GAVE ME HEART TO LOVE
HER GRACE THAT SHOWERS FROM ABOVE

MYSELF IN MOTHER, MA IN ALL
I STAND AMIDST THE WATERFALL

**O MA, I OFFER ALL MY LOVE TO THEE**  
*English Songs 11*

O MA, I OFFER ALL MY LOVE TO THEE
THE EVERLASTING LOVE OF ETERNITY
MA, O MA, HEAR OUR PRAYERS TO THEE
BE WITHIN US ALWAYS FOR ALL TO SEE

MOTHER, BE NEAR FOREVER MORE
BE IN MY HEART, OH ....
MA, I OFFER ALL MY LOVE TO THEE
THE EVERLASTING LOVE OF ETERNITY

**QUEEN OF UNIVERSE**  
*English Songs 12*

O QUEEN OF UNIVERSE, O QUEEN OF UNIVERSE
O SHAKTI OF LORD SHIVA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF UNIVERSE, O QUEEN OF SEVEN WORLDS
O SHAKTI OF LORD SHIVA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS
O QUEEN OF MOOLADHARA, O QUEEN OF MOOLADHARA
O MOTHER OF GANESHA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF SWADHISHTAN, O QUEEN OF SWADHISHTAN
O SHAKTI OF SHRI BRAHMA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF MANIPUR, O QUEEN OF MANIPUR
O SHAKTI OF SHRI VISHNU, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF ANAHAT, O QUEEN OF ANAHAT
O MOTHER JAGADAMBA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF VISHUDDHI, O QUEEN OF VISHUDDHI
O MOTHER OF SHRI KRISHNA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF AGNYA, O QUEEN OF AGNYA
O MOTHER OF JESUS CHRIST, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF SAHASRARA, O QUEEN OF SAHASRARA
O SHRI NIRMALA MA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS

O QUEEN OF HOLY WORLD, O QUEEN OF HOLY WORLD
O ADISHAKTI MA, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
WE ADORE YOU, AND KEEP YOU IN OUR HEARTS
OUR HOLY MOTHER

OUR HOLY MOTHER RESIDING EVERYWHERE
HOLY IS YOUR NAME!
TRULY YOU ARE NIRMALA AND THE THREE WORLDS
SING YOUR FAME! (CHORUS)

YOU ARE MAHASHAKTI, YOU ARE KALI
YOURS IS THE LAST JUDGMENT
YOU ARE THE CREATOR AND THE PRESERVER
TO DESTROY THE EVIL YOU CAME

YOU ARE THE TEACHER
YOU ARE THE KNOWLEDGE
YOU ARE THE LITERATURE
TO UNDERSTAND THE KNOWLEDGE
YOU ARE THE POETRY, YOU ARE THE LITERATURE
YOU ARE THE SPEECH, YOU ARE THE SILENCE

YOU ARE THE SUN AND YOU ARE THE MOON
YOU ARE THE STAR THAT SHINES IN THE GLOOM
YOU ARE THE LIVING AND YOU ARE THE LIFE
YOU ARE THE EARTH THAT BEARS THE LIFE

YOU ARE THE JOY, YOU ARE THE HAPPINESS
AND THE ONE WHO PRAYS TO YOU
RECEIVES ETERNAL HAPPINESS
THE MOTHER OF LORD GANESHA,
KARTIKEYA AND JESUS ARE YOU
PLEASE ACCEPT US AS YOGIS
AS YOUR CHILDREN TOO
PASS IT ON

IT ONLY TAKES A SPARK TO GET A FIRE GOING
AND SOON ALL THOSE AROUND
CAN WARM UP IN ITS GLOWING
THAT'S HOW IT IS WITH MOTHER'S JOY
ONCE YOU'VE EXPERIENCED IT
YOU SPREAD THIS JOY TO EVERYONE
YOU WANT TO PASS IT ON

WHAT A WONDROUS TIME IS SPRING
WHEN ALL THE TREES ARE BUDDING
THE BIRDS BEGIN TO SING
THE FLOWERS START THEIR BLOOMING
THAT'S HOW IT IS WITH MOTHER'S JOY
ONCE YOU'VE EXPERIENCED IT
YOU WANT TO SING, IT'S FRESH LIKE SPRING
YOU WANT TO PASS IT ON

I WISH FOR YOU MY FRIEND
THIS JOYFUL LIFE THAT I HAVE FOUND
ON HER ONE CAN DEPEND
IT MATTERS NOT WHERE YOU ARE BOUND
I'LL SHOUT IT FROM THE MOUNTAIN TOP
I WANT THE WORLD TO KNOW
THE SOURCE OF JOY HAS COME TO EARTH
I WANT TO PASS IT ON

I'LL SHOUT IT FROM THE MOUNTAIN TOP
I WANT THE WORLD TO KNOW
THE SOURCE OF JOY HAS COME TO EARTH
I WANT TO PASS IT ON
THE SOURCE OF JOY HAS COME TO EARTH
I WANT TO PASS IT ON
BATHE IN THE WATERS
BATHE IN THE WATERS!
BATHE IN THE WATERS, CHILDREN!
BATHE IN THE WATERS!
MOTHER'S GONNA VIBRATE THE WATERS!

I SEE THAT BAND ALL DRESSED IN WHITE
   MOTHER'S GONNA VIBRATE THE WATERS!
LOOK LIKE A BAND OF NIRMALITES
   MOTHER'S GONNA VIBRATE THE WATERS!

SEE THAT BAND ALL DRESSED IN RED! (MOTHER'S GONNA VIBRATE ...etc,)
LOOK LIKE A BAND BY THE SPIRIT LED!

REMEMBER ONE THING AND IT'S CERTAINLY SURE
JUDGMENT IS HERE AND MY HEART IS PURE

DOWN FROM THE MOUNTAIN SHRI KALKI RODE
OUT OF HIS MOUTH CAME FIRE AND SMOKE

I HEARD A RUMBLIN' UP IN THE SKY
MUST-A-BEEN JESUS PASSING BY

DOWN IN THE VALLEY, DOWN ON MY KNEES
ASKIN' MY MOTHER TO SAVE ME PLEASE

YOU CAN HINDER ME HERE, YOU CAN HINDER ME THERE
BUT THE MOTHER IN HEAVEN WILL HEAR MY PRAYER

THE ENEMY'S GREAT, BUT SHRI DURGA IS STRONG!
SHRI MATAJI'S LOVE TRANSFORMS THE WORLD
THE SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE

YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE
YOU ARE THE JOY FOR WHICH WE STRIVE          (CHORUS)
FOREVER YOU STAY IN MY HEART
FROM WHERE YOU ARE PLEASE NEVER PART

WE KNOW THAT THIS IS THE BEGINNING
OF A NEW AND GOLDEN TIME
AND YOU ARE THE EMBODIMENT
OF WHATEVER IS HOLY AND DIVINE

ALL SEEKERS HAVE BEEN SAVED BY YOUR ADVENT
THROUGH YOU ALL MY MISERIES COME TO AN END
EVERYONE WHO LOVES YOU IN THE HEART
WILL BECOME JOYFUL AND SO SMART

YOU ARE THE SUNSHINE OF MY LIFE
YOU ARE THE JOY FOR WHICH WE STRIVE
FOREVER YOU STAY IN MY HEART
FROM WHERE YOU ARE PLEASE NEVER PART

LORD OF THE ALPS

ALONE YOU STAND IN THE PURITY OF THE SKY
YOUR THRONE MAJESTIC IN THE WHITE FIELD OF SNOW
GLORIOUS YOU RISE TO BE WORSHIPPED BY THE STARS
LUMINOUS YOU SMILE TO IRRADIATE THE NIGHT

HOSANNA IN THE AIR, THE SPIRIT IS SHINING!
HOSANNA IN THE SELF, THE ATMA IS LIVING!
GLORY TO YOU, O QUEEN OF THE MOUNTAINS!          (CHORUS)
VICTORY TO YOU, O LORD OF THE ALPS
NEVER CAN THE WIND ALTER THE PEACE OF YOUR FACE
NOR CAN THE STORMS SHAKE THE POWER OF YOUR BEING
NEVER CAN THE LIGHTING IN THE DARKNESS OF NIGHT
CHANGE ON YOUR GODLY FACE ETERNAL GLANCE AND LIGHT

THE BLUE OF THE ICE AND THE LIGHTNESS OF SNOW
THE LUSTRE OF THE ROCKS AND THE BEAUTY OF FORMS
THE MUSIC OF THE MOUNTAINS' BREEZE FROM OUT THE EARTH
ADORNS WITH PRIDE AND FAITH THE SOFTNESS OF YOUR FEET

YOU CREATE THE WATER AND YOU CREATE ITS WAY
YOU MELT THE ICE TO BECOME WATER OF LIFE
YOU TOUCH WITH CARE AND JOY ITS INNER CLARITY
AND YOU REFRESH US WITH THE LOVE OF YOUR HEART
AND YOU REFRESH US WITH THE LOVE OF YOUR HEART
AND YOU REFRESH US WITH THE LOVE OF YOUR HEART

SEED IN THE EARTH

IT IS BARELY A DROP, LIKE A SEED IN THE EARTH
A TINY DROP OF LIFE IN THE DARK EMPTY FIELD
JUST EXPRESSING ITS BIRTH
AMIDST DRYNESS AND DUST
AWAKENING HOPE OF RESURRECTION OF HEARTS

DAUGHTER OF THE MOUNTAIN AND KAILASHA'S QUEEN!
SOURCE OF WATER OF LIFE,
LIMPID CRYSTAL BEAUTY! (CHORUS)
GENTLY REFRESH US WITH
THE STREAM OF LOVE AND CARE
OYOU, RIVER OF PURITY, FLOW OF BLISS AND JOY!
UNION OF RIVERS IN THE BANDHAN OF GOD
SPREAD COOLNESS AND PEACE
ALONG ENLIGHTENED SHORES
NOURISH AND SOOTHE AGAIN
THE REALM OF AWARENESS
AND PENETRATE IN WAVES
INTO ALL BEINGS' ROOTS

WATER OF ENERGY, FORCEFUL AND CLEAR!
YOU BATHE YOUR SMALL CHILDREN
IN WATERS OF SILENCE
YOU WASH AWAY ALL SINS
AND REMOVE DREADFUL NIGHT
BY POURING WITHIN US EVERLASTING LIGHT

BY THE GRACE OF THE MOTHER AND HER DIVINE PLAY
YOU DILUTE IN THE EARTH SORROW AND AFFLICTION
AND LEAD ALL THE SAINTS TO THE OCEAN OF TRUTH
WHERE RESIDES ADI SHAKTI IN SPLENDOUR DIVINE!

THE SEA AND THE SAND

THE LINE OF THE HORIZON IN DIGNITY PURE
CUTS THE LINE OF THE SKY FROM THE FLOW OF THE SEA
UNIFIES IN DIVINE AND PERFECT HARMONY
THE FRESHNESS OF WATER AND ETHER'S PURE WIND.

ONENESS OF SEA AND SKY MERGING INTO SELF
AIR AND WATER ONE TO PURIFY THE WORLD (Refrain)
ONENESS OF WAVES AND SAND FILLED INTO ALL LIFE
UNION OF THE ATMA IN THE HEART OF THE LORD.
NOT YET FELT AFAR, SILENT IN THE DISTANCE
THE SEA SHOWS ITS FACE BY APPROACHING THE SHORE
SHOWS IN PURE GLORY THE COLORS OF ITS WATERS
AND MANIFESTS WITH PRIDE THE RHYTHM OF ITS WAVES.

THE RADIANCE OF WATER LIFTED BY ITS MUSIC
EXPRESSES ITS STRENGTH AS IT TOUCHES THE SAND
AND THE SEA IN DEVOTION AND FATHERLY JOY
SOOThes WITH RESPECT THE GRAVITY OF THE EARTH.

THE WAVES BOW IN THE HARMONY OF THEIR SHAPES
AND TOUCH WITH CARE AND JOY THE SOFTNESS OF THE SAND
EARTH BECOMES WATER AND WATER THE EARTH
ONEINESS OF CREATION REFLECTING THE SPIRIT

TIES OF LOVE AND LIGHT IN THE HANDS OF THE LORD
POWER OF THE ELEMENTS, PEACE OF THEIR EXPRESSIONS
THE CRYSTAL OF THE WATER AND SPARKLE OF THE SAND
ADORN IN HARMONY THE LOTUS FEET OF GOD.

THE ONLY PURPOSE OF THE MOVEMENT OF THE SEA
IS TO WASH GOD'S FEET ENVELOPED IN THE SAND.
THE INNOCENT WISH OF THE SAND BATHED BY THE SEA
[S TO GARLAND GOD'S FEET WITH MILLIONS OF DIAMONDS
[TO TOUCH WITH DEVOTION THE GLORIOUS FEET OF ADI SHAKTI
THE VISION

English Songs 21

CAN YOU SEE THE VISION
SEE THE VISION? (CHORUS)
CAN YOU SEE THE VISION
LOOK FOR THE VISION?

SHRI GANAPATI, SHALL WE SEE YOU DANCE AT ULURU?
SHALL THE PROPHECIES OF AGES PAST BE PROVEN TRUE
OH, VISIONS OF A UNIVERSE
THAT'S FILLED WITH THE VIBRATIONS!
THE DEVI'S GREAT MANTRAS
BEING SUNG BY EVERY NATION!

OH, MARKANDEYA! DID YOU KNOW
THE WORLD WOULD BE ALL RIGHT?
AND COULD YOU SEE SAHAJA YOGIS
HOLDING FORTH HER LIGHT?
AND MICHELANGELO! DID YOU SEE HER FACE
AMONG THE CLOUDS?
SHRI SHANKARACHARYA DID YOU SING
HER PRAISES OUT ALOUD?

O MOTHER! WILL I WAKE TO FIND
YOUR HAND UPON MY FACE?
AND WILL I FEEL THE DEVI'S GLANCE
SO FULL OF TENDER GRACE?
AND SHALL YOUR CHILDREN FIND THEIR REST
IN JUST ONE SMILE SO SWEET?
THE LONGING IN OUR HEARTS FULFILLED
TO TOUCH THE DEVI'S FEET"
THINE BE THE GLORY, GRACIOUS MATAJI!
YOU ARE OUR DIVINE MOTHER
WE ALL WORSHIP THEE (CHORUS)
THINE BE THE GLORY, GRACIOUS MATAJI!
YOU ARE LOVE AND HARMONY
BLESSINGS FLOW FROM THEE

YOU ARE NIRMALA DEVI
HOLY SPIRIT PURE
THE HOLY RIVER GANGA
IN YOU WE ARE SECURE
THINE BE THE GLORY, GRACIOUS MATAJI!
WE, THY LOVING CHILDREN
PAY HOMAGE TO THEE!

THINE BE THE GLORY, GRACIOUS MATAJI!
BY YOUR GRACE WE SEE YOU
GLORY BE TO THEE!
THINE BE THE GLORY, HOLY MATAJI!
YOU HAVE COME TO TEACH US
TO SAVE HUMANITY

THIS WORLD IS DELUDED
DARKNESS CLOUDS OUR SIGHT
NOW YOU'RE HERE AMONG US
TO LEAD US TO THE LIGHT
THINE BE THE GLORY, HOLY MATAJI!
YOU ARE OUR LOVING MOTHER
COME TO SET US FREE!
THINE BE THE GLORY, GRACIOUS MATAJI!
JAY, JAY, SHRI MATAJI!
THINE, THE VICTORY!
PRAISE, PRAISE OUR MOTHER!
FOR ALL BLESSINGS FROM ABOVE
WE ARE BLESSED AND SANCTIFIED
BY OUR MOTHER’S LOVE
STRONG AND READY WE MUST BE
FOR THE BATTLE FIELD
WE GO FORTH AS SOLDIERS
BANDHAN IS OUR SHIELD!
THINE BE THE GLORY, GRACIOUS MATAJI!
JAY, JAY, SHRI MATAJI!
THINE THE VICTORY!

THE LIGHT IN THE FOREST

REJOICE AND DANCE, SHRI RAMA HAS RETURNED
SING AND EXULT, WITH SITA AT HIS SIDE (CHORUS)
FAME AND GLORY FOR THE LORD OF THE BOW
PRAISE AND DEVOTION FOR THE QUEEN OF HEART

A BEAM OF LIGHT IS STRIKING THE WILDERNESS OF SIN
THE DISCUS OF THE SUN HAS DIRECTED HIS RAYS
TO THE KINGDOM OF DARKNESS
WHERE ONLY DEATH PREVAILED
AND FILLED'THE GROUND
WITH BEAUTY AND ETHERIC WARMTH.

A CASCADE OF DIAMONDS DESCENDED FROM HEAVEN
A PINK CLOUD OF LOTUSES INVADED THE SKY
THE BREEZE OF CHAITANYA HAS PENETRATED LIFE
RESTORED ETERNAL JOY TO THE FOREST OF MIND.
THE PULSATIONS OF LIFE WITHIN THE MIST OF NIGHT
HAVE TRIED TO WIN AGAIN OVER SILENCE AND DEATH
WHILE SONGS OF BIRDS
THROUGH THE SOFTNESS OF THE TREES
SALUTED WITH PRIDE THE COMING OF THE LORD.

THE FOREST AWOKE FROM ITS SLUMBER PROFOUND,
WHEN RAMA CAME IN GLORY AND VALOR ETERNAL.
THE GROUND HAS BECOME BED OF CHAMPAKA FLOWERS
SINCE SITA TOUCHED IT
WITH THE SOFTNESS OF HER FEET

ETERNAL BLISS (I AM SHIVA)             English Songs 25

I AM NEITHER INTELLIGENCE NOR MIND,
NOR CITTA AM I, NOR EGO AM I
I AM NEITHER THE EARS NOR THE TONGUE,
NOR EVEN SMELL, NOR EVEN SIGHT, NOR EVEN TOUCH
NOR WATER, FIRE AND AIR, ETHER AND EARTH,
NOR LIGHT ITSELF
I AM ETERNAL BLISS AND AWARENESS
I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA

I AM NEITHER THE FIVE VITAL BREATHS
NOR ANY OF THE FIVE SHEATHS OF BODY'S BEING
I AM NEITHER THE PRANA NOR THE HANDS, NOR HEART,
NOR THE EYES, NOR HEAD AND FEET
I'M NOT THE SEVEN ELEMENTS OF BODY ITSELF,
NOR SOUND OF SHELL
I AM ETERNAL BLISS AND AWARENESS
I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA
NOR LIKING, LOATHING, GREED HAVE I WITHIN, 
NOR MIND’S DESIRE OF THINGS, NOR DESIRED THINGS 
AIN’T GOT NOTHING OF PRIDE OR LIBERATION, 
NOR EGO, NOR DHARMA ITSELF, NOR DHARMA -ITSELF 
I AM NEITHER THE EATER NOR THE FOOD, 
NOR THE ACT OF EATING FOOD 
I AM ETERNAL BLISS AND AWARENESS 
I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA

NO FATHER, MOTHER, BROTHERS HAVE I GOT, 
NOT EVEN FRIENDS, NOR CASTE OR END 
I KNOW NO VIRTUE, PLEASURE, VICE AND PAIN, 
NOR MANTRA OR SACRED PLACE, NOR SACRIFICE 
I KNOW NOTHING OF VEDAS NOR OF FEARS, 
AIN’T GOT NO DEATH, NOR BIRTH ITSELF 
I AM ETERNAL BLISS AND AWARENESS 
I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA

I HAVE NO FORM OF FANCY, EVERYWHERE I AM, 
EXISTING FAR BEYOND THE SENSES 
I'M ALL-PERVADING. I'M NOT TO BE KNOWN, 
I AM, AND THAT IS ALL, THAT CAN BE KNOWN 
I AM BEYOND EXPRESSIONS BEYOND WORDS, 
OR ANY HOPE, OR ANY THOUGHT 
I AM ETERNAL BLISS AND AWARENESS 
I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA, I AM SHIVA
QUEEN OF SAHASRAR

MATAJI, SHRI GANESHA IS AWAKENED NOW IN ME,
O! O! MA, INNOCENCE WE ARE;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI,
QUEEN OF MOOLADHAR WE BOW TO THEE.

MATAJI, LORD BRAHMADEVA IS AWAKENED NOW IN ME,
O! O! MA, CREATIVITY WE ARE;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI, QUEEN OF SWADISTHAN WE BOW TO THEE.

MATAJI, LORD VISHNU IS AWAKENED NOW IN ME,
O! O! MA, PEACE WE ARE;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI, QUEEN OF MANIPUR WE BOW TO THEE.

MATAJI, LORD SHIVA IS AWAKENED NOW IN ME,
O! O! MA, LOVE WE ARE;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI, QUEEN OF ANAHAT WE BOW TO THEE.

MATAJI, LORD KRISHNA IS AWAKENED NOW-IN ME,
O! O! MA, COLLECTIVITY WE ARE;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI, QUEEN OF VISHUDDHI WE BOW TO THEE.

MATAJI, LORD JESUS IS AWAKENED NOW IN ME,
O! O! MA, FORGIVENESS WE ARE;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI, QUEEN OF AGNYA WE BOW TO THEE.

MATAJI, NIRMALA DEVI,
O! O! MA, YOUR CHILDREN WE ARE;
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI, QUEEN OF SAHASRAR WE BOW TO THEE.
YOU ARE THE OCEAN, SHRI MATAJI
YOU ARE THE SEA. (CHORUS)
YOU ARE THE FLOWERS AND THE LEAVES,
AND YOU ARE THE TREE.

YOU ARE ENCHANTMENT OF THIS ISLE,
THE LIGHTHOUSE IS YOUR SMILE,
FOREVER GUIDED BY YOUR LOVE,
LIKE BIRDS THAT FLY TO BE AT PEACE WITH YOU.

YOU ARE THE WAVES THAT REACH THE SHORE,
AND FLOW LIKE EVERMORE.
BY YOUR GRACE ALL WATERS COME,
THE CLOUDS HAVE GONE, WE SEE YOU MORE AND MORE.

YOU ARE THE RAIN AND WIND AND SNOW,
YOUR COOL VIBRATIONS FLOW
MOTHER, MAY OUR THOUGHTS REFLECT
OUR LOVE FOR YOU IN EVERYTHING WE DO.

YOU ARE THE STARS THAT WHIRL IN SPACE,
THE SAVIOR OF OUR RACE,
SEEKERS GATHER TO YOUR SIDE,
YOU RESCUE US, WITHIN YOU WE ABIDE.
MOTHER, PLEASE LET US STAY AT YOUR FEET, JUST A MOMENT MORE,
KNOWING THIS PEACE, THIS SILENCE AND BLISS,
JUST A MOMENT MORE, (Chorus
WE CAN'T BEAR TO TEAR OURSELVES AWAY, FROM A LOVE SO PURE,
SO MOTHER, PLEASE LET US STAY AT YOUR FEET,
JUST A MOMENT MORE.

ALL OUR EMOTIONS ARE TURNED TO JOY,
AND SWEET HUMILITY,
THE MIST OF THINKING HAS CLEARED FROM OUR BRAIN,
INTO PEACE AND PURITY,
YOU'VE BESTOWED ON US THESE COOL VIBRATIONS,
YOU'VE GIVEN US THIS ENDLESS PEACE
YOU'VE GRANTED US OUR HEARTS DESIRE,
TO BE WITH YOU WHERE ALL STRIVINGS CEASE.

THOUGH WE'VE ATTACHMENTS IN SO MANY WAYS,
STILL YOU SET US FREE,
AND THOUGH WE'RE FOOLISH, WAYWARD AND PROUD,
STILL YOUR SMILE WE SEE,
YOU'VE BESTOWED ON US THESE COOL VIBRATIONS,
YOU'VE GIVEN US THIS ENDLESS PEACE,
YOU'VE GRANTED US OUR HEARTS DESIRE,
TO BE WITH YOU WHERE ALL STRIVINGS CEASE.

WE CAN'T BEAR TO TEAR OURSELVES AWAY,
FROM A LOVE SO PURE,
SO MOTHER, PLEASE LET US STAY AT YOUR FEET,
JUST A MOMENT MORE,
MOTHER, PLEASE LET US STAY AT YOUR FEET,
FOR EVERMORE.
RAKHI BROTHER'S SONG

IT SEEMS TO ME SWEET SISTER
THAT THERE COULD HARDLY BE
A LOVE MORE LIKE OUR MOTHER'S
THAN THE ONE YOU'VE OH FERED ME
WITH FACE SO FAIR AND INNOCENT
NO OTHER MOTIVES THERE
EXCEPT, EXPRESSED RIGHT FROM THE HEART
TRUE RESPECT AND CARE.

I AM YOUR RAKHI BROTHER
A SPIRITUAL BROTHER TO YOU (CHORUS)
AND THIS BOND BETWEEN US
WILL LAST OUR WHOLE LIFE THROUGH

THE GIVING OF A GIFT LIKE THIS
IS MORE THAN I COULD SAY
YOU'VE TOUCHED ME VERY DEEPLY
AND IN A HOLY WAY
NOW I'LL THINK OF YOU EACH DAY
WHEREVER I MAY GO
MY SOUL WILL REACH ACROSS THAT SPACE
AND TRY TO LET YOU KNOW

AND SO TODAY, AS THROUGH THE YEARS
YOUR FACE AGAIN I SEE
REFLECTING THERE THE GRACE AND GOOD
THAT IS SHRI MATAJI
YOUR SWEETNESS AND YOUR BEAUTY SHINE
INSPIRING ME AND SO
THANK YOU AGAIN SWEET SISTER
YOU'VE HELPED ME MUCH TO GROW
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AND SO IT IS, AND SO WILL BE
THE GOLDEN AGE THIS WAY
WE KNOW THE DHARMA IT REQUIRES
IS HERE WITH US TODAY
THE FLOWER AND SWEETS, THE PERFUMED OIL
THE RAKHI THAT YOU TIE
REMINDS US OF THE TRUTH AND LOVE
WE KNOW WILL NEVER DIE.

I AM YOUR RAKHI BROTHER
A SPIRITUAL BROTHER TO YOU (CHORUS)
AND THIS BOND BETWEEN US
WILL LAST OUR WHOLE LIFE THROUGH

ACROSS THE RED SEA YOU LEAD US

ACROSS THE RED SEA YOU LEAD US
TO THE PROMISED LAND
WITH YOUR LOVE YOU FEED US
THE BLESSINGS FROM YOUR HAND
O MOTHER, YOU KNOW WE WANT
TO BE CLOSER TO YOU
ONLY YOU CAN SHOW THE WAY
AND HELP US MAKE IT THROUGH
LEADING US BACK TO YOU.

SHRI MATAJI,
INSIDE WE FEEL YOUR TOUCH (CHORUS)
SHRI MATAJI,
WE LOVE YOU SO MUCH

AND FROM THE MOUNTAINS YOU BRING US
YOUR SACRED LAWS TO TEACH
WITHIN THEM YOU KEEP US
TO KEEP US IN YOUR REACH
MAY WE STAY INSIDE THE TRUTH
AND PLEASE YOU EVERY DAY
IN OUR HEARTS ETERNAL YOUTH
CAN DRIVE OUR FEARS AWAY
LISTENING TO WHAT YOU SAY

JERUSALEM'S WHERE YOU TAKE US
ABOVE SAHASRARA YOUR SEAT
WHEN WE SLEEP YOU WAKE US
TO RAISE TO YOUR FEET
EVERY TIME YOU TOOK YOUR BIRTH
THE CHILDREN CAME TO YOU
EVERY TIME UPON THE EARTH
YOU TAUGHT THE WORLD ANEW
YOU ARE OUR GURU.

DIVINE MA

A SUNNY FEELING
FLOWS THROUGH YOUR GRACE
YOU SET OUR CHAKRAS WHEELING
AND 0, WHAT AN OPEN SPACE
THERE ARE NO WORDS
TO DESCRIBE YOUR BEAUTY
YOU GIVE OUR LIVES
SUCH A SENSE OF DUTY

DIVINE MOTHER
DIVINE MA (CHORUS X4)
LOOK AT THE BRIGHT BLUE SKY
IT FILLS US WITH JOY
FEEL SO CLEARHEADED
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WILL ANNOY
(ABSOLUTELY NOTHING WILL ANNOY)
WE JUST HAVE TO SEE
THAT WE ARE IN YOUR ARMS
AND AS THIS MANIFESTS
WE EMIT ALL YOUR CHARMS.

WITHIN THE LIGHT OF YOUR LOVE
NOTHING SEEMS TO MAR
AND WITHIN CREATION
MAN HAS EVOLVED SO FAR
NOW IS THE TIME
TO GO A STAGE BEYOND
YOU ARE THE ONE
WHO WILL RIGHT ALL OUR WRONGS.

LOVE AND HARMONY COMBINE
(William Blake)

LOVE AND HARMONY COMBINE,
AND AROUND OUR SOULS ENTWINE,
WHILE THY BRANCHES MIX WITH MINE,
AND OUR ROOTS TOGETHER JOIN.

JOYS UPON OUR BRANCHES SIT,
CHIRPING LOUD, AND SINGING SWEET,
LIKE GENTLE STREAMS BENEATH OUR FEET
INNOCENCE AND VIRTUE MEET.
THOU THE GOLDEN FRUIT DOST BEAR,
I AM CLAD IN FLOWERS FAIR;  (CHORUS)
THY SWEET BOUGHS PERFUME THE AIR,
AND THE TURTLE BUILDETH THERE.

THERE SHE SITS AND FEEDS HER YOUNG,
SWEET I HEAR HER MOURNFUL SONG;
AND THY LOVELY LEAVES AMONG,
THERE IS LOVE; I HEAR HIS TONGUE.

THERE HIS CHARMING NEST DOOTH LAY,
THERE HE SLEEPS THE NIGHT AWAY,
THERE HE SPORTS ALONG THE DAY,
AND DOOTH AMONG OUR BRANCHES PLAY

LORD OF THE SNOW

SPIRIT OF OURS, PLEASE TAKE US IN,
PLEASE SHOW US THE PLACE, WHERE ALL BEGINS.
BESTOWER OF BOONS, MAY WE BE AS YOU
IMPERVIOUS TO SNOW AND ICE, ALL THE WINTER THROUGH.

MELT OUR HEARTS,
MAY OUR IGNORANCE BE OF THE PAST,
WE BOW DOWN LOW
LORD OF THE SNOW  (CHORUS)
WE BOW DOWN LOW
INTO THE GANGL'S FLOW
SPouse OF OUR MOTHER
O! SPouse OF OUR MOTHER

FIRM PILLAR OF THE UNIVERSE, BENEFACCTOR OF THE STARS,
DWELLER OF SPACE, YOU THE COSMIC BEING,
THE MYSTIC SOUND, THE SOUND OF THE FLUTE,
HOLDING CYMBALS, PLAYING A DRUM,
YOU ARE THE LORD OF THE DANCE.

YOU HAVE THE FORM OF A BULL
HUMBLE, YET O! SO HIGH,
O! ILLUSTRIOUS FRIEND, KNOWER OF THE RIGHT TIME,
WE ASK OF YOUR BRILLIANCE TO ILLUMINE ALL THE NATIONS.
AND YOU OF FIRM CONVICTIONS,
MAY WE SHARE OF YOUR STRENGTH.

MELT OUR HEARTS, MAY OUR IGNORANCE BE OF THE PAST,
WE BOW DOWN LOW, LORD OF THE SNOW,
WE BOW DOWN LOW, INTO THE GANGA'S FLOW,
WE BOW DOWN LOW, TO KAILASHA WE GO,
WE BOW DOWN LOW,
O! SPOUSE OF OUR MOTHER, AT ONE WITH OUR MOTHER,
YOU ARE OUR MOTHER, YES, YOU ARE OUR MOTHER.

**MOTHER, I ADORE YOU**

MOTHER, I ADORE YOU,
ALL MY LIFE I GIVE YOU,
HOW I LOVE YOU.

**MOTHER, I WANT TO SEE YOU**

MOTHER, I WANT TO SEE YOU 3x
MOTHER, WILL I SEE YOU? 3x
MOTHER, I WANT TO BE WITH YOU 3x
MOTHER, WILL I BE WITH YOU?  2x
MOTHER, I WANT TO KNOW YOU  3x
MOTHER, WILL I KNOW YOU?  2x
MOTHER, WHO ARE YOU?
YOU ARE ADI SHAKTI  8x
YOU ARE PARABRAHMA  8x
YOU ARE THE SILENCE.  8x

MORNING HAS BROKEN  English Songs 36

MORNING HAS BROKEN LIKE THE FIRST MORNING;
BLACKBIRD HAS SPOKEN LIKE THE FIRST BIRD.
PRAISE FOR THE SINGING, PRAISE FOR THE MORNING,
PRAISE FOR THEM, SPRINGING FRESH FROM THE WORD.

SWEET THE RAIN'S NEW FALL SUNLIT FROM HEAVEN,
LIKE THE FIRST DEWFALL ON THE FIRST GRASS.
PRAISE FOR THE SWEETNESS OF THE WET GARDEN,
SPRUNG FROM COMPLETENESS WHERE HIS FEET PASS.

MINE IS THE SUNLIGHT; MINE IS THE MORNING
BORN OF THE ONE LIGHT EDEN SAW PLAY
PRAISE WITH ELATION, PRAISE EVERY MORNING,
GOD'S RECREATION OF THE NEW DAY.
English Songs 37

**SHE'S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD IN HER HANDS**

SHE'S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD IN HER HANDS
SHE'S GOT THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD IN HER HANDS
SHE'S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD IN HER HANDS
SHE'S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD IN HER HANDS.

SHE'S GOT .................. IN HER HANDS 3x
SHE'S GOT THE WHOLE WORLD IN HER HANDS.

**THE LORD'S MY SHEPHERD**

THE LORD'S MY SHEPHERD, I'LL NOT WANT
HE MAKEN ME DOWN TO LIE
IN PASTURES GREEN, HE LEADEX ME
THE QUIET WATERS BY.

MY SOUL HE DOTH RESTORE AGAIN;
AND ME TO WALK DOTH MAKE'
WITHIN THE PATHS OF RIGHTEOUSNESS,
E'EN FOR HIS OWN NAME'S SAKE.

YEA, THOUGH I WALK IN DEATH'S DARK VALE
YET WILL I FEAR NO ILL,
FOR THOU ART WITH ME, AND THY ROD
AND STAFF ME COMFORT STILL.

MY TABLE THOU HAST FURNISHED
IN PRESENCE OF MY FOES;
MY HEAD THOU DOST WITH OIL ANOINT,
AND MY CUP OVERFLOWS.
GOODNESS AND MERCY ALL MY LIFE
SHALL SURELY FOLLOW ME;
AND IN GOD'S HOUSE FOR EVERMORE
MY DWELLING PLACE SHALL BE.

YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE

YOU TOLD ME JUST WHAT I WAS, YOU SAID THAT I SHOULD RISE
ABOVE THE SORROW OF MY EXISTENCE,
AND THE BLINDNESS OF MY EYES
YOU HAVE SAVED ME FROM THIS WORLD OF LOVE, HATE AND TEARS,
FINE SOUNDING LIES MIXED WITH FEAR.

I SEE THE PLIGHT OF THIS SAD WORLD, AND I SEE THE LIFE.
THE GOOD AND BAD ARE ALL CONFUSED, SO SHOW ME THE RIGHT
ALL I HAVE IS THIS I HOLD, SO SHOW ME HOW TO BREATHE
THE BREATH OF JOY WHICH IS, DIVINE, THE LIVING ECSTASY

YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE, AND YOU ARE MY LIGHT
YOU ARE THE FULL MOON IN THIS DARKEST NIGHT
O LIFT THIS VEIL FROM MY EYES AND SHOW ME THE WAY
TO FIND MY PATH UNDER THIS CLOAK
AND THROUGH THE TROUBLED HAZE.

YOU WHO ARE WITHIN ME, YOU WHO ARE IN ALL
YOU ARE MOTHER NATURE, YOU ARE OUR NATURE'S CALL
O YOU WHO HAVE THIS SECRET, THE LOVE OF ALL MANKIND
PLEASE RELEASE THESE STONY CHAINS
WHICH BIND US WITH OUR OWN MIND

YOU ARE THE FULL MOON, IN THIS DARKEST NIGHT
YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE, YOU ARE MY LIGHT
I'M GONNA SING

I'M GONNA SING, WHEN THE SPIRIT SAYS, "SING!"
I'M GONNA SING, WHEN THE SPIRIT SAYS, "SING!"
I'M GONNA SING, WHEN THE SPIRIT SAYS, "SING!"
AND OBEY THE SPIRIT OF MY MA.

I'M GONNA PRAISE, WHEN THE SPIRIT SAYS, "PRAISE!"
AND OBEY THE SPIRIT OF MY MA.

I'M GONNA FIGHT, WHEN THE SPIRIT SAYS, "FIGHT"
AND OBEY THE SPIRIT OF MY MA.

I'M GONNA ...

OUR MOTHER'S LOVE

THE GOD OF LOVE IS HERE AMONG US NOW
THE GOD OF LOVE BRINGS US ALL TOGETHER NOW.

OUR MOTHER'S LOVE IS ALL SO PERFECT AND TRUE
AND YOUR SON JESUS CHRIST MADE US BORN AS NEW
SHRI MATAJI, WE SURRENDER TO YOU
OUR HEARTS ARE OPEN AS FLOWERS, WITH LOVE FOR YOU

YOUR CHILDREN ALL ARE DEVOTED TO YOU
YOUR LIGHT ETERNAL IS SHINING OUR WHOLE LIVES THROUGH.
THIS IS A WONDERFUL STORY
(AJIB. DAS. TA HAI YE)

THIS IS A WONDERFUL STORY
THE START AND END WE CANNOT SEE
THIS IS THE PATH OF SAHAJA YOGA
THAT WE LEARN FROM SHRI MATAJI

OH WHY THE LAMP BEFORE US BURNS
STILL WITH SMOKE, YET SWEETLY
WHILE IN DREAMS WE WERE ADRIFT
NOW WE'VE WAKENED COMPLETELY

IF WE HAVE A PURE DESIRE
THEN CALL OUT FOR SHRI GAURI MA
THAT POWER WITHIN WILL BE AWAKENED
AND YOU'LL BECOME NIRVICHAR

WHILE GOING DEEP IN SAHAJA YOGA
THE WORLD WE'LL TRANSFORM SURELY
WITH THE BLESSING OF SHRI MA
WE'LL LIVE IN COLLECTIVITY

WE'LL THANK OURSELVES FOR
HAVE JOINED WITH SHRI MATAJI
BY THE GRACE OF MAHAMAYA
WE'VE BECOME SAHAJA YOGIS

NOW THE TWO EXTREMES ARE GONE
IN DETACHMENT WE NOW STAND
USING ALWAYS OUR VIBRATIONS
WE BECOME SAT CHIT ANAND.
MOTHER, TO YOU WE SING OUR LOVE  English Songs 42  
(sung to "Where have all the flowers gone")

MOTHER, WE CAN FEEL YOUR LOVE
ALL AROUND US
MOTHER, WE CAN SEE YOUR LOVE
EVERYWHERE WE GO
MOTHER, WE CAN FEEL YOUR LOVE
COMPASSION AND YOUR KINDNESS
TO YOU WE SING OUR LOVE
TO YOU WE SING OUR LOVE

VOICES RAISED IN JOYFUL PRAISE
FOR OUR MOTHER
VOICES RAISED IN JOYFUL PRAISE
EVERYDAY WE LIVE
VOICES RAISED IN JOYFUL PRAISE
TO THE GODDESS OF THE UNIVERSE
TO YOU WE SING OUR LOVE
TO YOU WE SING OUR LOVE

WE WILL GROW WITH MOTHER'S LOVE
FLOWERS RARE AND BEAUTIFUL
WE WILL GROW WITH MOTHER'S LOVE
FLOWERS OF HER WILL
WE WILL GROW WITH MOTHER'S LOVE
ALL THE JOY WITHIN US
TO YOU WE SING OUR LOVE
TO YOU WE SING OUR LOVE
MOTHER FOUGHT THE BATTLE OF JERICHO
JERICHO IN US, JERICHO (CHORUS)
MOTHER FOUGHT THE BATTLE OF JERICHO
AND THE WALLS WENT TUMBLING DOWN.

GOOD MORNING MOTHER MARY
WE'RE HAPPY TO BE YOURS
A NEW HEAVEN HAS BEGUN
IN THE LIGHT OF THE MORNING SUN.
WE'RE GOING MOTHER MARY
TO CELEBRATE YOUR GRACE
FOR YOU AND YOUR HOLY SON
ALLOWED US TO COME TO BIRTH.

THE WALLS OF OUR EGO
HYPOCRITICAL PRIDE
TO YOUR LOVE HAVE SURRENDERED
TAKING US TO THE JOY OF GOD.
IN OUR LIFE MOTHER MARY
ATTENTION IS ON YOU
THE SPIRIT SHINES BRIGHTFULLY
SHOUTING "SHRI NIRMALA DEVI, KI JAI!

SINGING YOUR NAMES EVERYWHERE
BY THOUSANDS THEY'LL COME
FOR YOU EVERYTHING WE'LL DARE
PREACHING, PRAYING, GIVING.
THE SEVEN STEPS TO HEAVEN
ARE NOW TO BE ACHIEVED
THE SEVEN SOUNDS ARE GIVEN
AND WE'RE ALL FINALLY FREE.
GLORY HALLELUJAH

YOU ARE THE COMFORTER THAT WAS PREDICTED ONCE,
YOU ARE THE COMFORTER THAT WAS PREDICTED ONCE.
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA YOU ARE THE ONE
YOUR GRACE IS MARCHING ON.

GLORY, GLORY, HALLELUJAH      (x3)      (CHORUS)
YOUR GRACE IS MARCHING ON.

YOU ARE BLESSING US BEYOND THE GRASP OF MIND,
YOU ARE BLESSING US BEYOND THE GRASP OF MIND.
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA YOU ARE THE ONE
YOUR GRACE IS MARCHING ON.

HOW COULD WE EVER PRAISE YOU ENOUGH?
HOW COULD WE EVER PRAISE YOU ENOUGH?
JAI MATAJI, SHRI MATAJI YOU ARE THE ONE
YOUR GRACE IS MARCHING ON.

MOTHER, CALL THE SEEKERS HOME
(to the tune of ‘Michael Row the Boat Ashore’)

MOTHER, CALL THE SEEKERS HOME, HALLELUJAH
MOTHER, TEACH US TO BE SAINTS, HALLELUJAH
MOTHER, HELP US CHANGE THE WORLD, HALLELUJAH
etc.

CHILDREN'S PRAYER
(to the tune of "Edelweiss" in "The Sound of Music" musical

MATAJI, MATAJI, FILL THIS MOMENT WITH SUNSHINE
MATAJI, MATAJI, RISE WITHIN US AS LOVE

46
TOUCH THE HEARTS OF YOUR CHILDREN, MAKE THEM SHINE WITH GLORY!
MATAJI, MATAJI, RISE WITHIN US AS LOVE!

ANGELS FROM THE REALMS OF GLORY  English Songs 46

ANGELS FROM THE REALMS OF GLORY
WING YOUR FLIGHT O'VER ALL THE EARTH YE WHO SANG CREATION'S STORY
NOW PROCLAIM MESSIAH'S BIRTH.

GLORIA IN EXCELSIS DEO  (CHORUS x2)

SHEPHERDS IN THE FIELDS ABIDING,
WATCHING O'ER YOUR FLOCKS BY NIGHT,
GOD WITH MAN IS NOW RESIDING,
YONDER SHINES THE INFANT LIGHT.

SAGES LEAVE YOUR CONTEMPLATIONS,
BRIGHTER VISIONS BEAM AFAR;
SEEK THE GREAT DESIRE OF NATIONS,
YE HAVE SEEN HIS NATAL STAR.

SAINTS, BEFORE THE ALTAR BENDING
WATCHING LONG WITH HOPE AND FEAR,
SUDDENLY THE LORD, DESCENDING
IN HIS TEMPLE SHALL APPEAR.

THOUGH AN INFANT NOW WE VIEW HIM,
HE SHALL FILL HIS FATHER'S THRONE,
GATHER ALL THE NATIONS TO HIM
EVERY KNEE SHALL THEN BOW DOWN.
MOTHER, OH SO SWEET AND PURE

MOTHER DIVINE
JOYFUL ARE YOUR CHILDREN
MOTHER DIVINE
ALL ARE ONE WHO LOVE YOU

MOTHER, OH SO SWEET AND PURE
TEACH US OF YOUR TENDER LOVE
OPEN HEARTS ONCE CLOSED BEFORE
TO THE COOL BREEZE FROM ABOVE.

FILL OUR HEARTS WITH PURE DEVOTION
FILL OUR SOULS WITH JOY AND PEACE
FILL OUR CUP FROM YOUR SWEET OCEAN
MAKE US YOURS IN HARMONY

JOYOUSLY WE SING YOUR PRAISES
ALL MANKIND ON BENDED KNEE
IN OUR HEARTS BE WITH US ALWAYS
KEEP US STRONG IN LOVING THEE.

AMAZING GRACE

AMAZING GRACE, HOW SWEET THE SOUND
THAT SAVED A SOUL LIKE ME.
I ONCE WAS LOST, BUT NOW I'M FOUND,
WAS BLIND BUT NOW I SEE.

ALMIGHTY GOD, I SOUGHT YOUR LOVE
THROUGH FEARS AND DOUBTS I'VE PASSED.
BUT NOW THE GRACE RAINS FROM ABOVE
MY HEART IS FILLED AT LAST.
ALONG THE HARD AND TWISTED TRAIL
YOUR CHILDREN CRY TO THEE.
UNLOCK OUR HEARTS, THROW BACK THE CHAINS
FOREVER SET US FREE.

OH, HOLY MOTHER, YOUR MIRACLES SHINE
AS STARS SO BRIGHT AND STRONG,
FOR WITH YOUR LOVE AND COMFORT SUBLIME
WE'RE HOME WHERE WE BELONG.

AMAZING GRACE, HOW SWEET THE SOUND
THAT SAVED A SOUL LIKE ME.
I ONCE WAS LOST BUT NOW I'M FOUND
JAI JAI SHRI MATAJI!

**AMAZING GRACE II**

AMAZING GRACE, AMAZING BREEZE,
THE COOL VIBRATIONS FLOW
THEY'RE MY LIGHT, THEY ARE MY GUIDE,
THEY ARE MY JOY I
AND NOW THERE IS NO MORE DOUBT.

THE DAY YOU CAME, YOU SAW, YOU WON MY HEART
IT ALL HAPPENED AMAZINGLY
AND MY WHOLE BEING FELT THAT YOU ARE DIVINE
THE MOMENT YOU CAME IN.

AMAZING GRACE, AMAZING LOVE,
BY BLISS WE ARE OVERWHELMED.
OH LET US OPEN WIDE OUR HEART TO YOU
MATAJI, WE LOVE YOU.
BLOWING IN THE WIND

OM TWAMEVA SAKSHAT MOKSHA PRADAVINI MATAJI
SHRI NIRMALA DEVI NAMOH NAMAH

HOW MANY OF YOU WANT TO BE SAVED TODAY,
WANT REALLY TO BE ONE WITH GOD?
HOW MANY OF YOU WILL ACCEPT TO LOVE HER,
AND WILL SEEK TO TOUCH HER FEET?
AND HOW MANY OF YOU WANT TO BE FREE NOW,
WANT TO BE BORN ANEW?

THE ANSWER MY FRIEND IS BLOWING IN THE WIND,
THE ANSWER IS GROWING IN THE WIND.

HOW MANY OF YOU WILL ACCEPT MOTHER'S LOVE
WHEN YOU ARE BORN FROM ABOVE?
HOW MANY OF YOU WANT TO COME INTO THE BOAT,
RESIDE IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD?
AND HOW MANY OF YOU WILL ADJUST THEIR LIVES
TO THE EVERLASTING LAW OF THE LORD?

HOW MANY OF YOU WILL END WITH THE WAR
OF FEAR AND LUST AND GREED?
HOW MANY OF YOU ARE SUBTLE ENOUGH
TO SEEK THE SOURCE OF INNER PEACE?
HOW MANY OF YOU WILL SEE THE EARTH TRANSFORMED
AND LIVE IN PERFECT JOYS

THE ANSWER MY FRIEND IS BLOWING IN THE WIND,
THE LORD LET ME GROW THROUGH THE WIND.

HOW MANY OF YOU WILL BE THE HOLLOW FLUTE
THAT THE MUSIC OF LOVE CAN BE HEARD?
HOW MANY OF YOU WANT TO PLEASE THE HOLY ONE
AND OPEN YOUR HEART TO HER LOVE?
AND HOW MANY OF YOU ARE BLESSED WITH HONESTY
TO RECOGNIZE THE INCARNATED GOD?

THE ANSWER MY FRIEND IS SHRI MATAJI,
AND SHE HAS CREATED ALL THE WIND.

THE ANSWER MY FRIEND IS SHRI MATAJI,
AND SHE IS IN ALL THE WIND!

**WHEN HE COMES**

HE'LL BE RIDING A WHITE HORSE WHEN HE COMES,
HE'LL BE RIDING A WHITE HORSE WHEN HE COMES,
HE'LL BE RIDING A WHITE HORSE, RIDING A WHITE HORSE,
RIDING A WHITE HORSE WHEN HE COMES.

SINGING MA, JAI MA, JAI JAI MA, (JAI JAI MA)
SINGING MA, JA MA NIRMALA MA, (JAI JAI MA) i
SINGING MA NIRMALA MA, SINGING MA NIRMALA MA,
SINGING MA JAI MA NIRMALA MA! (JAI JAI MA)

HE WILL CARRY A WHITE SWORD WHEN HE COMES,
THUNDERSTORMS AND FIRE OF JOY WHEN HE COMES,
HE WILL PRAISE THE SATGURU WHEN HE COMES,
HE'LL HAVE MOTHER IN HIS HEART WHEN HE COMES,
EKADESHA BLAZES FORTH WHEN HE COMES,
ALL THE CHILDREN MARCH BEHIND HIM WHEN HE COMES
MOTHER MAY WE SING TO YOU
TO SHOW OUR HEARTS
GIVE US COURAGE
SO WE MAY PLAY OUR PART,
IN THIS BOLD EXCURSION
MAY WE NOT GO TOO FAR
SO TAKE IN ALL YOUR BLESSINGS
AND KNOW JUST WHO YOU ARE.

JOY, JOY, OH WHAT JOY
TO KNOW WHAT WE HAVE FOUND (CHORUS)
SUCH A TREMENDOUS BLESSING
TO ARRIVE ON HOLY GROUND.

MOTHER WE STUMBLE IN AWE OF YOU
MAY WE BE HUMBLE
AND DO WHAT IS RIGHT TO DO
GIVE US THE STRENGTH TO BE LOVING
AND STAND BY YOUR SIDE
IN YOUR LIGHT WE SPARKLE
AND YOUR GRACE MAKES US WISE.

MOTHER HOW SMALL WE ARE
WITHIN YOUR CREATION
YET YOUR LOVE IS FLOWING
TO EACH AND EVERY NATION
SO MANY BROTHERS AND SISTERS
FROM OH SO MANY LANDS
YOUR LOVE BRINGS US TOGETHER
THIS WE ALL UNDERSTAND.
**YOU GAVE US LIFE**  
English Songs 51

YOU GAVE US LIFE, O MA, ETERNAL LIFE  
YOU GAVE US BREATH, O MA, A COOLING BREATH

AND WITH OUR HEARTS WE BOW TO THEE  
AND WITH OUR HEARTS WE VOW TO THEE  
(CHORUS)

YOUR GRACE IS ALL FORGIVING (2x)  
YOUR LOVE IS ALWAYS GIVING (2x)

YOU GAVE US PEACE, O MA, A THOUGHTLESS PEACE  
YOU GAVE US JOY, O MA, PERFECT JOY

YOU GAVE US BIRTH, O MA, A SECOND BIRTH  
YOU ARE THE TRUTH, THE ONE AND ONLY TRUTH

---

**MOTHER CAME FROM HEAVEN**  
English Songs 52

MOTHER CAME FROM HEAVEN TO THE EARTH BENEATH  
GATHERING HER CHILDREN FOR A WORLD OF PEACE  
I WILL ALWAYS THANK YOU, MOTHER,  
WHAT YOU'VE DONE FOR ME  
THROUGH YOUR GRACE I KNOW REALIT

MOTHER CAME FROM HEAVEN TO MAKE US REALIZE  
THAT WE ARE GOD'S CHILDREN WE MUST STAND UP AND RISE  
OUR MOTHER IS OUR GURU AND FOREVER MORE  
AT HER LOTUS FEET WE ARE SECURE.

MOTHER CAME FROM HEAVEN TO MAKE US UNDERSTAND  
THE SECRETS OF CREATION ARE GIVEN IN OUR HANDS  
WE MUST USE THIS PRECIOUS GIFT WITH PRIDE AND DIGNITY  
THE WORLDS ARE PRAISING THEE, SHRI MATAJI.
MOTHER CAME FROM HEAVEN TO OPEN OUR EYES
RELEASE US FROM ILLUSION AND TAKE AWAY DISGUISE
BROTHERS, SISTERS DANCE TOGETHER
ROUND AND ROUND YOUR THRONE
THROUGH YOUR GRACE WE FOUND THE WAY BACK HOME.

MOTHERLY LOVE
(to the tune of Paul McCartney's "Mull of Kin(yre"

THROUGH YOU THE GLORY OF GOD'S PLAN AROSE,
FROM YOU THE NECTAR OF ETERNAL LOVE FLOWS,
DARK WAS THE DAY WHEN WE COULD NOT SEE YOU,
BUT THROUGH YOU ALL SAINTS' PROMISES COME FINALLY TRUE.

MOTHERLY LOVE, LIKE GOLD MORNING SUNSHINE (CHORUS)
NIRMALA MA, THOU INCARNATED... MOTHERLY LOVE.

WE FEEL THE INNOCENCE OF MOTHER EARTH'S GRASS
AND BOW IN DEVOTION AS YOUR LOTUS FEET PASS,
WE ARE UPLIFTED ON THE WINGS OF A WHITE DOVE,
AS YOU SOOTHE OUR TIRED HEARTS WITH YOUR MOTHERLY LOVE.

MILLIONS OF YEARS PASSED FOR OUR ASCENT,
YOU ARE THE ESSENCE OF ALL THAT IT MEANT,
HUMBLY WE PRAY FROM DEEP IN OUR HEART,
"SHOW US THE SOURCE WHERE ALL THIS LIFE STARTS"
**IT HAS COME TRUE**

LITTLE WHITE HORSE LYING IN THE GRASS
DREAMING OF A WORLD OF LOVE AND TENDERNESS.
LITTLE WHITE HORSE JUST OPEN YOUR EYES AND SEE
THE WORLD'S INNER PEACE AND PERFECT HARMONY

IT HAS COME TRUE
GOD IS ALIVE (CHORUS)
COME TAKE YOUR CHANCE
YOU CAN START A NEW LIFE.

ALL THE FLOWERS THAT BLOSSOM IN THE LIGHT OF LOVE
BOWING DOWN THEIR HEADS TO THE LORD ABOVE
ALL THE STARS THAT SHINE ON THE SKY SO BRIGHT
REFLECTING ALL THE BEAUTY EVERY DAY AND NIGHT

ALL THE WATERS FLOW TO THE DEEP WIDE SEA
THEY HAVE FOUND THEIR AIM IN ETERNITY
LITTLE WHITE HORSE DANCING IN THE SUN
YOU KNOW NOW THE TRUTH, ISN'T IT SWEET FUN)

**RAKHIS SISTER'S SONG**

SWIFT AS THE WIND OUR BROTHERS ARE
STRONG AS THE SEA (CHORUS)
SURE AS THE SUN; MOTHER'S LOVE
REFLECTED IN THEE.

BROTHERS YOU DO INSPIRE US
TO CLEARLY SEE
SHINING IN EVERY HEART
MOTHER'S PERFECT QUALITY
INNOCENT, WISE, ALL PURITY
OF SHRI GANESHA
ALL PLAYFUL LOVE OF LIFE
IS THE JOY OF SHRI KRISHNA.

PERFECT KING, FATHER, BROTHER, FRIEND
OF LORD SHRI RAM
GENTleness, Wondrous Strength
OF THE MIGHTY HANUMAN.

GANESHA COMES AS JESUS CHRIST
POWER TO FORGIVE
SHIVA IN ALL OUR HEARTS
WITH JOY AND PEACE WE LIVE.

I AM GOING HOME

I AM GOING HOME
TO MY SWEET MOTHER
SHE RESIDES IN MY HEART
FROM WHERE SHE WILL NEVER PART

STARS AND SUN AND MOON ARE THERE
TO SHOW US ALL THE WAY
(chorus)
TO SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA MA
WHO ENLIGHTENS ALL OUR DAYS.

BOWING DOWN TO YOUR FEET
KNOWING THAT YOU ARE IN ME.
SHRI GANESHA AWAKE
THROUGH THE GRACE OF THEE.
SOMETHING HAPPENED

SOMETHING HAPPENED TO MY HEART THE DAY THAT I SAW YOU
SOMETHING THAT I NEVER FELT BEFORE,
YOU ARE ALWAYS IN MY HEART, NO MATTER WHAT I DO,
AND EVERY DAY IT SEEMS I LOVE YOU MORE.

HER LOVE IS WARMER THAT THE WARMEST SUNSHINE
SOFTER THAN A SIGH
HER LOVE IS DEEPER THAN THE DEEPEST OCEAN
HIGHER THAN THE SKY (CHORUS)
HER LOVE IS BRIGHTER THAN THE BRIGHTEST STAR
THAT SHINES EVERY NIGHT ABOVE
AND THERE IS NOTHING IN THE WORLD
THAT WILL EVER CHANGE HER LOVE.

ONCE I THOUGHT THAT JOY WAS MEANT
FOR ANYONE ELSE BUT ME,
ONCE I THOUGHT I'D NEVER FIND THE WAY,
NOW IT ONLY GOES TO SHOW,
HOW WRONG WE ALL CAN BE,
FOR NOW I'M SIMPLY JOYFUL EVERY DAY

DO YOU KNOW THAT COMFORTER,
WHO'S COME HERE US TO GUIDE,
DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH OUR MOTHER CARES,
ASK HER NOW TO OPEN YOUR SAHASRARA WIDE,
AND THEN YOUR LIFE WITH GOD
YOU'LL REALLY SHARE.
FROM WHERE I STAND IN THE SUNRISE

I BEHOLD A LAND RIGHT BEFORE MY EYES.
THERE, ATTACHMENTS DISSOLVE,
THE BODY IS HEALED,
WORLDLY RIDDLES ARE SOLVED,
SACRED TRUTHS REVEALED.

IN THE PRESENT, IN PEACE PLAGUED NOR MORE BY DREAMS
OF WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN OR WHAT YET MIGHT BE.
SUBTLE COLOR, SUBTLE LIGHT,
A LAND COOL AND PURE,
JOY BY DAY, PEACE BY NIGHT,
MOTHER'S PRESENCE IS THERE.

HER SMILE IS THE SUN, HER RADIANCE THE MOON,
IN WATERS SHE RUNS, IN THE CLOUDS SHE MOVES.
SHE LAUGHS IN THE LEAVES OF THE TREES.
AS THEY BLOW THE FRAGRANCE UNFOLDS
IN THE FLOWERS THAT GROW

FROM WHERE I STAND IN THE SUNRISE
I BEHOLD A LAND RIGHT BEFORE MY EYES.
I CAN REACH THAT LAND BY MY DEAR MOTHER'S GRACE.
SHE TAKES MY HAND, I SET THE PACE.
I CAN' DWELL IN THAT LAND, WATCH THE PLAY FROM ABOVE,
AT ONE WITH THE TRUTH IN GOD'S KINGDOM OF LOVE.
OUR MOTHER HAS COME

WHO COULD EVER RESIST THY LOVE?
THY INCOMPARABLE EYES, SOOTHING LIKE THE MOON
AND SHINING LIKE THE SUN; RESTING UPON OUR HEARTS;
COOLING DOWN THE WOUNDS OF MANY LIVES; CARESSING US
GENTLY REMOVING THE FEARS OF AGES (2x)

OUR MOTHER HAS COME TO TAKE HOME ALL HER CHILDREN.
OUR MOTHER HAS COME. REJOICE!
OUR MOTHER HAS COME. THE DARKNESS IS OVER.
JAI NIRMALA MA! JAI NIRMALA MA!
JAI NIRMALA, JAI NIRMALA, JAI NIRMALA MA!

WHATEVER WE DESIRED IN MOST FANTASTIC DREAMS
WAS JUST A GLIMPSE OF THE BLESSINGS
THAT YOU HAVE NOW GIVEN TO US
FILLING OUR CUPS SO THAT THEY OVERFLOW.
TEARS IN OUR EYES, WE WORSHIP YOU:
OUR GREAT, GREAT MOTHER.
MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER, MOTHER MA!
MOTHER, MOTHER MA!

YOU HAVE COME TO LIVE IN OUR HOUSES;
ALL UNIVERSES PUT TOGETHER IN ONE ROOM.
HOW FORTUNATE ALL THOSE WHOM
YOUR SPROUT LIKE SOFT HAND HAS TOUCHED;
WHOM THE FRAGRANCE OF THY LOTUS FEET
HAVE CURED. FULL IN CONFIDENCE.
IN THEE WE DARE TO RAISE OUR EYES.
BEHOLDING THY PEERLESS BEAUTY
OUR MOUTHS BEGIN TO SING IN EXULTATION, IN EXULTATIO
JAI! SHRI GANESHA WE LOVE TO DANCE AND SING WITH THEE. 
OUR HEARTS ARE EVER YOURS, 
LORD, YOU OPEN ALL THE DOORS TO SAHASRAR!

SHRI GANESHA, KI JAI! 
SHRI GANESHA, PLEASE STAY, (CHORUS) 
SHRI GANESHA, IN US FOREVER MORE.

LONG AGO IN HEAVEN SHRI MATAJI CREATED THEE 
SO INNOCENT AND TRUE, 
ALL THE HOSTS OF HEAVEN BOW TO YOU'

ALONE ON THE OCEAN DARK 
YOU CRIED AND SOUGHT YOUR MOTHER'S LOVE: 
AND SO AS SEEKERS WE, IN ILLUSION, CRIED 
AND WERE SET FREE!

IN DARJEELING AND DELPHI TOO 
YOU MANIFEST AS SWAYAMBHU. (pause 2 beats) 
IN COCONUT AND SUN, 
EVERYWHERE WE LOOK, WE SEE THE ONE!

AS A BABY IN NAZARETH 
YOU MANIFESTED JOY AND TRUTH. 
IN YOUR WORK AND PLAY, 
YOUR DEAR MOTHER LOVED YOU MORE EACH DAY!

THROUGH YOUR RESURRECTION 
WE WERE PREPARED FOR LIBERTY. 
NOW IN JOY COMPLETE, 
WE REJOICE AT MOTHER'S LOTUS FEET!
OH KRISHNA RADHA KRISHNA
WE REMEMBER YOU IN THE MORNING (1st Chorus, major)
WHEN THE WHOLE NATURE IS DANCING
ON THE NOTES OF YOUR WOODEN FLUTE

LORD OF LORDS, YOU ARE THE JOY THAT FALLS FROM HEAVEN,
WE'RE DELIGHTED BY YOUR PRESENCE,
AND ARE WITNESSING YOUR PLAY, JOYFUL PLAY,
EVERY MOMENT WE SING: (1st chorus 2x)

IN THE NIGHT, WHEN THE UNIVERSE OPENS,
WHEN ALL NATURE IS BREATHING,
WE CAN FEEL IN OUR HEARTS FLOWING NECTARS OF JOY,
DANCING JOY, PLAYFUL JOY,
EVERY TIME, EVERYWHERE, EVERY MOMENT WE SING:

OH KRISHNA, RADHA KRISHNA,
WE REMEMBER YOU EVERY DAY, (2nd Chorus, minor)
YOU ARE THE SWEET VOICE THAT SOOThes
AND THE POWER THAT SHOWS THE WAY (chorus 2x, then:)
ON THE WAY, ALL THE WAY

LORD OF LORDS, WE CAN SEE YOU IN OUR MOTHER,
YOU MAKE US LOVE EACH OTHER
AND BECOME LIKE ONE BEING, MIGHTY BEING,
EVERY MOMENT WE SING: (1st chorus 2x)

FOLLOWING YOU, ALL THE PLANETS ARE TURNING,
ALL THE STARS ARE A-SPARKLING,
YOU JUST DANCE THROUGH THE BLUE SPACE
PLAYING YOUR WOODEN FLUTE, MAGIC FLUTE, WOODEN FLUTE,
EVERY TIME, EVERYWHERE, EVERY MOMENT WE SING: (2nd. chorus 2x)
LORD OF LORDS, IN SHRI MOTHER WE KNOW YOU,  
IN HER PRESENCE WE FEEL YOU, BY HER GRACE WE CAN SING,  
EVERY DAY, EVERY MOMENT WE SING: (1st chorus 3x, then:)  
... ON THE NOTES OF YOUR WOODEN FLUTE! (2x)

**BRAHMAPURI SONG**

MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
NIRMALA MATA, NIRMALA KUNDALINI  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
NIRMALA BHAKTI, NIRMALA BHAGAVATI  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
AND YOU MAKE US NIRMALA TOO ... NIRMALA TOO ... (repeat)

MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA,  
NIRMALA SHAKTI, NIRMALA SHANTI  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
NIRMALA VIDYA, NIRMALA VEDANTA  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
PLEASE MAKE US MORE LIKE YOU ... NIRMALA LIKE YOU ... (repeat)

MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
NIRMALA TANTRA, NIRMALA SARASWATI  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
NIRMALA MANTRA, NIRMALA VISHUDDHI  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
MAKE US NIRMALA TOO ... TRUE TO YOU ... NIRMALA TO YOU ... (rep

MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
PURE IN JOY AND PURE IN ATTENTION  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA  
YOU TAKE US INTO A PURE NEW DIMENSION  
MOTHER YOU ARE NIRMALA .  
THIS HEART IS PURELY FOR YOU ... NIRMALA FOR YOU ... (repeat)
PRAYER TO OUR HOLY MOTHER

MOTHER MAKE US INNOCENT
SO THAT WE REACH YOUR HOLY LAND
AND PLACE YOUR FEET INTO OUR HEARTS,
PLEASE GUIDE US WITH YOUR LOVING HAND

THE NAME OF OUR LAND IS ASTRA

THE NAME OF OUR LAND IS ASTRA,
WE ALREADY KNOW, (CHORUS)
"THE WEAPON OF GOD ALMIGHTY",
WE ARE READY TO GO.

WE KNOW THAT THIS IS OUR MOTHER,
SHRI NIRMALA MA,
SHE DOES ALL THIS FOR OUR FATHER,
SHRI SHIVA NAMOH NAMAHA.

WE SIT IN MEDITATION
HER LIGHT COMES OVER US
WE FEEL THE COOL VIBRATIONS
THE HEART IS OPENED IN US.

WE'RE LIVING WITHIN LEFT NABHI,
JUST NEXT TO THE HEART,
WHATEVER WILL HAPPEN , WHATEVER WILL BE,
WE'LL NEVER TURN APART.

MOTHER, YOU GAVE US POWERS,
MUCH MORE THAN WE CAN SAY,
PLEASE SHOW US HOW TO USE THEM
ON THIS JUDGMENT-DAY.
ALL OVER YOUR CREATION
VIBRATIONS ARE SPREAD SO FINE,
WE ARE HAPPY TO BE YOUR CHILDREN,
REFLECTION OF MOTHER DIVINE.

THE PATH OF KUNDALINI

MOTHER, YOU ARE THE FRAGRANCE OF WISDOM AND INNOCENCE,
REMOVER OF OBSTACLES, DESTROYER OF IGNORANCE.
YOU ARE SHRI GANESHA,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED SHRI GANESHA IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI)

MOTHER, YOU ARE THE SOURCE OF ALL LIFE AND ALL ENERGY,
MOTHER OF UNIVERSE, THE MOTHER IN ME.
YOU ARE ADI KUNDALINI,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED KUNDALINI IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI'

MOTHER, YOU ARE THE GUIDE OF ALL LIFE AND ALL ENERGY,
THE BRAIN OF MY WORK, THE HEART OF MY FAMILY
YOU ARE SHRI LAKSHMI AND YOU ARE SHRI VISHNU,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED THESE DEITIES IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI'

MOTHER,, YOU ARE THE TRUTH OF ALL SONGS AND ALL SINGING,
THE SOURCE OF ALL ACTION, THE THOUGHT AND THE THINKING.
YOU ARE SHRI SARASWATI AND YOU ARE SHRI BRAHMADEVA,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED THESE DEITIES IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI'

MOTHER, YOU ARE THE TEACHER WHO DESTROYS MY DELUSIONS,
The PILOT THAT NAVIGATES THROUGH THE SEAS OF ILLUSIONS.
YOU ARE AD[ GURU,
AND YOU AVE AWAKENED THE GURU IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI'

MOTHER, YOU ARE MY GUARD, MY ETERNAL SECURITY,
MY LOVE AND MY DISCIPLINE, THE HEARTBEAT IN ME.
YOU ARE SHRI JAGADAMBA,
AND YOU ARE SHRI SITA AND YOU ARE SHRI RAMA,
AND YOU ARE SHRI SHIVA AND YOU ARE SHRI PARVATI,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED THESE DEITIES IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI!

MOTHER, YOU ARE THE ESSENCE OF JOY AND DIPLOMACY,
MY BROTHERS AND SISTERS, THEIR SWEETNESS IN ME.
YOU ARE SHRI RADHA AND YOU ARE SHRI KRISHNA,
AND YOU ARE SHRI YESHODA AND YOU ARE SHRI VISHNUMAYA,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED THESE DEITIES IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI!

MOTHER, WITH FORGIVENESS YOU'RE CONTINUALLY BLESSING ME,
PLEASE TAKE AWAY MY EGO AND RESTORE MY SIMPLICITY
YOU ARE SHRI MARY AND YOU ARE SHRI JESUS,
AND YOU ARE SHRI BUDDHA AND YOU ARE SHRI MAHAVIRA,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED THESE DEITIES IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI!

MOTHER, YOU ARE THE FORCE THAT CREATES CREATION,
YOU ARE ALL MY LOVE AND MY LOVE'S DEDICATION.
YOU ARE ADI SHAKTI,
AND YOU HAVE AWAKENED THE SPIRIT IN ME.
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI
SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI

SALUTATIONS SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI'
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OUR HEARTS ARE GROWING
OUR HEARTS ARE GROWING,
OUR LOVE IS FLOWING,
FOR THE LOVE OF YOU,
YOU GIVE US KNOWLEDGE,
YOU GIVE US WISDOM,
WE NOW KNOW WHAT TO DO.

OUR EYES HAVE OPENED,
OUR HANDS HAVE SPOKEN, (Chorus 2x)
WE GIVE OURSELVES TO YOU.

WE WILL SPREAD THIS WONDER,
WE WILL GIVE THIS NECTAR,
SO OTHERS CAN LOVE YOU TOO,
FOR YOU ARE OUR MOTHER.
TO US THERE IS NO OTHER,
SO WE BOW DOWN TO YOU.

IN OUR HEARTS WE SEE YOU,
THROUGH OUR HEARTS WE SEEK YOU,
FROM OUR HEARTS WE LOVE YOU,
FOR OUR SOULS ARE CALLING,
AS THE NEW AGE IS DAWNING,
PLEASE LET US HOLD ON TO YOU.

OUR HEARTS ARE GROWING,
OUR LOVE IS FLOWING,
FOR THE LOVE OF YOU,
YOU GIVE US KNOWLEDGE,
YOU GIVE US WISDOM,
WE NOW KNOW WHAT TO DO,
WE NOW KNOW WHAT TO DO.

66
CHANT POUR MERE

YOU ARE MY MOTHER, YOU ARE MY FATHER
YOU ARE MY GURU AND MY FRIEND
YOU ARE BEGINNING, YOU ARE THE CENTER
AND YOU ARE BEYOND THE END.

FOR I LOVE YOU MOTHER, YOU HELP ME FEEL
FEEL YOU IN ALL, FEEL YOU IN ME, (CHORUS)
MOTHER I'M IN YOU AND YOU'RE IN ME
MOTHER, I'M IN YOU AND YOU'RE IN ME
I'M IN YOU AND YOU'RE IN ME

YOU ARE THE FOUNTAIN OF ALL JOY
YOU ARE THE COOL BREEZE OF TRUTH
YOU ARE THE MOUNTAINS, YOU ARE THE RIVERS
THE SKY AND THE SEA

I WANT TO KNOW YOU, I WANT TO SERVE YOU
I WANT TO BE BY YOUR SIDE
OH, HOW I LOVE YOU, PLEASE LET ME KNOW YOU
NIRMALA DEVI

WHEELS OF FIRE

OM TWAMEVA SAKSHAT SHRI NIRIVMALA MA (CHORUS)
SHRI NIRMALA DEVI NAMOH NAMAH

FOR YOU ARE ETERNAL INNOCENCE
THE POWER SUBLIME
ENLIGHTENING FLAME OF CHASTITY
ELDEST BROTHER OF MINE.
FOR YOU ARE THE POWER OF CREATION
THE SPIRIT BEHIND
THE ESSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE AND ART
PURE WISDOM DIVINE.

FOR YOU ARE THE BEAUTY OF FAMILY PEACE
YOUR CARE IS SO SWEET
YOU BLESS US WITH WEALTH AND DIGNITY
RELEASE US FROM GREED.

YOU RESIDE AS THE SPIRIT IN OUR HEART
REFLECTION DIVINE
AS BLISS AND AWARENESS ETERNALLY
MAJESTIC YOU SHINE.

YOU VIBRATE OUR WORDS WITH LOVE SO KIND
WE KNOW, WE'RE ALL ONE
AS BROTHERS AND SISTERS WE DANCE IN YOUR BANDHAN,
PRAISE GOD ALMIGHTY ONE,

FOR YOU ARE COMPASSION AND TRUTH
THROUGH YOU WE FORGIVE
AS YOU ARE THE WAY AND THE LIGHT
FOREVER WE LIVE.

FOR YOU ARE COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESS
THE POWER THAT FLOWS
REDEMPTION O WHOLE HUMANITY
COOL WIND THAT BLOWS.
BATTLE HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE SPIRIT

THIS IS THE YEAR THAT LORD GANESHA CALLS UPON THE VIRA BRAVE TO RALLY TO THEIR MOTHER'S BANNER AND HIS ISLAND KINGDOM SAVE.

THIS IS THE YEAR WE CLIMB THE MOUNTAINS, THIS IS THE YEAR WE CROSS THE SEAS, (CHORUS) THIS IS THE YEAR WE CONQUER EMPIRES, THIS YEAR IS SHRI MATAJI'S!

THIS IS THE YEAR THE PANDU WARRIORS GUARDED BY LORD KRISHNA'S RING PUT TO ROUT THE RAKSHASAS, AND RAISE THE FLAG OF THEIR TRUE KING.

THIS IS THE YEAR THE LION-HEARTED SONS OF DURGA TURN TO TIDE FULL PROCLAIM THEIR MOTHER'S POWER AND PROVE TRUE THEIR PROPHET'S PRIDE.

THIS IS THE YEAR SHRI VISHNU'S CHARGES DON THE MANTLES OF THE SAGES AND ON WINGS OF LORD GARUDA RISE ABOVE THE MIRE OF AGES.

THIS IS THE YEAR SHRI KUNDALINI FULLY GIVES OF HEALING HAND REACHING MILLIONS WITH HER MESSAGE IN THE GOD'S MOST BLESSED LAND.
THIS IS THE YEAR THAT EVERY CORNER
OF THE GLOBE OUR MOTHER MADE,
FEELS AGAIN DIVINE VIBRATIONS,
THIS YEAR ARE FOUNDATIONS LAID.
AND OUR VISION KEEP ITS FOCUS,
AND JERUSALEM BEGINS,
AND THE CHILDREN RISE TOWARDS HER,
AND OUR MOTHER VICTORY WINS!

IN BEGINNING WAS THE WORD

IN BEGINNING WAS THE WORD, THIS WE HAVE TAKEN
AND THE SOUND "AMEN" WAS HEARD, WISDOM WAS FREE
WHEN IN FLESH HE TOOK HIS BIRTH, HE WAS FORSAKEN
SON OF MAN UPON THE EARTH, IN GALILEE
CHILD OF FORGIVENESS, OH SHRI GANESHA
BEAUTIFUL JESUS, YOU ARE THE TREASURE,
THE ROOT OF THE TREE. (cont.)

ALL THE SAME, MOTHER YOU ARE
CALL YOUR NAME, MAHA MATA (CHORUS)
IN THE GAME, YOU ARE SAVIOUR

WHEN THE EARTH GIVES LIFE, STILL WE DONT KNOW HER,
WHEN THE SUN SHINES FORTH HER LIGHT, WE ONLY SEE
ENDLESS STARS UPON THE SKY, HIGHER AND LOWER,
IN YOUR FLAMES YOU FORGE THE LIFE, ETERNALLY.
AND THE MIGHTY CREATOR, MAKER OF THE AGES
BRAHMA, ETERNAL, TRUTH UPON THE PAGES
FIRE IN THE SEA.

AND WHEN YOU LEAD US PAST ILLUSION IN THE WORLD,
CONFUSION IN THE WORLD, TRUE GURU OF THE WORLD,
MOSES, YOUR COMMANDMENTS, MOHAMMED, YOUR KORAN, 
THE WORDS O ABRAHAM, THESE TEACHINGS ALL FOR MAN. 
MANY TIMES YOU TAUGHT MANKIND NOT TO COVET WEALTH, 
BUT ESTABLISH THE DHARMA, WITHIN HIMSELF. 
LORD DATTATREYA, MAY WE CROSS THE OCEAN, 
AND LIVE OUR LOVES INSIDE - DISCIPLINED DEVOTION. 

FAMOUS STORIES IN THE OLD INDIAN SCRIPTURES 
SHOWING HOW THE DIVINE POWERS MOVE EVERYTHING 
THE PORTRAYALS OF THE LORD IN BATTLE PICTURES 
TELL US ALL ABOUT THE GREAT WARRIOR KING. 
INCARNATIONS EVOLVE US, TAKE US THROUGH THE STAGES 
YOUR LOVE DISSOLVES US, TO THE KING OF SAGES, 
SHRI VISHNU WE SING ... 

WHAT YOUR MOTHER JOINED TOGETHER

WHAT YOUR MOTHER JOINED TOGETHER 
NO MAN SHALL EVER PART 
AND HER LOVE WILL BE FOREVER 
THE LOTUS IN YOUR HEART 

KEEP THIS IN MIND, IT MAKES YOU STRONG 
SEND FORTH YOUR LOVE, YOU CANT GO WRONG. 

TENDER THOUGH THE BRANCHES BE 
IT'S MOTHER WHO HAS, NOURISHED THEE. 

TO DANCE IN THE WIND AND TO SMILE AT THE SUN 
TO KISS THE EARTH WHERE MOTHER HAD GONE 
AND KEEP ON TO HER LOVE THE OCEAN OF PASSION. 

AND HER GRACE WILL THEN BE YOURS 
TO BRING THE WORLD THE HOLY LIGHT
NOTHING'S GOING TO STOP US NOW
FROM ACHIEVING WHAT'S OUR RIGHT
MOTHER'S IN OUR HEARTS BEHIND OUR EYES
OUR VICTORY AND OUR GOD IN SIGHT
HEAVEN'S DOOR IS SHINING THERE
A BREATH AWAY FROM US
AND OUT THROUGH ALL THE IDLE THOUGHT
AND PICKING OURSELVES UP WE RISE ... WE RISE.
AND NO MORE WITH A CLOUDED VIEW
WE KNOW NOW HERE WE'RE GOING TO
MOTHER'S IN OUR HEARTS BEHIND OUR EYES
THE DAWNING THAT WE'RE ALL LIVING
LUSCIOUS ARE THE PASTURES GREEN
THE DREAMS OF TIRED EYES HAVE SEEN
SO ONWARD CROSS THE FINAL SEA
BEHOLD THAT TORCH WE'VE SOUGHT... BEHOLD FOR EVERMORE.
SOMEHOW LEADING BY THE HAND
THIS RAGGED LIMPING LONELY BAND
MOTHER'S IN OUR HEARTS BEHIND OUR EYES
HOMECOMING'S WRITTEN IN THE SKIES
AND SHE IS THERE ALL DRESSED IN WHITE
LIKE A DAWN FOR THOSE IN ENDLESS NIGHT
WE FALL UPON HER GOLDEN FEET
AND BEG HER TAKE US ON ...
THE RIVERS AND THE BROOKS AND STREAMS
SING ANCIENT PRAISES TO THE QUEEN
AND OF A PLACE WE'VE ALWAYS BEEN
REMIND US OF OUR HOME
MOTHER'S IN OUR HEARTS BEHIND OUR EYES
NONE OF US NOW. WILL DENY
THAT WE ARE BLESSED BEYOND COMPARE
AND LIFE'S PERFECTION ALL MUST SHARE
REALIZING WE'RE IN MOTHER'S CARE
WE GROW BEYOND OURSELVES... WE GROW BEYOND OURSELVES ... 
WE GROW.

WE NEED YOU MOTHER

YOU ARE SARASWATI, BRAHMA, YOU ARE GAURI AND GANESHA,
YOU ARE LAKSHMI, NARAYANA, YOU ARE PARVATI MAHESHA,
YOU'RE DURGA, JAGADAMBE, CHANDIKA.
YOU ARE KUNDALINI MATA, YOU ARE RADHA AND GOVINDA,
YOU ARE MARY, YOU ARE JESUS, YOU ARE AGNI, VAYU, INDRA,
YOU'RE KARTIKEYA AND DATTATREYA.
MOTHER OF MY SOUL, YOU ARE MY ONLY GOAL,
MOTHER YOU ARE EVERYTHING,
THE LOVE THAT MAKES OUR HEARTS ALL SING.

WE NEED YOU, OH MOTHER YOU KNOW,
THAT WE FEEL FOR YOU, OH MOTHER, MAY WE GROW (CHORUS)
TO SEE YOU, AND LOVE YOU, INSIDE
TO PLEASE YOU IS ALWAYS OUR DESIRE.

WE ARE CHILDREN, YOU HAVE SAVED US,
THROUGH YOUR LOVE WE NOW ARE LEARNING.
YOU ARE GOD AND WE HAVE FOUND YOU,
WHILE YOUR UNIVERSE IS TURNING.
OH HOW CAN WE FIND WORDS TO PRAISE YOU, MA.
FROM THE TIME OF YOUR CREATION,
YOU OUR GREATEST INCARNATION,
PLEASE DON'T LEAVE US HOLY MOTHER,
YOU'RE THE LAST CHANCE OF SALVATION,
WHILE EVER WE EXIST WE'LL PRAISE YOUR NAME.

(Chorus 2x)
HOLY MOTHER DURGA

HOLY MOTHER DURGA, PROTECTING US
MAY WE SING THIS SONG FOR YOU, MAY IT BE WITH LOVE
YOU ARE SHRI CHANDIKA, EVER IN OUR HEARTS
PLEASE RAISE YOUR CHILDREN, BEFORE THE BATTLE STARTS

YOU ARE PURITY, TAKE US TO YOUR LIGHT
YOU'RE REALITY, KEEP US IN YOUR SIGHT (CHORUS)
OH ADI SHAKTI, GUARD US DAY AND NIGHT
ARM US FOR THE BATTLE, LEAD US TO THE FIGHT

HOLY MOTHER DURGA, KILLER OF OUR FEARS,
COMPASSIONATE AND LOVELY ONE, WIPE AWAY OUR TEARS.
GODDESS OF THE BATTLEFIELD, STRONGEST IN THE WAR,
SEATED ON A TIGER, WITH MIGHTY TOOTH AND CLAW

HOLY MOTHER DURGA, COMFORTING US,
ASPECT OF SHRI MATAJI, SECURING US.
MOTHER JAGADAMBE, MAY WE, TOO, BE BRAVE
FOR LIFTING HIGH OUR SWORDS OF TRUTH
AND THIS EARTH WE'LL SAVE!
HOLY MOTHER, HOLY MOTHER
THOU ART UNENDING LOVE.
FOR SO LONG WE WAITED, AND WAITED
FOR THEE TO COME.
WE SURRENDER, WE SURRENDER, WE SURRENDER
OUR LIVES TO THEE.

JAI TO MOTHER, JAI TO MOTHER, JAI TO MA
THE GREATEST ONE.
THOU CAME DOWN AND GAVE AND GAVE
ALL THY LOVE.
DEEP FROM THE HEART, DEEP FROM THE HEART,
DEEP FROM THE HEART WE FEEL THEE.

BY THE WATERS, THE WATERS OF SAHASRAR.
WE ADORE AND PRAY, AND PRAY
FOR THY GRACE.
WE ENJOY, WE ENJOY, WE DO ALL ENJOY
THY LOVE.

KUNDALINI, KUNDALINI, NIRMALA MATA,
MATA MA.
JAI NIRMALA SHAKTI, BAGAVATI,
NIRMALA SHAKTI.
ADI SHAKTI, NIRMALA DEVI,
NIRMALA MATA MATAJI.
SONG TO LORD KRISHNA

LORD OF POWER, LORD SO SWEET,
INDIVISIBLE LORD COMPLETE (CHORUS)
LORD SHRI KRISHNA WE BOW TO THEE
THROUGH OUR MOTHER WE COME TO THEE.

YOU ARE THE SPIRIT BEYOND EVERYTHING
THE BEAUTIFUL SHINING PERFECT KING
PLAYING YOUR GAME AND SINGING YOUR SONG
DANCING YOUR DANCE IN THE FIGHT AGAINST WRONG

WE ARE IN YOU AND YOU ARE IN ALL
YOU ARE THE LORD AND MASTER WE CALL
TEACHING US SWEETLY AND SHOWING US HOW
WE ARE TOGETHER FOR EVER AND NOW

YOU ARE OUR BROTHERS, OUR SISTERS, OUR LIFE
YOU ARE OUR CHILDREN, OUR HUSBAND AND WIFE
YOU ARE THE JOY, THAT SHINES EVERYWHERE
YOU ARE THE PATH, THAT LEADS US THERE.

YOU ARE THE PROMISE, THE WAY AND THE TRUTH
THE SENSITIVE FINGERS, THAT SHOW US THE PROOF
WITHIN OUR MOTHER THE HOLIEST ONE
THE FINAL PLACE THAT OUR HEARTS REST UPON.

NIRMALA MA

COME HOLY SPIRIT, WITH US BE,
FILL US WITH JOY AND PURITY
SHRI ADI KUNALIN NIRMALA MA
WE BOW TO THEE, WE BOW TO THEE.
POWER OF BEAUTY YOU CREATE,
A PATH IN US TO HEAVEN'S GATE.
SHRI MAHASARASWATI NIRMALA MA
WE BOW TO THEE, WE BOW TO THEE.

COME HOLY MOTHER, WITH US BE,
FILL US WITH PEACE AND HARMONY
SHRI SHANTI RUPENA NIRMALA MA
WE BOW TO THEE, WE BOW TO THEE.

OUR LIVES ARE FULL OF JOY AND GRACE,
OUR HEART IS NOW YOUR STEADY PLACE.
SHRI SHIVASHAKTI NIRMALA MA
WE BOW TO THEE, WE BOW TO THEE.

PLEASE HOLY POWER THROUGH US FLOW,
THEN GODLY WAYS WE'LL ONLY GO.
SHRI VISHVASAKSHINI NIRMALA MA
WE BOW TO THEE, WE BOW TO THEE.

YOU ARE FORGIVENESS, YOU ARE LOVE,
YOUR BLESSINGS SHOWER FROM ABOVE.
SHRI MAHALAXMI NIRMALA MA
WE BOW TO THEE, WE BOW TO THEE.

YOUR STREAMS FLOW FROM ETERNITY,
WE COME FROM THEE AND GO TO THEE.
SHRI SAHASRAR' SWAMINI NIRMALA MA
WE BOW TO THEE, WE BOW TO THEE.
WE'VE TAKEN BIRTH IN THIS LAND, SUCH A BLESSING TO BE HERE
NOW ON EARTH.
TO BE HERE IN ENGLAND, THE HEART OF OUR MOTHER'S UNIVERSE.
WE'VE BEEN SEEKING IN THIS LAND, WE'VE FOUND THE GREATEST
GIFT ON EARTH,
RIGHT HERE IN ENGLAND, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE.
DO WE KNOW WHAT LORD THIS IS
DO WE SEE HER SHINING?
ARE WE REALLY SEARCHING FOR HER?
LIKE SHE SEARCHES TIRELESSLY FOR US?

MIGHTY LORD SHIVA WE PRAY, PLEASE DONT GO AWAY,
JERUSALEM STAY. (CHORUS)

MIGHTY LORD SHIVA INSIDE, IN OUR HEARTS RESIDE,
WITHIN US ABIDE.

FROM THE STREETS OF LONDON TOWN, TO THE TOWNS AND CITIES
IN THE NORTH AND SOUTH,
SHE CALLS HER CHILDREN HOME, IT'S TIME TO BE HOMeward
BOUND,
IT IS PREPARATION TIME, THE GODS ARE CALLING FOR TRUTH
WORLDWIDE.
BETTER CHOOSE YOUR SIDE, IT'S UP TO YOU NOW.

EVERY DAY, COME WHAT MAY, WERE TRYIN' TO SAY THAT YOU'RE
HERE,
WITH YOUR GRACE, YOUR SWEET EMBRACE, WILL BRING OUR
HEARTS TO WAKE.
YOU'LL NEVER FIND THE WAY HOME WITHOUT HER,
NO, YOU'LL NEVER MAKE IT ON YOUR OWN, WITHOUT HER.
CAN YOU HEAR THE CHILDREN CRYING FOR HER?
CAN YOU FEEL OUR HEARTS ARE SIGHING FOR HER? (fade)
COME SHRI MATAJI, TEACH US VIBRATIONS, (CHORUS)
AWAKEN OUR SPIRIT, ENLIGHTEN OUR NATION.

SHRI LORD GANESHA OF WISDOM AND PURITY,
BE OUR FOUNDATION AND BE OUR SECURITY
GIVE US DIRECTION AND SHOW US THE WAY
TO OUR KUNDALINI SO THAT WE MAY SAY

SHRI BRAHMADEVA THE ONE WHO CREATED
THE WHOLE OF THE UNIVERSE, THE HUMANS AND DEVAS.
SHRI SARASWATI, YOUR SHAKTI IS WITH US
TO MAKE US SPONTANEOUS, CREATIVE AND SPIRIT.

SHRI VISHNU PRESERVING THE WORD'S RESOLUTION,
SUSTAINING THE DHARMA FOR OUR EVOLUTION,
SHRI LAXHMI THE ESSENCE OF FAMILY AND HOME,
WE GRATEFULLY HONOUR THEE, PLEASE KEEP US FROM WRONG

SHRI GURU DATATREYA PRIMORDIAL TEACHER,
THE ONE WHO HELPS GOD IS YOUR GREATEST FEATURE.
YOU SHOW US THE UNITY, TEACH US THE RIGHT WAY,
BRING JOY TO OUR SEEKING AND TO THE DIVINE PLAY

SHRI SHIVA PARVATI, SHRI SITA AND RAM,
MOTHER AND FATHER OUR HEART IS YOUR HOME.
IN YOUR SACRED THRONE IS OUR JOY GIVING VENT,
OUR SPIRIT RESIDING AWAITING ASCENT

TO REACH YOUR GRANDEUR-SHRI KRISHNA YOU CAME,
WE HONOUR YOU, WE SERVE YOU, WE SPEAK OF YOUR NAME.
THE TRUTH OF THE GITA, THE FAME OF YOUR DEEDS,
FROM PATHS OF DELUSIONS MAKE ALL OF US FREE.
JESUS FROM MARY IN BETHLEHEM BORN,
A SIMPLE YOUNG PEASANT IS YOUR DIVINE FORM.
YOU LEAD US TO HEAVEN THROUGH THE NARROW GATE.
FOR YOUR SECOND COMING WE HUMBLY AWAIT

MOTHER MATAJI WE THANK THEE AGAIN
FOR CLEARING OUR CHAKRAS AND HELPING US MEND,
GRANTING REALIZATION AND MAKING US WHOLE
AND TEACHING US THAT WE ARE ALL JUST ONE SOUL.

SILENT NIGHT

SILENT NIGHT, HOLY NIGHT,
ALL IS CALM, ALL IS BRIGHT,
ROUND YOUNG VIRGIN MOTHER AND CHILD,
HOLY INFANT SO TENDER AND MILD,
SLEEP IN HEAVENLY PEACE.
SLEEP IN HEAVENLY PEACE.

SILENT NIGHT, HOLY NIGHT,
SHEPHERDS QUAKE AT THE SIGHT,
GLORIES STREAM FROM HEAVEN AFAR,
HEAVENLY HOSTS SING, "ALLELUIA",
CHRIST OUR SAVIOUR IS BORN.
CHRIST OUR SAVIOUR IS BORN.

SILENT NIGHT, HOLY NIGHT,
WONDROUS STAR, LEND YOUR LIGHT,
WITH THE ANGELS LET US SING,
ALLELUIA TO OUR KING,
CHRIST OUR SAVIOUR IS BORN.
CHRIST OUR SAVIOUR IS BORN.
**O COME ALL YE FAITHFUL**

O COME ALL YE FAITHFUL
JOYFUL AND TRIUMPHANT
O COME YE, O COME YE TO BETHLEHEM;
COME AND BEHOLD HIM,
BORN THE KING OF ANGELS.
O COME LET US ADORE HIM
O COME LET US ADORE HIM (CHORUS)
O COME LET US ADORE HIM
CHRIST THE LORD

SING CHOIRS OF ANGELS, SING IN EXULTATION,
SING ALL YE CITIZENS OF HEAVEN ABOVE:
GLORY TO GOD IN THE HIGHEST

YEA, LORD, WE GREET THEE,
BORN THIS HAPPY MORNING,
JESUS, TO THEE BE GLORY GIV'N
WORD OF THE FATHER
NOW IN FLESH APPEARING.

**HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING**

HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING
GLORY TO THE NEW-BORN KING;
PEACE ON EARTH AND MERCY MILD,
GOD AND SINNERS RECONCILED:
JOYFUL ALL YE NATIONS RISE,
JOIN THE TRIUMPH OF THE SKIES,
WITH TH' ANGELIC HOSTS PROCLAIM,
CHRIST IS BORN IN BETHLEHEM.
HARK! THE HERALD ANGELS SING (CHORUS)
GLORY TO THE NEW-BORN KING.

CHRIST, BY HIGHEST HEAV'N ADORED,
CHRIST, THE EVERLASTING LORD,
LATE IN TIME BEHOLD HIM COME
OFFSPRING OF A VIRGIN'S WOMB.
VEILED IN FLESH THE GODHEAD SEE,
HAIL TH' INCARNATE DEITY!
Pleased as man with man to dwell,
Jesus, our Emmanuel.

HAIL THE HEAV'N-BORN PRINCE OF PEACE!
HAIL THE SUN OF RIGHTEOUSNESS!
LIGHT AND LIFE TO ALL HE BRINGS,
RISEN WITH HEALING IN HIS WINGS;
MILD HE LAYS HIS GLORY BY,
BORN THAT MAN NO MORE MAY DIE,
BORN TO RAISE THE SONS OF EARTH,
BORN TO GIVE THEM SECOND BIRTH.

NOW THAT YOU ARE OUR MOTHER

NOW THAT YOU ARE OUR MOTHER (Chorus 2x)
HOW BEAUTIFUL TO LIVE ON EARTH

NOW THAT WE ARE YOUR SONS
HOW BEAUTIFUL TO SPREAD OUR SONG;
SINGING OF YOU ALL AROUND
USING YOUR NAME AS THE SWEETEST SOUND

NOW THAT WE ARE ALL BROTHERS
HOW BEAUTIFUL TO LOVE EACH OTHER;
THE FIRST OF MILLIONS, MILLIONS OF HEARTS,
OF YOUR BODY EACH A CONSCIOUS PART

WE'VE GOT OUR COMPASS HERE
SAT-CHIT-ANANDA REMOVES OUR FEARS;
WE'RE LEARNING TO LOSE TROUBLES AND CRIES
USING THE JOY AS A STYLE OF LIFE.

NOW THAT YOU ARE OUR MOTHER
HOW BEAUTIFUL TO LIVE ON EARTH;
NOW THAT YOU ARE OUR MOTHER
HOW BEAUTIFUL TO LIVE BEYOND THE EARTH.

SITTING IN THE HEART OF THE UNIVERSE

SITTING IN THE HEART OF THE UNIVERSE
WE KNOW YOUR LOVE IS FLOWING THROUGH US
AH AH AH AH AH ...
SHRI MATAJI WE LOVE YOU, SHRI MATAJI WE LOVE YOU

YOUR ARE MAHAKALI MAHALAXMI
YOU ARE MOTHER ADI SHAKTI
THE POWER WITHIN US WHEN WE FEEL IT
OUR HEARTS REJOICING IN BHAKTI

WHEN WE SURRENDER, WE ARE IN PARADISE

YOU ARE THE SUPREME CREATOR
PLAYING THE GAME OF CREATION
YOU HAVE GIVEN US SHRI GANESHA
FOR US TO HAVE REALIZATION

WHEN WE SURRENDER ....
GOD'S GODDESSES OF VAIKUNTHA
BLESS US WHEN WE GET TOGETHER  )  2x
ON THE SHORES OF GANAPATIPULE  )
OUR HEARTS GET UNITED THROUGH YOU MOTHER  )  2x

WHEN WE SURRENDER ....

ETERNITY

SILENTLY, SHE HAS BEEN WAITING
FOR THE RIGHT TIME TO COME
HER ANCIENT LIGHT IS NOW DAWNING
AN ENERGY IS BORN WITHIN

FEELING THAT FLOW, JUST LIKE A RIVER
THE WIND BLOWS THROUGH MY HANDS (CHORUS)
THAT'S GENTLY REASSURING ME
THERE'S A LOVE FOR ALL ETERNITY
THAT WILL ALWAYS LIVE THROUGHOUT TIME

INNOCENCE IS HER ESSENCE
HOLY IS HER NAME
HOW CAN WE EVER REALLY UNDERSTAND
TO BE HUMBLE WITHIN OUR HEARTS
FEELINGS THAT FLOW ...

(instrumental break; repeat chorus)

YOUR QUEST HAS NOW REACHED AN ENDING
FOR THE SEARCH OF THE TRUTH
THERE SHE STANDS BEFORE YOU
IN HER SPLENDID MAJESTY
FEELINGS THAT FLOW...
A FEELING SO BRIGHT English Songs 86

SOMEBEWHERE INSIDE THERE’S A FEELING SO BRIGHT
AND SHE’S RISING TO MEET THE HEAVENS
THE POWER’S A SHE, AND SHE LOVES YOU AND ME
SHE’S RISING TO MAKE ALL MEN FREE
SHE’S RISING TO MAKE ALL MEN FREE

WE FEEL A BREEZE IN OUR HANDS
THAT CURES ALL ILLS IN OUR LANDS (CHORUS)
SHE BRINGS NEW LIFE, NO MORE SPIRITUAL STRIFE
SHE TAKES ALL OUR CARES AWAY
SHE TAKES ALL OUR CARES AWAY

NOW SEEKERS OUR THERE COME AND BREATHE THIS SWEET AIR
THE BIRTH OF YOUR SPIRIT ANEW
THIS PEACE YOU WILL FIND WHEN LOVE FLOWS THROUGH YOUR MIND
YOUR HEART WILL BELIEVE WHAT IS TRUE
YOUR HEART WILL BELIEVE WHAT IS TRUE

NOW I’M SURE YOU WILL FEEL WHAT I’M SAYING IS REAL
AND YOUR HEART WILL WANT TO KNOW MORE
YOU MUST SEEK FOR HER THE HOLY COMFORTER
HER NAME IS SHRI MATAJI
HER NAME IS SHRI MATAJI

WHEN ISRAEL WAS IN EGYPT’S LAND English Songs 87

WHEN ISRAEL WAS IN EGYPT’S LAND,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.
OPPRESSED SO HARD, THEY COULDN’T STAND,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.
GO DOWN, MOSES, WAY DOWN IN EGYPTSLAND,  (CHORUS)
TELL OL' PHARAOH, LET MY PEOPLE GO.

THUS SAITH THE LORD, OLD MOSES SAID,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.
IF NOT I'LL SMITE YOUR FIRST BORN DEAD,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.

NO MORE SHALL THEY IN BONDAGE TOIL,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.
IF THEM COME OUT WITH EGYPT'S SPOIL,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.

OH LET US ALL FROM BONDAGE FLEE,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.
AND LET US ALL IN CHRIST BE FREE,
LET MY PEOPLE GO.

YOU ARE THE LIGHT OF OUR LIFE  English Songs 88

YOU, YOU LIGHT OF OUR LIFE,
YOU GIVE US HOPE TO CARRY ON,
YOU LIGHT UP OUR DAYS,
AND FILL OUR HEARTS, WITH LOVE.

YOU GIVE US JOY, YOU LET US GROW,
WE BOW AT YOUR FEET,
MOTHER YOU KNOW,
YOU MAKE US STRONG,
THAT WE CAN'T GO WRONG,
YOU SHOW US THE WAY,
HOW WE HAVE TO PRAY.

AND YOU, YOU LIGHT OF ...
YOU ARE THE SUN, YOU ARE THE MOON,
YOU SHINE LIKE THE STARS,
YOU GIVE LOVE TO US,
YOU ARE THE SKY, YOU ARE THE EARTH,
THE TREES AND THE FLOWERS,
ARE GROWING BY YOUR GRACE.

... WITH LOVE, YOU GIVE VIBRATIONS TO US,
AND YOU, YOU LIGHT OF OUR LIFE.

GRANDFATHER'S SONG

GRANDFATHER, GRANDFATHER, PLEASE TELL US OF THE TIME,
of when she walked upon this earth, the feet of the divine.
Her face is so radiant, there is sunlight - in her hair;
please tell us grandfather, for we know you were there.

A notice in a newspaper, a poster on a wall;
although we didn't know it, then we felt the mother's call;
we asked for it quietly, inside we felt the change;
collectively a unity, life's never been the same.

GRANDFATHER, GRANDFATHER, SOMETHING WE DO NOT KNOW,
it is whispered by the older ones before vibrations flow,
that joy was not in every heart, mistrust and bigotry
clouded up the hearts and minds, restricting liberty.

MY CHILDREN, DONT BE TROUBLED BY THE PAST AND ITS UNREST;
she worked it out through all of us
to leave the world so blessed;
this world you can imagine, the way of the divine,
the power of her presence changed everyone inside.

GRANDFATHER, GRANDFATHER, DID SHE EVER SMILE AT YOU
HER PICTURES SHOW A KINDNESS, IS THIS SOMETHING THAT YOU KNEW?
DID SHE EVER SPEAK A WORD TO YOU? DID YOU KNOW HER VOICE’S TONE?
DID YOU HAVE THE PRIVILEGE TO TALK WITH HER ALONE?

IN A CROWDED AIRPORT LOBBY, YOUR MOTHER WAS A CHILD,
I HELD HER UP, SO SHE COULD SEE OUR GODDESS PASSIN' BY
AS SHE WALKED NEAR AND TURNED HER HEAD A FLOWER TO RECEIVE,
SHE SAID YOU NOW HOLD IN YOUR ARMS SOMEONE WHO WILL BELIEVE

GRANDFATHER, GRANDFATHER, THIS SIMPLE WOOLEN SHawl,
WE TREAT IT SO REVERENTLY, HUNG UP UPON THIS WALL,
WE HOLD OUR HANDS TO IT, WE FEEL THE BEAUTY DEEP WITHIN,
IT EMANATES A SPECIAL CHARM AND SO WE ASK AGAIN.

WHILE WAITING TO RECEIVE HER AT ANOTHER PLACE AND TIME,
THE CROWD IT DREW APART AND MADE A PATH FOR THE DIVINE;
SHE JUST TOOK TO A SIMPLE BENCH FOR HER TO SIT AND REST,
I TOOK THAT SHawl TO COVER IT, AND THAT'S WHY IT'S SO BLESSED.

GRANDFATHER, GRANDFATHER, THESE STORIES THAT YOU TELL,
MOVE US TO FEEL THE THINGS YOU FELT, WHEN YOU WERE IN HER SPELL,
WE THANK YOU DEARLY, TOUCH YOUR FEET FOR REMEMBERING SO CLEAR,
WE FEEL THAT SHE IS NOW WITH US, WE FEEL HER PRESENCE HERE.

MY STAY UPON THIS MORTAL EARTH IS NOT SO VERY LONG,
SO VERY SOON I'LL JOIN HER IN HEAVEN'S ANCIENT SONG.
AND FOR A WHILE I'LL DANCE AND SING ABOUT WHERE ANGELS PLAY,
AND COME UPON THE EARTH AGAIN AND JOIN HER DIVINE PLAY

GRANDFATHER, GRANDFATHER, PLEASE TELL US OF THE TIME,
OF WHEN SHE WALKED UPON THE EARTH, THE FEET OF THE DIVINE.
HER FACE IS SO RADIANT, THERE IS SUNLIGHT IN HER HAIR;
PLEASE TELL US GRANDFATHER, FOR WE KNOW YOU WERE THERE.
SHE DOES IT ALL

QUESTION YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR OF BEAUTY,
YOU'VE GOT THE TIME TO WORK IT OUT;
YOU KNOW, SHE IS ALWAYS WORKIN'
FOR THE BEAUTY OF THE WORLD.

SHE DOES IT ALL, SHE DOES IT ALL,
SHE DOES IT ALL, DONT YOU KNOW? (CHORUS)
SHE DOES IT ALL, SHE DOES IT ALL,
SHE DOES EVERYTHING ALONE.

OUR FATHER IN HEAVEN, WILL - HEAR YOUR PRAYERS;
HE WILL - UNDERSTAND ALL YOU ASK HIM FOR.
HE UNDERSTANDS OUR PROBLEMS AND
HE UNDERSTANDS WHAT YOU - ASK HIM FOR,
YOU ASK HIM FOR, YOU ASK HIM FOR ...

SITTING IN THE GREEN GRASS
AND WATCHING ALL THE BIRDS FLY BY
NOTHING TO FEAR OF - NOTHING TO WONDER WHY ...

WE ARE - SINGING LIKE THE BIRDS,
WE ARE - SINGING OF THE BEAUTY OF THE - CREATION,
AND THE ONE - WHO DOES IT ALL,
DON'T YOU KNOW THAT - SHE'S BEHIND IT ALL ...
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YOU ARE THE COOL RIVERS -
I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR ...
YOU ARE THE COOL LOVE STREAM -
I'VE BEEN SEARCHING ALL MY LIFE...
AND I'VE BEEN RUNNING THOUSAND MILES
AND MILES AND MILES AND MILES -
JUST TO SEEK THE TRUTH
AND NOW THE TIME HAS COME
THAT I FINALLY FOUND YOU,
YOU GOT ME.
I SEE THE MIRROR IN MY HANDS.

CAUSE I FOUND YOU AT LAST
MY LIFE IS TURNING TO ITS BEST
AND THE TEARS OF JOY ARE
TRICKLING FROM MY EYES (Chorus
AND I NEVER WANNA BE CHANGED AGAIN
TO THE LIFE I'VE LIVED BEFORE-
ALL THESE USELESS HABITS AND USELESS FEARS
THAT YOU HAVE TAKEN AWAY, AWAY FROM ME

YOU ARE THE COOL RIVERS -
COOLING GENTLY DOWN MY MIND ...
YOU ARE THE COOL LOVE STREAM -
LIVING WATERS IN MY HEART...
THERE ARE NO LIMITS
THERE ARE NO WORDS
WHICH COULD DESCRIBE THE PEACE I FEEL -
WHEN THE ROUGH SEA IS CALMING DOWN.
STEADY EYES WITHOUT DESIRE
WATCH THE OTHER CHILDREN PLAY-
STILLNESS IN MY MIND AND SOUL ...
YOU ARE THE SILENCE OF MY SOUL

PLEASE COME TO ME       (CHORUS)
THAT'S ALL I ASK FROM THEE

YOU GAVE ME POSITION IN LIFE,
YOU GAVE ME CHILDREN AND WIFE,
YOU CAUSE ME TO SELL AND TO BUY
AND TO RUN AROUND TO SETTLE AND TRY;
BUT THIS IS NOT WHAT I WANT
HAS NO VALUE AT ALL
BECAUSE ALL WHAT I ASK YOU FOR ...

YOU LET ME SIT DOWN BY YOUR SIDE
YOU TAUGHT ME WHAT IS WRONG
AND WHAT IS RIGHT,
EASY LIVING, MONEY AND PRIDE,
TEMPTATION TO DO WHATEVER I LIKE;
BUT THIS IS NOT WHAT I WANT,
HAS NO VALUE AT ALL
BECAUSE ALL WHAT I ASK YOU FOR ...

THERE ARE TIMINGS AND WRITINGS TO DO,
HURRY UPS AND WAIT IN QUEUE,
STREAMING, SHOUTING, BEING BUSY AND ALL,
WE FORGET WHAT WAS OUR INNER CALL;
BUT THIS IS NOT WHAT I WANT,
HAS NO VALUE AT ALL
BECAUSE ALL WHAT I ASK YOU FOR 

YOU ARE THE SILENCE OF MEDITATION
PLEASE COME TO ME
THAT'S ALL I ASK FROM THEE
LITTLE GAURI

AS YEARS PASS BY
LITTLE GAURI IS GROWING HIGH
HER DREAMS ALIVE
WOULD NOT REST TILL SHE HAD FOUND

FOR THE BURNING DESIRE
IS STILL IN HER HEART
AS YEARS PASS BY

AS YEARS PASS BY
LITTLE GAURI IS GROWING HIGH
NO DREAMS FULFILLED
MAKES UP HER MIND THAT SHE WILL FIND

FOR THE BURNING DESIRE
IS STILL IN HER HEART
AS YEARS PASS BY, AS YEARS PASS BY..

LOOK AT THE WORLD

MY LITTLE SON, IT IS NOT SO LONG AGO
THAT I WAS A CHILD LIKE YOU
DISCOVERING HIGH AND LOW
SO CURIOUS ABOUT THE WORLD
JUST LIKE YOU ARE NOW
WITH YOUR BIG BLUE EYES
EVERY LITTLE TEAR YOU CRY
I PROMISE I WILL DRY
AS LONG AS YOU NEED MY HAND
I'LL BE ON YOUR SIDE
LOOK AT THE WORLD,
SHE IS SO BEAUTIFUL    (CHORUS)
LIE ON THE EARTH, SEE THE SKY
IT'S FULL OF WONDERS ONCE YOU KNOW
THAT YOU CAN LET YOUR SPIRIT FLY

LOOK AT THE BIRDS SINGING IN THE SKY
LOOK AT THE TREES GROWING UP SO HIGH
LOOK AT THE PEOPLE WHAT THEY ARE DOING
WITH THEIR LIVES -
AND TRY TO LOVE THEM ALL
BECAUSE EVERYONE WHO WILL CROSS YOUR WAY
IS A UNIVERSE LIKE YOU
I HOPE YOU'LL FIND YOUR WAY
TO KNOW WHAT'S WRONG AND TRUE

LOOK AT THE WALLS BURNING ON THIS EARTH
HEAR ALL THE CRIES OF MANKIND'S RACE
LOOK AT THE CHILDREN WHO ARE CRYING
IN THE NIGHT, AND FEEL THEIR DESPERATION
WHEN WILL IT EVER END
THAT BROTHER KILLS A BROTHER
WHEN WILL OUR CHILDREN STAND
UNITED HAND IN HAND ...
SHE IS OUR MOTHER, OUR FRIEND

SHRI MATAJI, SHE'S OUR MOTHER OUR FRIEND
SHE WILL SHOW US THE PARADISE, (CHORUS)
GIVE HER YOUR HAND,
SHRI MATAJI, SHE IS THE ALL PERVADING GOD,
BELIEVE ME, IT'S TRUE.

ONCE I WAS SO BLIND BUT NOW I SEE,
IT HAPPENS THROUGH SHRI MATAJI,
SHE GIVES US LOVE, WISDOM,
JOY AND BLISS TOGETHER.
DO YOU KNOW THE BLOSSOM TIME IS NOW,
COME AND TAKE YOUR CHANCE,
THIS LIFE IS JUST A PLAY,
COME TAKE THE RIGHT WAY,
IT'S EASY.

IF YOU MEDITATE YOU FEEL SO WELL,
ONLY JOY IN YOU, THE KUNDALINI RISE,
YOU ARE FREE FROM THOUGHTS AND STRAINS,
PLEASE TRY IT.
YOU WILL BE BORN ANEW,
SHRI MATAJI SHE ALWAYS HELPS YOU
AND YOU'LL NEVER BE ALONE,
VIBRATIONS ARE SO STRONG,
COME FEEL IT
OPEN YOUR SOUL FOR THE LIGHT

AND YOUR SPIRIT WILL SHINE IN YOU SO BRIGHT
ALL THE CLOUDS IN YOUR HEART (CHORUS)
WILL MOVE FOR JOY AND LOVE
IF MOTHER'S GRACE WILL RAIN FROM ABOVE.

ALL THE DARKNESS WILL BE OVER NOW
FEELING VIBRATIONS AT YOUR LOTUS FEET WE BOW
AND THERE'S THE WISH THIS JOY IN US
SHALL NEVER END
HOLY MOTHER PLEASE LET US HOLD
YOUR GRACEFUL HAND.

NOW WE SEE THAT IT'S NOT HARD TO FORGIVE
AND WE KNOW IN PERFECT JOY WE CAN LIVE
IF YOU LEAD OUR LIFE ALL IS EASY AND CLEAR
AND WE FEEL THAT YOU ARE ALWAYS HERE.

WE KNOW THE HOLY GHOST IS HERE

AND WANTS TO SAVE THE WORLD (CHORUS)
THE REALIZED SOULS CAN RECOGNIZE HER
SHRI MATAJI IS HERE.

VIBRATIONS SHOW US THE TRUTH
AND ANSWERS OF QUESTIONS ARE THERE
SHE LEADS US WITH WISDOM AND SO MUCH LOVE
COME AND FOLLOW HER.

ONCE WE THOUGHT IT'S HARD TO FORGIVE
BUT NOW WE CAN SAY
LORD JESUS AWAKE THIS POWER IN US
THIS IS THE RIGHT WAY
OM NAMASTE GANAPATAYE  

SHRI GANESHA, SHRI GANESHA, ALL TO YOU IS A PLAY  
EVER SHINING LIKE THE SUN, IN GOD'S ETERNAL DAY  
ALL IN RED FROM TOES TO HEAD, WITH A DIAMOND CROWN  
ELEPHANT TRUNK AND EARS AND A BELLY BIG AND ROUND

YOU ARE THE OM, YOU ARE BEYOND  
OM NAMASTE GANAPATAYE (Chorus 2x)

YOUR MOTHER PLACED YOU BY HER SIDE AND THAT IS  
WHERE YOU'VE STAYED  
VALIANTLY PROTECTING HER, AND ALL THAT SHE HAS MADE  
BY DANCING AT HER LOTUS FEET, FROM WHICH CREATION FLOWS  
YOU RELEASE YOUR INNOCENCE AND BATHE US IN ITS GLOW

AT THE BASE OF EVERYTHING, THERE YOU MAY BE FOUND  
YOU SUPPORT THE TREE OF LIFE, AS THE EARTH SPINS ROUND  
YOU GIVE STRENGTH TO LIFE ITSELF, WITH YOUR PETALS FOUR  
LENDING FRAGRANCE TO THE EARTH, THE POWER THAT RESTORES

A GARLAND PLACED AROUND YOUR NECK, YOU ARE SEATED  
ON A THRONE  
YOUR SUBJECTS ARE YOUR CHILDREN AND YOUR KINGDOM  
IS THEIR HOME  
IN YOUR EYES THE UNIVERSE IS ALWAYS BEING BORN  
AND WHEN THE UNIVERSE DISSOLVES, YOU WILL CARRY ON  
... BECAUSE ...
SHE'S LIKE A DIAMOND

SHE'S LIKE A DIAMOND SHINING EVERYWHERE
AND WHERE SHE'S GOING PURITY IS THERE
SHE'S LIKE A DIAMOND SHINING FROM ABOVE
AND ALL HER CHILDREN FEEL ETERNAL LOVE,
FEEL ETERNAL LOVE.

THE BIRTH OF YOUR SPIRIT
WILL AWAKE PEACE IN YOU
AND SHE WILL SHOW US
WHAT IS WRONG, WHAT IS TRUE
IF YOU OPEN YOUR HEART
VIBRATIONS WILL START
YOU SEE THIS LIFE IS A PLAY
AND YOU ENJOY EVERY DAY.

SHE'S LIKE A DIAMOND ...

I VOW TO THEE MY COUNTRY

I VOW TO THEE MY COUNTRY,
ALL EARTHLY THINGS ABOVE
ENTIRE AND WHOLE AND PERFECT,
THE SERVICE OF MY LOVE
THE LOVE THAT ASKS NO QUESTIONS,
THE LOVE THAT STANDS THE TEST
THAT LAYS UPON THE ALTAR,
THE DEAREST AND THE BEST
THE LOVE THAT NEVER FALTERS,
THE LOVE THAT PAYS THE PRICE
THE LOVE THAT MAKES UNDAUNTED
THE FINAL SACRIFICE
AND THERE'S ANOTHER COUNTRY
I'VE HEARD OF LONG AGO
MOST DEAR TO THEM THAT LOVE HER
MOST GREAT TO THEM THAT KNOW
WE MAY NOT COUNT HER ARMIES
WE MAY NOT SEE HER KING
HER FORTRESS IS A FAITHFUL HEART
HER PRIDE IS SUFFERING
AND SOUL BY SOUL AND SILENTLY
HER SHINING BOUNDS INCREASE
AND HER WAYS ARE WAYS OF GENTLENESS
AND ALL HER PATHS ARE PEACE

ALL GOOD PEOPLE

ALL GOOD PEOPLE PLEASE LISTEN TO MY PLEA
THIS IS A GREAT OPPORTUNITY (CHORUS)
THE OCEAN OF LOVE
THAT COMES FROM ABOVE
IS THE PRESENCE OF SHRI MATAJI

TELL OLD SATAN IT'S TIME TO BEWARE
IT'S TIME THAT WE GIVE HIM WARNING FAIR
IT'S TIME TO UNITE
AND MOVE FROM WRONG TO RIGHT
IT IS TIME FOR THE WHOLE WORLD TO SHARE
IF A MAN THINKS THAT HE IS ALONE
THE WAY TO SALVATION WILL BE SHOWN
BAPTISM ANEW IS WAITING FOR YOU
THE POWER OF THE TRUTH WILL ATONE

THIS IS NOT JUST AN OLD CHRISTIAN VERSE
THIS IS ONLY THE PATH OF SECOND BIRTH
MANY SCRIPTURES WILL SAY
THEY PREDICTED THE WAY
WHEN THE MOTHER WILL WALK ON THE EARTH
BLESSINGS ABUNDANT ARE CLEAR
LIGHT OF ALL LIGHTS WILL APPEAR
VIBRATIONS WILL RISE
TO A SPARKLE IN YOUR EYES
AS THE POWER OF HER SPIRIT DRAWS NEAR

THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN IS NOW THE WAY
FIRM IN OUR RESOLVE WE WILL NOT SWAY
TO BRING VICTORY AND PERFECT HARMONY
HAND IN HAND INTO THE BRILLIANT LIGHT OF DA

SPREAD THE WORD

COME MY DEAR SISTER AND HOLD OUT YOUR HANDS
AND FEEL THE COOL BREEZES
THAT BLOW ACROSS THE LAND
THE BODY OF SPIRIT IS AWAKEN WITHIN
TO STOP ALL OUR ANGER AND LEAD US FROM SIN

SPREAD THE WORD
GOD HAS COME TO US AGAIN (CHORUS)
Born On The Earth
Inviting Her Children To Ascend

THE AGE OF DARKNESS IS TO BE EXPELLED
WE'VE LIVED IN IT TOO LONG
WE'RE NOW THRU WITH HELL
WE ASK FOR HER PURITY TO WASH OUT OUR SOUL
Evolution To Spirit Becomes Now Our Goal
She Is God The Mother With This Human Birth
SHE TEACHES US FREEDOM AND TRUE HUMAN WORTH
AWAKENS OUR POWERS TO KNOW WHAT IS RIGHT
AND GIVES INNER KNOWLEDGE AND THE INNER LIGHT

HUMBLY WE PRAY THAT YOU STAY FOR AWHILE
SO THAT WE MAY ENJOY YOUR SWEET DIVINE SMILE
TO BE IN YOUR PRESENCE WASHES US CLEAN
IT'S MORE THAN WE'VE HOPED FOR
IT'S MORE THAN OUR DREAMS

**WHEN YOU ARE TO COME**

WHEN YOU ARE TO COME, OUR HEART IS WAITING SILENT
WHEN YOU STAY WITH US, IT OPENS LIKE A FLOWER
WHEN YOU GO AWAY, WE FEEL LIKE YOU'RE NEAR BY
WHEN WE LOOK FOR YOU, WE GO DEEP INTO OUR HEARTS

FINALLY WE KNOW YOU'RE THE TRUTH
FINALLY WE KNOW YOU'RE THE LIFE (CHORUS)
HOW CAN WE GO WRONG IF YOU'RE WITH US

IF WE SEE THE STARS, IT'S BECAUSE YOU GIVE THEM LIGHT
IF WE SEE A TREE, IT'S BECAUSE YOU'VE LOOKED AFTER IT
IF A CHILD CAN SMILE, IT'S BECAUSE YOU GIVE HIM LOVE
IF A MAN CAN LOVE, IT'S BECAUSE HE KNOWS YOU

FINALLY WE KNOW YOU'RE THE TRUTH
FINALLY WE KNOW YOU'RE THE LIFE
HOW CAN WE GO WRONG IF YOU'RE WITH US
PLEASE, STAY WITH US 2x
PLEASE, STAY WITH US ....
WHEN WE DESIRE OUR PURITY,
AND WE'RE FAR AWAY FROM HER 2x
JAI SHRI GANESHA, JAI SHRI GANESHA,
JAI SHRI GANESHA, JAI

WHEN WE LACK IN CREATIVITY,
WE KNOW WHO TO PRAY FOR IT 2x
JAI SARASWATI, JAI SARASWATI,
JAI SARASWATI, JAI 2x

WHEN OUR NABHI IS UPSIDE DOWN,
WE ALL KNOW WHO TO THINK OF 2x
JAI SHRI LAKSHMI, JAI SHRI LAKSHMI,
JAI SHRI LAKSHMI, JAI 2x

WHEN OUR GURU PRINCIPLE'S LAZY,
WE CAN ALWAYS ASK FOR HELP 2x
JAI DATTATREYA, JAI DATTATREYA,
JAI DATTATREYA, JAI 2x

WHEN WE DESIRE OUR HEART TO BE PURE, )
THERE'S ALWAYS SOMEONE TO HELP US 2x
JAI SHRI SHIVA, JAI SHRI SHIVA, )
JAI SHRI SHIVA, JAI )

WHEN WE WOULD LIKE TO BE ONE THING, )
WITH ALL THE WORLD 2x
JAI -SHRI KRISHNA, JAI SHRI KRISHNA, )
JAI SHRI KRISHNA, JAI ) 2x

WHEN IT'S TIME TO FORGIVE AND FORGET, )
AND WE JUST CANT TAKE IT 2x
JAI SHRI JESU, JAI SHRI JESU, JAI SHRI JESU, JAI 2x
WHEN WE FINALLY KNOW WHO'S THE LIGHT,  
BUT OUR HEART KEEP BEING BLIND  2x  
JAI SHRI MATAJI, JAI SHRI MATAJI,  
JAI SHRI MATAJI, JAI
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WELL, THE BATTLE HAS BEGUN  
AND THE WAR IT WILL BE WON  
NOW THAT ALL OUR SWORDS ARE DRAWN (CHORUS)  
WE ARE SLAYING IGNORANCE  
WATCH THE DEMONS AS THE FLEE  
FROM WHITE HORSES THE RETREAT  
AND THE WORLD WILL FINALLY SEE  
(A) GOLDEN AGE

AT THE END OF THIS CENTURY  
ALL THE WORK WILL BE COMPLETE  
AND THE SUN WILL OPEN UP  
A NEW GOLDEN FACE  
AND FOR ALL OF US WHO DOUBT  
WE MAY JUST HAVE TO BE LEFT OUT  
UNTIL WE FIND OUT ABOUT  
THE PROMISE THAT WAS MADE -  
WE ARE ALL TOGETHER NOW  
INTEGRATING WHY AND HOW  
BLESSDED BY THE ADI SHAKTI'S GRACE

AND WHEN THINGS ARE GETTING TOUGH  
FEELS LIKE LIFE IS NOT ENOUGH  
WE MUST PICK EACH OTHER UP  
IT'S NOT ME OR YOU IT'S US  
IN THIS ERA OF REBIRTH
WE'RE CHILDREN OF OUR MOTHER EARTH 
AND WE HAVE UNIVERSAL WORTH 
WHEN WE'RE GOLDEN (2x) 
THE INNOCENCE IS REESTABLISHED ON THE EARTH 
AND THERE IS NO ROOM FOR THIRST 

THE BATTLE HAS BEGUN AND THE WAR ... 

THE MIRROR
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BRING ME A MIRROR TO SEE MY SOUL 
BRING ME A MIRROR TO SEE THE WHOLE 
BRING ME A MIRROR WHICH IS SMOOTHER THAN GLASS 
BRING ME A MIRROR WHICH IS FLAWLESS, TRUTHFUL AND VAST 
BRING ME A MIRROR THAT WILL SHOW ME MY PLACE 
BRING ME A MIRROR WHICH REFLECTS GOD'S GRACE 
NOT JUST A LOOKING GLASS TO HOLD MY FACE.

I CLIMBED EVERY MOUNTAIN, I TOUCHED EVERY SEA 
I READ EVERY PROPHET, I SEARCHED EVERY TREE, 
I STARED AT EVERY MOLECULE, 
I EVEN STARED AT THEE 
I DON'T KNOW WHERE THIS MIRROR CAN BE!

BRING ME THE MIRROR SO I CAN KNOW MY SOUL 
BRING ME THE MIRROR SO I CAN SEE THE WHOLE 
BRING ME THE MIRROR WHICH IS SMOOTHER THAN GLASS 
BRING ME THE MIRROR WHICH IS FLAWLESS, TRUTHFUL AND VAST 
BRING ME THE MIRROR THAT WILL TEACH ME MY PLACE 
BRING ME THE MIRROR SO I CAN FEEL GOD'S GRACE 
NOT JUST A LOOKING GLASS TO HOLD MY FACE

I SANG WITH EVERY MOUNTAIN, I SWAM IN EVERY SEA,
I RAN WITH EVERY RIVER, I SMELLED EVERY BLOSSOM TREE
I CLIMBED INTO EVERY ATOM, I SEARCHED DEEP INSIDE OF ME
THE ONLY MIRROR WE’RE LOOKING FOR IS
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI!

(CHORUS)
JAI SHRI MATAJI! YOU ARE THE MIRROR OF INFINITY!
JAI SHRI MATAJI! YOU ARE THE TEACHER OF REALITY!
JAI SHRI MATAJI! YOU ARE THE GIVER OF SERENITY!
JAI SHRI MATAJI! YOU ARE THE CENTER OF COLLECTIVITY!
JAI SHRI MATAJI! YOU ARE THE RIVER OF INTERNAL BEAUTY!
JAI SHRI MATAJI! YOU ARE THE MOTHER, YOU ARE ADI SHAKTI!

(sing Shri Mataji's names) response: JAI! JAI MA JAI SHRI MATA.
(alternate chorus and names until names are all sung, end with Mataji Bolo!) repeat several times).
MATAJI BOLO MATAJI BOLO MATAJI BOLO MATAJI BOLO! (X2)

COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
YOU WERE BORN TO BE FREE
COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
YOU ARE SAHAJA YOGIS.

TRUTH IS THE ONE THAT YOU MUST EMBRACE
TRUTH IS STRONGER THAN INDRA’S MACE
TRUTH IS THE ONE THAT SHRI DURGA HOLDS
WHEN IN BATTLE SHE DEFEATS ALL OF OUR FOES!
ADI SHAKTI WILL LIFT YOU UP
ADI SHAKTI OFFERS THE GOLDEN CUP
ADI SHAKTI WILL SET YOU FREE
BRING YOU TO THE ONE YOU'RE BORN TO BE!

COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
YOU WERE BORN TO BE FREE
COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
YOU CAN ASCEND FULLY.

GO ASK MOTHER FOR HER HELP
GO ASK MOTHER SHE'LL LIFT YOU UP
WITH HER LOVE SHE WILL PURIFY
BRING YOU TO YOUR FULL LOTUS SELF SO YOU CAN FL

ADI SHAKTI WILL LIFT YOU UP
ADI SHAKTI OFFERS THE GOLDEN CUP
ADI SHAKTI WILL SET YOU FREE
BRING YOU TO THE ONE YOU'RE BORN TO BE!

COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
YOU WERE BORN TO BE FREE
COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
YOU ARE SAHAJA YOGIS
COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
YOU CAN ASCEND FULLY
COME RECLAIM YOUR INNOCENCE
COME AND DANCE WITH ADI SHAKTI!
GANAPATIPULE

(melody of 'Going to Carolina')

IN MY MIND I'M GOING TO GANAPATIPULE,
CAN'T YOU FEEL THE SUNSHINE
CAN'T YOU JUST FEEL THE MOONSHINE
AND AIN'T IT JUST LIKE A FRIEND OF MINE
CAME AND WHISPERED FROM BEHIND
I'M GOING TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY MIND

WELL AND ANCIENT SOUL CAN LOSE SOME YEARS
HEAL THE SCARS AND SHED THE FEARS
MOTHER'S LOVE IS PURE AND KIND
AND SIGNS THAT MIGHT BE OMENS
SAY I'M GOING GOING
I'M GOING TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY MIND

IN MY MIND I'M GOING TO GANGAPATIPULE!
CAN'T YOU FEEL THE SUNSHINE
CAN'T YOU JUST FEEL THE MOONSHINE
AND AIN'T IT JUST LIKE A FRIEND OF MINE
CAME AND HEALED ME FROM BEHIND
I'M GOING TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY MIND

PUT YOUR HAND RIGHT HERE AND FEEL THIS SOUND
JOY'S THE FINEST THING AROUND
SING A PRAYER THAT'S SOFT AND STRONG
AND SIGNS THAT MIGHT BE OMENS SAY I'M GOING, GOING,
I'VE GONE TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY MIND
IN MY MIND I'M THERE IN GANAPATIPULE!
CAN'T YOU HEAR THE BIRDSONG
AND CAN'T YOU JUST HEAR THE WINDSONG
AND AIN'T IT JUST LIKE RETURNING HOME
AFTER BEING AWAY TOO LONG
I'VE GONE TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY MIND

WHEN THE SACRED SNOW MELTS TO RIVER PURE
BLESSED COOL BREEZES ASSURE
THAT I WAS BORN TO BE WITH HER
AND SIGNS THAT MIGHT BE OMENS SAY I'M GOING, GOING
I'VE GONE TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY MIND

IN MY MIND I'M HERE IN GANAPATIPULE!
CAN'T YOU FEEL THE STARSHINE
AND CAN'T YOU JUST FEEL THIS JOYSHINE
AND AIN'T IT JUST LIKE A FRIEND OF MINE
CAME AND HEALED ME WITH LOVE DIVINE
I'VE GONE TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY---
CAN'T YOU FEEL THE STARSHINE
AND CAN'T YOU JUST FEEL THIS JOYSHINE
AND AIN'T IT JUST LIKE SHRI MATAJI
CAME AND BLESSED US WITH LOVE DIVINE
I'VE GONE TO GANAPATIPULE IN MY---
CAN'T YOU FEEL HER STARSHINE
AND CAN'T YOU JUST FEEL HER JOYSHINE
AND AIN'T IT JUST LIKE SHRI MATAJI
BRINGS US HERE WITH HER LOVE DIVINE
I'VE GONE TO BE WITH MOTHER IN MY MIND.
YOU ARE MAHALAKSHMI...

YOU ARE MAHALAKSHMI, YOU ARE MAHA KALI
YOU ARE MAHASARASWATI MOTHER YOU ARE... (Chorus 4x)

MOTHER YOU ARE TRIGUNATMIKA
VISHNU BRAHMA AND LORD SHIVA
YOU ARE THE ATMA IN EVERY MAN
KUNDALINI AT YOUR COMMAND - FOR

THE STARS IN THE HEAVEN SHINE THROUGH YOUR EYES
THE WARMTH OF THE SUN IS IN YOUR SMILE
ONE GLANCE FROM YOUR EYES AND WE FEEL OUR WORTH
WHEN WE LOOK AT YOUR SMILE WE SEE HEAVEN ON EARTH - FO

YOU HOLD THE UNIVERSE IN YOUR HAND
THE LOTUS UNFOLDS AT YOUR COMMAND
YOU SAVE YOUR CHILDREN FROM THE DARK
SHELTERING THEM INSIDE YOUR HEART- FOR

YOU ARE SHRI GANESHA CHILDLIKE AND WISE
YOU GIVE US THE POWER OF INNOCENT EYES
YOU ARE MAHAKALI OUR PURE DESIRE
OCEAN OF MERCY PLEASE TAKE US HIGHER- FOR

YOU ARE MAHALAKSHMI YOU ARE MAHAKALI
YOU ARE MAHASARASWATI MOTHER YOU ARE ... GOD.      (CHORUS)
THE STARS OF SEEKERS

FROM EDGE OF LIGHT WE WATCH THE STARS IN NIGHT
THE STARS OF SEEKERS LOST IN THIS CREATION
THEY LONG TO GET THEIR SELF-REALIZATION
AND JOIN SAHAJA YOGIS IN THE LIGHT
BUT SHADOW GREY HAS COME IN THEIR WAY
OF KALI-YUGA HOPELESS CONFUSION
0, MOTHER, SPREAD YOUR LOVE ACROSS ILLUSION
AND CAST ALL NEGATIVITY AWAY.

JAI SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI (CHORUS)
LET THE SEEKERS WAY BE BRIGHT AND STRAIGHT AND SMOOTH
JAI SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI
LEAD ALL SEEKERS OF THE WORLD TO FIND THE TRUTH.

THE TRUTH US WHAT THE PEOPLE NEED THE MOST
THEY CRY FOR MOTHER’S LOVE DIVINE AND PURE
YOU ARE THE ONE WHO BRINGS THE HOPE AND CURE:
THE COMFORTER, REDEEMER, HOLY GHOST.
YOU'VE COME TO EARTH TO GIVE US SECOND BIRTH
YOU GRANT US BOON OF SPIRITUAL VISION
AND MIGHT LIGHT OF YOUR ETERNAL MISSION
YOU BRING TO EAST ANS WEST AND SOUTH AND NORTH.

AS WE ENJOY THE OCEAN OF JOY
THE OCEAN OF LOVE AND GREAT COMPASSION
WE WANT TO SHARE IT WITH ALL OF THE NATIONS
WITH ALL THE LITTLE CHILDREN OF GOD.
IN MOONLESS NIGHT THE STARS ARE SO BRIGHT
THE STARS OF COUNTRIES AND THE STARS OF NATIONS
PLEASE, MOTHER SPREAD YOUR LOVE ACROSS CREATION
AND LEAD THE WORLD TO ENTER THE AGE OF LIGHT.
GREAT AND GLORIOUS

"LEAVE THY COUNTRY," SAID THE LORD TO ABRAHAM
"I WILL LEAD YOU TO THE PROMISED LAND
"LAND OF CANAAN FOR THE CHILDREN OF THY CHILDREN
"COUNT IN NUMBER LIKE THE STARS ABOVE."

GREAT AND GLORIOUS SHALL BE THY NATIONS
AND FOREVER BLESSED BE THY NAME. (CHORUS x2)

GOD BLESSED ABRAHAM, GAVE TO HIM GOLD, LAND AND RICHES
CATTLE, SERVANTS TO HIS FAITHFUL SON.
FOES RETREATED, KINS AND PRINCES BOWED TO HIM
AND HIS NAME WAS SACRED THROUGH THE LAND.

SAID THE LORD, "SARAH, SHE WILL BEAR A SON,
"AND ISAAC IS THE NAME YOU'LL GIVE TO HIM.
"AND THROUGH HIM, MY PROMISE IT WILL BE FULFILLED,
"HENCE THIS COVENANT SHALL EVER BE."

GREAT AND GLORIOUS SHALL BE THY NATIONS,
HENCE THIS COVENANT SHALL EVER BE.

ON RAILS OF FIRE

(song for Shastri)

ON RAILS OF FIRE, THE TRAIN OF LIFE
IS RUSHING THROUGH, THE COUNTRY SIDE
THROUGH SILENT LANDS, YOU GO DEEP
WHERE JOYS AND WORRIES, ARE ASLEEP
AND THEN IN EVENING'S HUMBLE VERSE
YOU'LL HEAR THE PULSE OF THE UNIVERSE
THE PULSE OF LOVE INSIDE YOUR BEING
THE FLOW OF LOVE THE HEART WOULD BRING
ACROSS THE NIGHT, ACROSS THE DAY,
BEYOND THE TIME, THAT FLIES AWAY
AND ALL THE WARS AND TROUBLES YOU CROSS
TO POUR LOVE ON THE UNIVERSE

THE NIGHT IS DARK, WHEN ONLY STAR
OF HATRED, LIES ON ITS ALTAR
BUT IF YOU SIMPLY OPEN YOUR HEART,
IT'LL BRING THE WORLD ANOTHER LIGHT, SO
LET YOUR SPIRIT SHINE ACROSS
THE BATTLEFIELDS OF THE UNIVERSE:
THERE IS NO FORCE THAT IS STRONGER THAN LOVE
ALL THE WEAPONS MELT IN THE FIRE OF LOVE
ACROSS THE NIGHT, ACROSS THE DAY
BEYOND THE TIME, THAT FLIES AWAY
AND ALL THE WARS AND TROUBLES YOU CROSS
TO BRING PEACE TO THE UNIVERSE

THE WINDS OF HATRED, THE SNOW AND RAIN
THEY CANNOT STOP OR SLOW YOUR TRAIN
THE LIFE MIGHT WANT TO HIT YOU HARD
BUT THERE IS GOD INSIDE YOUR HEART!
AND IF YOU WANT TO HELP THE WORLD
BECOME A FLUTE IN THE HANDS OF GOD
AND LET THE MELODY OF GRACE
JUST FLOW FREELY THROUGH THE SPACE
ACROSS THE NIGHT, ACROSS THE DAY
BEYOND THE TIME, THAT FLIES AWAY,
BEYOND EMPIRES THAT FALL AND RISE
TO TURN THE EARTH INTO PARADISE...
THE EXTOLLATION OF THE DEVI

O YOU WHO ARE THE SOUL OF EVERYTHING,
WHO IS CAPABLE OF EXTOLLING YOU?
ETERNAL AND IMPERISHABLE ONE,
YOU ARE THE EMBODIMENT OF THE SACRED WORD,
YOU ARE SAVITRI AND THE SUPREME MOTHER OF THE DEVAS.

BY YOU THIS UNIVERSE IS BORN, BY YOU THIS WORLD IS CREATED,
BY YOU IT IS PROTECTED, O DEVI,
AND YOU ALWAYS CONSUME IT AT THE END.

O YOU WHO ARE ALWAYS OF THE FORM OF THE WHOLE WORLD,
AT THE TIME OF CREATION,
YOU ARE OF THE FORM OF THE CREATIVE FORCE,
AT THE TIME OF SUSTENATION,
YOU ARE OF THE FORM OF THE PROTECTIVE POWER,
AND AT THE TIME OF THE DISSOLUTION OF THE WORLD,
YOU ARE OF THE FORM OF THE DESTRUCTIVE POWER.

YOU ARE THE SUPREME KNOWLEDGE
AS WELL AS THE GREAT NE SCIENCE,
The GREAT INTELLECT AND CONTEMPLATION,
AS ALSO THE GREAT DELUSION,
The GREAT DEVI AS ALSO THE GREAT ASURI.

YOU ARE THE PRIMORDIAL CAUSE OF EVERYTHING,
BRINGING INTO FORCE THE THREE QUALITIES,
YOU ARE THE DARK NIGHT OF PERIODIC DISSOLUTION
YOU ARE THE GREAT NIGHT OF FINAL DISSOLUTION,
AND THE TERRIBLE NIGHT OF DELUSION.
YOU ARE THE GODDESS OF GOOD FORTUNE, THE RULER, MODESTY, INTELLIGENCE, CHARACTERIZED BY KNOWLEDGE; BASHFULNESS, NOURISHMENT, CONTENTMENT, TRANQUILLITY AND FORBEARANCE.

ARMED WITH SWORD, SPEAR, CLUB, DISCUS, CONCH, BOW, ARROWS, SLINGS AND IRON MACE, YOU ARE TERRIBLE AND AT THE SAME TIME, YOU ARE PLEASING; YEA MORE PLEASING THAN ALL THE PLEASING THINGS AND EXCEEDINGLY BEAUTIFUL.

OM TWAMEWA SAKSHAT, SHRI MAHALAXMI, MAHASARASWATI, MAHAKALI, TRIGUNATMIKA, KUNDALINI SAKSHAT, SHRI ADI SHAKTI, MATAJI, SHRI NIRMALA DEVI, NAMO NAMAH.

OM TWAMEWA SAKSHAT, SHRI KALKI SAKSHAT, SHRI ADI SHAKTI, MATAJI, SHRI NIRMALA DEVI, NAMO NAMAH.

OM TWAMEWA SAKSHAT, SHRI KALKI SAKSHAT, SHRI SAHASRARA SWAMINI, MOKSHA PRADAYINI MATAJI, SHRI NIRMALA DEVI, NAMO NAMAH.
**THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE**

THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE  
WE'RE GOING TO LET IT SHINE  
LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE

SHRI GANESHA HOLDS IT UP,  
THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE  
LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE.

UP THROUGH SWADHISTANA,  
THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE  
LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE.

IT SITS IN OUR NABHI CHAKRA,  
THIS LITTLE LIGHT OF MINE  
LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE.

IT GLOWS IN OUR HEART  
THIS ...  
LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE.

IT SPREADS IN OUR VISHUDDHI  
LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE.

IT OPENS OUR AGNYA CHAKRA  
LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE.

IT SHINES IN OUR SAHASRARA  
AND WHO MAKES IT SHINE?  
SHRI MATAJI MAKES IT SHINE.

LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE, LET IT SHINE.
RISE AND SHINE  
(Pune Yuva Shakti)  
(Australian Supplement 5 )

RISE AND SHINE AND GIVE GOD THE GLORY, GLORY     (X3)  
CHILDREN OF THE LORD.                                (CHORUS)  

MOTHER SAID TO THE CHILDREN,  
LET IT BE FLOODY FLOODY,  
GO AND HELP OUT THOSE IN THE MUDDY MUDDY.  
I AM IN YOUR HEARTS.  
WE ARE NIRMALITES.  

WE ARE THE CHILDREN OF ADI SHAKTI MATAJI.  
WE ARE THE LUCKY ONES BLESSED BY SHRI MATAJI.  
WE ARE THE PIONEERS OF NEW WORLD.  
WE ARE NIRMALITES.  

WE SHALL TAKE THE MESSAGE OF LOVE,  
WE SHALL SING THE SONG OF LOVE.  
WE SHALL LIGHT THE LAMPS OF INNOCENCE.  
WE ARE NIRMALITES.
BE THOU MY VISION

BE THOU MY VISION, O QUEEN OF MY HEART,
NAUGHT BE ALL ELSE TO ME, SAVE THAT THOU ART -
THOU MY BEST THOUGHT, BY DAY OR BY NIGHT,
WAKING OR SLEEPING, THY PRESENCE MY LIGHT.

BE THOU MY WISDOM, BE THOU MY TRUE WORD;
I EVER WITH THEE, THOU WITH ME, LORD;
THOU MY GREAT MOTHER, I THY TRUE SON;
THOU IN ME DWELLING, AND I WITH THEE ONE.

BE THOU MY BATTLE SHIELD, MY SWORD FOR THE FIGHT,
BE THOU MY DIGNITY, THOU MY DELIGHT;
THOU MY SOUL'S SHELTER, THOU MY HIGH TOWER;
RAISE THOU ME HEAVEN-WARD, O POWER OF MY POWER.

RICHES I HEED NOT, NOR MAN'S EMPTY PRAISE,
THOU MY INHERITANCE, NOW AND ALWAYS;
THOU AND THOU ONLY, FIRST IN MY HEART,
HIGH QUEEN OF HEAVEN, MY TREASURE THOU ART.

GODDESS OF HEAVEN, AFTER VICTORY WON,
MAY I REACH HEAVEN'S JOYS, O BRIGHT HEAVEN'S SUN!
HEART OF MY HEART, WHATEVER BEFALL,
STILL BE MY VISION, O RULER OF ALL.
I CARRY YOUR FEET WITH ME

I CARRY YOUR FEET WITH ME
(I CARRY THEM IN MY HEART)
I AM NEVER WITHOUT YOU
(ANYWHERE I GO YOU GO, O MOTHER;
AND WHATEVER IS DONE BY ONLY ME
IS YOUR DOING, SHRI NIRMALA MA)

I FEAR NO FATE
( FOR YOU ARE MY MOTHER AND MY FATHER)
I WANT NO WORLD
( FOR GODDESS YOU ARE THE WHOLE COSMOS)
AND YOU ARE WHATEVER A MOON HAS ALWAYS MEANT
AND WHATEVER A SUN WILL ALWAYS SING IS YOU

HERE IS THE DEEPEST SECRET NOBODY KNOWS
( HERE IS THE ROOT OF THE ROOT
AND THE BUD OF THE BUD
AND THE SKY OF THE SKY OF A TREE CALLED LIFE;
WHICH GROWS HIGHER THAN SOUL CAN HOPE
OR MIND CAN HIDE)
AND THIS IS THE WONDER
THAT'S KEEPING THE STARS APART

I CARRY YOUR FEET
(I CARRY THEM IN MY HEART)
FOREVER

ARE YOU IN PAIN,
DO ALL YOUR TEARS FALL JUST LIKE RAIN.
IS IT ALL IN VAIN?
DOES EVERYONE SEEM SO INSANE?
DO YOU FEEL YOU ARE TO BLAME?
DO THE OTHERS FEEL THE SAME?

WHERE IS YOUR HOME?
IS IT A PLACE YOU'VE NEVER KNOWN?
WHERE DO YOU ROAM?
IN A CROWD OF PEOPLE, ARE YOU ALONE?
BRING YOUR FEAR TO AN END,
IT'S TIME TO MEND, IT'S TIME TO BEND.

SO WE'RE TELLING YOU!
DON'T YOU WASTE ANOTHER MINUTE,
FOREVER IS WAITING FOR YOU.
JUST SEEK THE JOY OF THE SPIRIT,
REALITY'S CALLING OUT TO YOU.
DO YOU HAVE A FRIEND?
IS THERE ANYONE WHO YOU DEFEND?
TO THE BITTER END,
WHO IS THE ONE ON WHO YOU DEPEND?
DON'T YOU SAVE IT ALL FOR ONE,
EVERYONE DESERVES YOUR LOVE.

WHERE DO YOU STAND?
ARE YOU ON YOUR KNEES?
ARE YOU ON YOUR HANDS?
DO YOU UNDERSTAND?
THAT WHAT YOU ARE IS IN A PLAN.
THAT WHAT YOU ARE YOU'RE MEANT TO BE.
AND WHAT YOU SEEK YOU'RE MEANT TO SEEK

SO WE'RE TELLING YOU!
DON'T YOU WASTE ANOTHER MINUTE,
FOREVER IS WAITING FOR YOU.
JUST SEEK THE JOY OF THE SPIRIT,
REALITY'S CALLING OUT TO YOU.

SOW A SEED IN THE EARTH,
GROW THE LOVE OF YOUR REBIRTH.
BUILT A FIRE OF REBIRTH,
WE ARE WAITING FOR YOU.2x

SO WE'RE TELLING YOU
DON'T YOU WASTE ANOTHER MINUTE,
FOREVER IS WAITING FOR YOU.
JUST SEEK THE JOY OF THE SPIRIT,
REALITY'S CALLING OUT TO YOU.
O SOLE MIO

Italian Songs 1

CHE BELLA COSA E 'NA GIORNATA 'E SOLE
MARIA SERENA DOPPO 'NA TEMPESTA
PE' L'ARIA FRESCA PARE GIA 'NA FESTA
CHE BELLA COSA. E 'NA GIORNATA 'E SOL

MA N'ATU SOLE
CCHIU BELLO OINE
O SOLE MIO (CHORUS)
STA 'N FRONTE A TE
O SOLE, O SOLE MIO
STA 'N FRONTE A TE
STA 'N FRONTE A TE

LUCENO E LLASTRE DA' FENESTA TOIA
'NA LAVANNARA CANTA E SE NE VANTA
E PE' TRAMANTE TORCE, SPANNE E CANTA
LUCENO E LLASTRE DA FENESTA TOIA

QUANNO FA NOTTE E O SOLE SENNE SCENNE
ME VIENE QUASE 'NA MALICUNIA
SOTT'A FENESTA TOIA RESTARRIA
QUANNO FA NOTTE E O SOLE SENNE SCENNE
MADRE NOSTRA

Italian Songs 2

MADRE, TU CHE CI HAI DATO
UN SOGNO TRANSFORMATO IN UNA VITA
O L'ACQUA PURA CHE SUL CAPO CHINO
COSI FRESCA E PULITA

MADRE TU SEI LA TERRA
AFFLITA DAI DOLORI E DALLE PENE
CHE TUTTI NUTRE DI MATERNO BENE
O NUN SE STANCA MAI

MADRE, MADRE,
TU CHE LI CORI TRABOCcare FAI
TU CHE LA PACE PORTI TRA DI NOI
TU FAI DELL'ERBE AMARE UN GRAN GIARDINO
ODOR DI GELSOMINO
MADRE, MADRE, (CHORUS)
TU CHE CI SAZI TENERA E PAZIENTE
TU CHE SEI COME UN PASCOLO ABBONDANTE
TU DELLE PENE NE FAI 'N RAMO IN FIORE
NASCIAMO FIGLI TUOI
NUN TE SCORDAMO MAI
O GRAZIA SIA CON VOI

MADRE STA VOCE TUA
CHE CHIAMA NOI TUOI FIGLI NEL SILENZIO
O CI SUSSURRA "NUN AVE PAURA!"
"10 BAST E NUN AVANZO!"
L'OCCHI CHE VEDON DENTRO
TRAFIGGON LE BASSEZZE E LA PAURA
O L'ATTENZIONE TUA
CI LEVA DA ST'ARSURA
O N'ACQUA CHIARA E PURA
FUNICULI, FUNICULA

OINE, VENITE TUTTI INSIEME A PRESSO
VENITE ACCA! VENITE ACCA!
CA CE FACCIAMO 'NA BELLA FESTA
PE' FESTEGGIA! PE' FESTEGGIA!
CO 'NA GHIRLANDA E FIORE FATT'AP POSTA
FIORE E LILLA! FIORE E LILLA!
CHE MO C'INCORONIAMO A MADRE NOSTRA
NIRMALA MA! NIRMALA MA!

IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IA!
IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IA!
FUNICULI, FUNICULA!
FUNICULI, FUNICULA, (CHORUS)
IAMME, IAMME, IA!
FUNICULI, FUNICULA!

GUAGLIO! SIA FATTA E BOTTO 'NA PRLTRONA
DI TAI•1±hTTA! DI TAFFETTA!
O NU GUANCIALE FINO E PENNE DI PAVONE
PORTALO ACCA! PORTALO ACCA!
O NU QUINTALE 'E FIORE E GELSOMINO
PE' CARITA! PE' CARITA!
NU MAZZO 'E MARGHERITE DE GIARDINO
NIRMALA MA! NIRMALA MA!

O MILLE BASTONCINE DI PROFUMO
DE QUALITA! DE QUALITA!
PE' SPARGE ADDOR 'E FIORE 'N TORNO O MUNDO
FATTE CCHIU ALLA! FATTE CCHIU ALLA!
O MILLE LITRE D'UOLIO PURO E FINO
PER APPICCIA! PER APPICCIA!
DE MILLE LANTERNELLE LO STOPPIN
NIRMALA MA! NIRMALA MA!
'NA CUOFANA DE LATTE BEN CAGLIATO
CHE N'AGGIO A FA' CHE N'AGGIO A FA?
DE ZUCCHERO E DE BURRO GIA SQUAGLIATO
DE MIELE E LA! DE MIELE E LA!
'NA PENTOLA DE ACQUA DE SORGENTE
PE' P01 LAVA, PE' POI LAVA,
LI PIEDI SANTI DE 'STA SANTA 'E SANTE
NIRMALA MA! NIRMALA MA!

NA PROFUSIONE 'E SARI 'E SETA COLORATE
CHI ME LE DA! CHI ME LE DA!
DE SCIALLE E FAZZULETTE RICAMATE
PER ADDOBBA! PER ADDOBBA!
GIUIELLE 'E ORO E ARGENTO FATTE A MANO
CHE LUCCICA! CHE LUCCICA!
'NA PIETRA, 'NU DIAMANTE PAGLIERINO
NIRMALA MA! NIRMALA MA!

'NA SERIE GUAGLIUNGELLE FRESCHE, FRESCHE
VENITE ACCA! VENITE ACCA!
C'A PELLE VELLUTATA COMM'E PESCHE
SU VIEN' ACCA! NUN ASPETTA!
'NU CORO DE GUAGLIUNE GIOVINCELLE
FIGARO QUI! FIGARO LA!
PE' CANTA 'NA FANFARA DE TRIONFO
.NIRMALA MA! NIRMALA MA!

IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IA!
IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IAMME, IA!
FUNICULI, FUNICULA,           (CHORUS)
FUNICULI, FUNICULA!
IAMME, IAMME, IA!
FUNICULI, FUNICULA!
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CIURI, CIURI

A MADRE NOSTRA CHE CI HA ACCESSO I CUORI
CANTIAMO TUTTI IN CORO QUESTI FIORI
SPERANDO CHE SIAN TUTTI DEGNI E PURI
DI UN ARANCETO TALI AI BEGLI ODORI

CIURI, CIURI, CIURIDI TUTTU L'ANNU
L'AMURI CA MI DASTI TI LU TORNU (Chorus 2x

IL PRIMO E UN FIORE BELLO DELLA TERRA
TUTTO ARANCIONE E AROMA DELLA MIRRA
PROTEGGE LA SAGGEZZA E FA ALLA GUERRA
POI PORTA LA SAGGEZZA SULLA TERRA

IL DUE CI DA LA PURA CONOSCENZA
E GIOIA DI CREARE CHE CI AVANZA
LA FORZA, L'ENERGIA, LA VERA SCIENZA
DE QUELLE CHE MAI VENGONO ABBASTANZA

IL TERZO QUELLE LEGGI CI HA PORTATE
PE' MANTENERE SANTE QUESTE VITE
LA FEDE L'ONESTA, PIU LA SALUTE
DAL CIELO GLI SON STATE REGALATE

IL QUARTO PORTA IL NOME IL PIU IMPORTANTE
COME UNA COPPA VUOTA SI RIEMPIE
CI DA CORAGGIO, AMORE E SENTIMENTE
E CI DOBIAMO STARE SEMPRE ATTENTI

LU QUINTO E UN FIORE VIVO DELLA ROCCA
CHE DANZA, SUONA IL FLAUTO E SI BALOCCA
CI HA L'UNIVERSO INTERO NELLA BOCCA
CHI CONTRO A LUI SI METTE GUAIE NE TOCCA!
LU SESTU E' CERTO IL PIU PURO DEI FIORI
SENZA VESTITO, SCARPE NE DENARI
CHE TUTTO IL MALE CI FA PERDONARE
CHIAMATU GIGLIU DE NOSTRO SIGNURI

E IN CIMI A TUTTI E' IL FIORE PIU ODOROSO
DI TUTTI I MILLE PETALI DISCHIUSO
MILLE COLORI E MILLE VARIAZIONE
LA PIU SUPREMA DEI BENEDIZIONE

CIURI, CIURI, CIURIDI TTUTTU L'ANNU
L'AMURI CA MI DASTI TI LU TORTU (Chorus 2x)

**LA LUCE E' DENTO DI ME**

TU CHE SEI L'UNICO SE'
L'UNICA ETERNA REALTA'
TU CHE HAT RESO
OGNI TUO FIGLIO CONSAPEVOLE
E CANCELLI LA SUA INDIVIDUALITA'
TU CHE DISSOLVI L'ILLUSIONE
DI QUESTA UMANA DIMENSIONE

OGNI VOLTA CHE MI SCIOLGO IN TE
NEL 'ETERNA BEATITUDINE
LA LUCE E' DENTO DI ME 2x

IL SATYA YUGA C'E' GIA
IL TEMPO DELLA VERITA'
CI HAI DONATO LA DIVINA PERCEZIONE
PER PORTARE AL MONDO L'ILLUMINAZIONE
ACCETTA LA NOSTRA GRATITUDINE
COME UN FIOR DI LOTO AI TUOI PIEDI
OGNI VOLTA CHE MI SCIOLGO IN TE
NEL 'ETERNA BEATITUDINE
LA LUCE E' DENTRO DI ME 2x

TI RINGRAZIO PER L'AMORE CHE HAI
SAPUTO RISVEGLIARE IN ME
LA LUCE E' DENTRO DI ME  2x

TU CHE SEI L'UNICO SEI'...

OGNI VOLTA CHE MI SCIOLGO IN TE
NEL 'ETERNA BEATITUDINE
LA LUCE E' DENTRO DI ME

VANDAN. KARUYA MATAJILA

VANDAN. KARUYA MATAJILA  2x
MAHASHAKTILA SAHAJYOGINILA 2x (CHORUS)
VANDAN. KARUYA MATAJILA  2x

KIRTI JAYACHI TRAILOKYACHI 2x
MURTE ASE HI PREMARASACHI  2x
AVATI TAV. CHARANA 2x

SAHAJYOGACHI PRAPTI ZHALI 2x
GYANADIPACHI JYOTA LAVILI  2x
GYAN. MARGA DAVILA 2x

MATA MATACHE BHASHANI NHALE2x
CHAHUKADE VAJATI NAGARE 2x
VAHUPATI SUMANA  2x

SHRI MATAJI, SHRI KUNDALINI2x
SHRI NIRMALA MA, NIRMALA MATA MA  2x
SHRI NIRMALA MATAJI 2x
LE NOTE DEL TUO CANTO

NEVE, OH OH OH NEVE
SEI TU SHRI MATAJI LA CANDIDA NEVE
OH OH OH NEVE
NOI VOGLIAMO ESSERE CRISTALLI DI NEVE

MARE, OH OH OH MARE
SEI TU SHRI MATAJI IL MIO IMMENSO MARE
OH OH OH MARE
NOI VOGLIAMO ESSERE LE GOCCE DEL TUO MARE

SOLE, OH OH OH SOLE
SEI TU SHRI MATAJI IL MIO SPLENDIDO SOLE
OH OH OH SOLE
NOI VOGLIAMO ESSERE I TUOI RAGGI DI SOLE

LUCE, OH OH OH LUCE
SEI TU SHRI MATAJI LA MIA LUCE
OH OH OH LUCE
NOI VOGLIAMO ESSERE SCINTILLE DI LUCE-

MONDO, OH OH OH MONDO
SEI TU SHRI MATAJI IL MIO VERO MONDO
OH OH OH MONDO
NOI VOGLIAMO VIVERE NEL TUO MONDO

CANTO, OH OH OH CANTO
NOI VOGLIAMO ESSERE LE NOTE DEL TUO CANTO
OH OH OH CANTO
SIAMO NOI SHRI MATAJI LE NOTE DEL TUO CANTO
(rallentando)
SIAMO NOI SHRI MATAJI LE NOTE DEL TUO CANTO
OH OH OH CANTO.
E PIANO PIANO

ANNI DIFFICILI / DISCORSI INUTILI
HANNO SEGNATO / UN' ALTRA ETA'
E LA PAURA SI / LA GRAN SOVRANA
AMMINISTRAVA / QUELLA REALTA'

POI PIANO PIANO, CONOSCI LE STELLE (CHORUS)

O POI PIANO PIANO / TI TROVI PIU SU
O COME LE STELLE / RIFLETTI LA LUCE
DI UN SOLE PIU GRANDE / RISPLENDI ANCHE TU

O POI PIANO PIANO / TI SENTIRAI FORTE
SI APRON LE PORTE / CONOSCI DI PIU
UN CUORE LIMPIDO / UN BENE TENERO
CON UNO SGUARDO / VORREI DONARTELO
PROFONDO OIL SENSO ORMAI I DI OGNI ATTIMO
O LIEVE E' IL RITMO / DELLA REALTA'

O PIANO PIANO / SI VEDON LE COSE
NELLA LORO LUCE / C'E' QUALCOSA DI PIU
O QUESTA ARMONIA / TI CULLA LEGGERA
E' UNA MADRE VERA / SA DARTI DI PIU

O PIANO PIANO, MI SENTO FELICE
RIFLETTI LA LUCE, CI SEI ANCHE TU (UN ANGELO IN PIU)

ORA SI, TI RICONOSCO

C'E' UN SE GRETO IN OGNUNO DI NOI
SE SCOPRIRLO TU ORA VORRAI,
LASCIA SOLO PENSARE IL TUO CUORE
E LA MENTE PERO', FALLA AMARE.
E DAI TUFFATI DENTRO DI TE
TRO VERAI QUEL CHE FUORI NON D'E'
IL CERECARE NON SEMPRE TI PORTA,
AD AMARTI E AD AVERS FIDUCIA
TROPPO SPESSO C'E' UNA PORTA CHIUSA
CHE TRADISCE I TUOI SOGNI DI GIOIA.

VUOI VEDERE CHE C'E' GIA' TUTTO QUI
= O FIN ME E IO NON LO CREDEVO
LASCIA ANDARE LA TUA MENTE
DEVI SOLTANTO VIVERE IL PRESENTE
E L'ASSENZA DI PENSIERI
TI PORTERA' DOVE VOLEVI.

LA GIOIA E' TUTTA QUI
QUANDO TI SERVE UN AIUTO
ALSA SU LE MANI E CHIEDI
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA DEVI
SEI TU LA MIA VERA MADRE
SHRI KUNDALINI TI PERVDADE
E UN VENTO SOFFIA QUASSU'
MA LE FINESTRE SON CHIUSE

C'E' UN GIARDINO IN OGNUNO DI NOI
SOLO ORA TROVATO TU L' HAI
QUEL CHE DA.TANTE VITE CERCAVI
IN UN ATTIMO LEI TI HA DONATO cont.
PUOI IMMERGERTI DENTRO IL SUO AMORE
IL TUO SE' HA LA REALIZZAZIONE.
ORA SI TI RICONOSCO
SEI SEMPRE STATA IN OGNI POSTO
ERI NELL' ACQUA CHE BEVEVO,
ERI NEI FIORI CHE RACCAGLIEVO
MA ORA SEI DENTRO DI ME, E COME IL SOLE,
LA TUA LUCE SPLENDE INCESSANTE MENTE
PER TUTTI QUANTI, PER TUTTA LA GENTE.

BALLA ESULTA CUORE MIO
PERCHE' IN TE RISIEDE DIO
IL PARADISO E' QUAGGIU
LA MIA RICERCA E' FINITA

COME DIVERSO ORA IL SILENZIO, INTORNO A NOI
IO NON PENSO EPPURE SO,
QUESTA E' LA VERITA'
L' ADI SHAKTI E' QUI DAVANTI A ME.

ORA DOVREI CAMMINARE
INSIEME AGLI ALTRI SENSA TREMARE
QUANDO LA STRADA SI FA STRETTA
PENSA CHE OLTRE C' E' LA VETTA
DA DOVE PO TRAI VEDER
LA MAYA DEI TUOI PENSIERI

VA' E DILLO A TUTTA LA GENTE
VORRA SAPERLO SPONTANEAMENTE
COME UNA GOCCIA PUO DIVENTAREcont.

SENZA CONFINI UN GRANDE MARE
E QUELLA LUCE CHE E' IN TE, SEMPRE DI PIU ...

LASCIA ANDARE LA TUA MENTE
DEVI SOLTANTO VIVERE IL PRESENTE
E L'ASSENZA DI PENSIERI
TI PORTERA' DOVE VOLEVI
LA GIOIA E' TUTTA QUI,
E' TUTTA QUI.
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MADRE PER TE  
Italian Songs 10

STA GIRANDO IL MONDO  
COL SUO FARE, SILENZIOSAMENTE ACCORTO  
MUOVE L'UNIVERSO CON LA SUA VOLONTA'

E LE SUE PAROLE SONO NOTE LUMINOSE  
CHE RIPORTANO ETERNA PACE A QUESTA UMANITA'

MADRE PER TE VIVE L'UNIVERSO  
MADRE IN TE QUESTO AMORE IMMENSO  
(CHORUS)  
CHE CI FA' RIVIVERE, GRAZIE A TE, DIVINO AMOR

= O E' LUCE INTORNO  
UN NUOVO CIELO, UN NUOVO GIORNO  
SI RINNOVA ORA QUESTO MONDO, ERA DI VERITA'

BRILLANO DI LUCE, QUESTI OCCHI CHE TI  
PER QUESTA UMANITA'  
SEGUONO IN SILENZIO, QUANTO AMORE DENTRO

GIRA QUESTO MONDO, E SI AWOLGE NELL' ETERNO,  
NON E' UN SOGNO  
VEDI STA VIVENDO LA NUOVA UMANITA'.

LEI E' QUI  
Italian Songs 11

E EOSI, IN UN MOMENTO LE PAROLE LE PAROLE  
SON CADUTE NEL SILENZIO FINALMENTE SPLENDE IL SOLE  
E SI AVVERTE POI NELL' ARIA E L'AUROTA SI COLORA  
SI PREANNUNCI LA STAGIONE CHE IL MONDO FOGLIA E FLORA

LEI E'QUI, LEI E'QUI E SHRI MATAJI  
(CHORUS)
LEI E'QUI, LEI E'QUI LEI E SHRI MATAJI

SOFFIA IL VENTO ETERNAMENTE SFIORA IL CIELO SORRIDENTE E LE MANI STAN PARLANDO E IL MIO CUORE GIOIRA' E MERAVIDGLOSAMENTE ORA SENTO LA NATURA SI E' PLACATA LA MIA MENTE LA SUA LUCE SPLENDERA'.

QUANTO TEMPO E' PASSATO NON RICORDO VERAMENTE MA IL PASSATO ORA E' NIENTE PERCHE' LEI ADESSO E QUI. NEI SUOI OCCHI C'E' LA VITA, C'E' LA FORZA ED IL CORAGGIO, MADRE SPERO IN UN TUO ABBRACCIO PER LA GIOIA CHE MI DA'.

MADRE F QUI, MADRE E' QUI E SHRI MATAJI MADRE E' QUI, L'ADI SHAKTI E SHRI MATAJI

E NEL SOFFIO DELICATO DI UNA BREZZA SILENZIOSA SCOPRO IL BELLO DELLA VITA, F LA VITA CANTI IL MONDO LA SUA LODI E ED ESULTI IL NOSTRO CUORE ORA E' QUI IL CONSOLATORE ... NOSTRA MADRE.

DIO E' QUI, DIO E' QUI E SHRI MATAJI DIO E' QUI, DIO E' QUI E SHRI MATAJI cont.

E COST IN UN MOMENTO COME LO SBOCCCIAR DI UN FIORE SENTO I PETALI DEL WORE ... IL SUO AMORE E COST IN UN MOMENTO COME LO SBOCCCIAR DI UN FIORE SENTO I PETALI DEL CUORE ... IL SUO AMORE

LEI E' QUI, LEI E' QUI E SHRI MATAJI MADRE E' QUI L'ADI SHAKTI E SHRI MATAJI LEI E' QUI, DIO E' QUI E SHRI MATAJI MADRE E' QUI L'ADI SHAKTI E SHRI MATAJI LA LA LA ...
MADRE SI'  Italian Songs 12

MIGLIONI DI STELLE AI SUOI PIEDI
IL SUO FIRMOMENTO, E MILLE UNIVERSI CHE GIRANO IN TONDO
SPIRALI DI VITA, LA PURA ENERGIA,
UN MONDO PIU GRANDE, DEL MONDO L'ETerna ARMONIA
NA NA NA

MADRE, MADRE SI
CON LE SUE PAROLE DOLCI
E CON QUEI SUOI OCCHI GRANDI (CHORUS)
E' VENUTA A DIRCI
CHE SI PUO SALVARE ANCORA QUESTO MONDO
MADRE, MADRE SI
E' CAMIATA LA MIA VITA
E MI SENTO FIGLIA ANTICA
DI Una MADRE BELLA
DI Una MADRE DOLCE E PURA
DI Una MADRE VERA COME TE

VEDREMO L'IMPERO DEL MALE, ANDARSENE VIA
NEI CIELI UN' IMMENSO FRAGORE, FARAr' PULIZIA
E SUONI E RITMI LONTANI, LA PRIMORDIALE ARMONIA
UN CUORE PIU GRANDE DEL CUORE, L'ETerna POESIA ...
NA NA NA

E UN LIEVE FRUSCIARE DI SETE, DI MILLE COLORI
E UN DOLCE PROFUMO DI INCENSO E DI FIORI
ALEGGIA NELL'ARIA LE VOCI DEL CUORE
SOAVI MESSAGGI CI PARLAN D'AMORE ...
NA NA NA
MATAJI JAY

MATAJI JAY! MATAJI, MATAJI JAY!
MATAJI, MATAJI JAY! (CHORUS)
MATAJI, MATAJI JAY!

ESPAÑA TIENE LA SUERTE
Y DENTRO DE ESPANA TODOS
DE QUE TU SEAS NUESTRA MADRE
CON ESE GRAN CORAZON!

DE QUE! DE QUE TU SEAS NUESTRA MADRE
CON E! CON ESE GRAN CORAZON
QUE TO! QUE TODO EL QUE QUIERE CABE!

VENIMOS LOS ESPANOLES
A OFRECERNOS EN REGALO
A MADRE Y NUESTROS HERMANOS
QUE SIEMPRE HAN AYUDADO
QUE SIEM! QUE SIEMPRE HAN AYUDADO
A QUE! A QUE ESPANA VAYA ENTRANDO
QUE BUEN! QUE BUEN TRABAJO HA COSTADO

GRACIAS, GRACIAS, MADRE!
POR EMPENARTE TANTO'
PARA QUE NOSOTROS
TUS NINOS AMADOS
DE AQUI, AL FIN AQUI ...
HALLAMOS LLEGADO!
QUE. VIVA MATAJI! Spanish Songs 2

ENTRE FLORES, EMOCIONES Y ALEGRIAS
NACIO EN NOSOTROS LA MADRE DEL AMOR
SOLO EN DIOS PUDIERA HABER TANTA BELLEZA
Y ES IMPOSIBLE QUE PUEDA HABER DOS
Y TODO EL MUNDO SABE QUE ES VERDAD
Y YA TODOS LA QUIEREN ADORAR

POR ESO SE OYE ESTE REFERAN:
QUE VIVA MATAJI!
LA GENTE CANTA CON FEVER: (CHORUS)
QUE VIVA MATAJI!
LA VIDA TIENE OTRO COLOR
QUE VIVA MATAJI!
LLEGO Y TODO LO CAMBIO,
MATAJI ES LA MEJOR!

EN LOS DIAS LUMINOSOS DE LOS PUJAS
TODOS LOS NINOS JUNTOS FRENTE A SU ALTAR
SONRIENTE Y BONDADOSA, ELLA DISPONE
CON ESA GRACIA DE DIOSA MATERNAL
EL MUNDO CON SU BRISA VIBRA YA
EMPIEZA A DESPERTAR LA HUMANIDAD

QUE BONITO ES SER UN SAHAJA YOGI
NADIE RESISTE A SER UN HERMANO MAS
Y QUE BELLO ES ENTREGARSE Y RENACER
Y CANTAR BHAJANS HASTA EL AMANECER
MATAJI HA SIEMPRE SIDO Y SERA
ETERNA MADRE NUESTRA SIN IGUAL
MADRE MIA

Spanish Songs 3

HOY MI CANTO A DE SER UN ROSAL
PUES LA VIDA ASÍ ES UN ROSAL
ESTA ES UNA OCASIÓN
QUE SALE DEL CORAZÓN
Y PARECE UN PAJARITO
QUE ADORNA LA CREACIÓN

MADRE MIA YO TE CANNO
CON EL ALMAY Y CON AMOR (CHORUS)
Y TE OFREZCO TODA MI VIDA
COMO UNA PEQUENA FLOR

LA MANANA BRILLA EN SU ESPLENDOR
LUCECITAS DE CRISTAL
EN LA NOCHE DE UN NACER
LA ESTRELLITA DEL QUERER
QUE JUNTO A LOS BELLOS CAMPOS
TODO EMPIEZA A FLORECER

EL OLIVO QUE EN EL JARDIN SE VE
EL CIELO SU INMENSIDAD
ES SU LUZ LA QUE NOS DA
ESE BRILLO DE VERDAD
Y ASÍ CON SUS LUCECITAS
TODO VAMOS ADORNAR

(Chorus 3x)
MADRE DEL MUNDO
Mother of the World

AHORA ESTAS AQUI
Now You are here
DANDONOS TU MANO
giving us Your hand
LLEVANDONOS A TODOS
guiding everybody
A UNA NUEVA DIMENSION
to a new dimension
DONDE TODO ES AMOR
where everything is love
TODO ES COMPASION
everything is compassion
EN DONDE TODO ERES TU
where everything is You,
MADRE DEL MUNDO.
Mother of the world.

QUE HERMOSO ES SENTIR
It is beautiful to feel
COMO VA FLUYENDO
how is flowing
EN TODO MI SER
in all my being
UN VIENTO DE VIBRACION
a wind of vibrations
QUE ME HACE CRECER
that makes me grow
QUE ME HACE COMPRENDER
that makes me understand
CUAN GRANDE ERES TU
how great Your are,
MADRE DEL MUNDO.
Mother of the world.

MADRE DEL MUNDO (Chorus 2x)
Mother of the world
TU HAS VENIDO A ESTA TIERRA PARA DAR AMOR
You have come to this earth to give love
TU LE DAS A NUESTRA VIDA UN NUEVO RUMBO
You give a new way to our lives
TU NOS GUIARAS HACIA LA VERDAD.
You will guide us to the truth.
GRACIAS MATAJI

VEO ALGRIA EN TANTOS CORAZONES
   I see joy in so many hearts
Y ME PREGUNTO COMO ESTO ES POSIBLE
   and I ask myself how is this possible
VEO AMOR EN TANTOS CORAZONES
   I see love in so may hearts
Y ME PREGUNTO COMO ESTO ES POSIBLE.
   and I ask myself how is this possible.
PERO ALZO MI ROSTRO
   But I lift my face,
VEO A MI MADRE.
   I see my Mother.
SOLO CON MIRAR A SUS OJOS
   Just by seeing Your eyes
COMPRENDE QUE TODO ESTO ES REALIDAD.
   I understand that all of this is reality.
CRACIAS MATAJI, POR MIS HERMANOS
   Thank you Shri Mataji for my brothers (and sisters)
GRACIAS MATAJI, POR SER MI MADRE.
   Thank you Shri Mataji for being my Mother.

SOMOS DE DISTINTAS RAZAS, DISTINTOS PUEBLOS
   We are a new people, a new nation
ES HERMANDAD LO QUE A TODOS NOS UNE
   this brotherhood has united us all.
LA MISMA DIVINA MADRE NOS HA MOSTRADO
   The same Divine Mother has shown us
QUE HERMANO Y HERMANA SON UNO MISMO
   that brother and sister are one and the same

GRACIAS MATAJI, POR MIS HERMANOS
GRACIAS MATAJI, POR SER MI MADRE.
SOMOS HERMANOS, TODOS HERMANOS! 2x
   we are brothers, all brothers.
GROSSE MUTTER

GROSSE MUTTER WIR LOBEN DICH;
VOR DIR NEIGT DIE ERDE SICH
MA WIR PREISEN DEINE STAERKE
UND BEWUNDERN DEINE WERKE.
WIE DU WARST VOR ALLER ZEIT,
SO BLEIBST DU IN EWIGKEIT.

ALLES WAS DICH PREISEN KANN,
KERUBIM UND SERAFINEN
STIMMEN DIR EIN LOBLIED AN;
ALLE ENGEL, DIE DIR DIENEN
RUFEN DIR STETS OHNE RUH'
"HEILIG, HEILIG, HEILIG" ZU.

SHRI MATAJI AUF DEM THRON
 LOBEN WIR SAHAJA YOGIS,
UND IHR UNSCHULDIGER SOHN
IST DIE WURZEL MAHA-YOGA'S;
JA SIE IST DER HEILIGE GEIST
DIE (UNS) INS NIRVIKALPA WEIS

LOBE DIE MUTTER

LOBE DEN HERREN,
DEN MAECHTIGEN KOENIG DER WELTEN.
LOB IHN O SEELE,
VEREINT MIT DEN HIMMLISCHEN ELTERN.
KOMMET NACH HAUS,
SUCHER DER WAHRHEIT WACHT AUF;
DIE KUNDALINI LASS STEIGEN.
LOBE DIE MUTTER,  
DIE IN UNS IST, PREISE DEN NAMEN;  
LOB SIE MIT ALLEN,  
DIE IHRE ERLEUCHTUNG BEKAMEN;  
SIE IST DAS LICHT,  
DAS UNS'RE DUNKELHEIT BRICHT,  
STRAHLE IN EWIGKEIT, AMEN.

KOMM, LIEBER MAI  

KOMM, LIEBER MAI, UND MACHE  
DIE BAEUME WIEDER GRUEN,  
UND LASS UNS AN DEM BACHE  
DIE KLEINEN VEILCHEN BLUEHN!  
WIE MOECHT ICH DOCH SO GERNE  
EIN VEILCHEN WIEDER SEHN;  
ACH, LIEBER MAI, WIE GERNE  
EINMAL SPAZIEREN GEHN!

ZWAR WINTERTAGE HABEN  
WOHL AUCH DER FREUDEN VIEL,  
MAN KANN IM SCHNEE FEST TRABEN  
UND TREIBT EIN ABENDSPIEL,  
BAUT HAEUSERCHEN VON KARTEN,  
SPIELT BLINDE KUH UND PFAND,  
AUCH GIBT'S WOHL SCHLITTERNFAHR TEN  
AUFS LIEBE, FREIE LAND.

DOCH WENN DIE VOEGLEIN SINGEN  
UND WIR DANN FROH UND FLINK  
AUF GRUENEM RASEN SPRINGEN,  
DAS IST EIN ANDER DING!  
DRUM KOMM UND BRING VOR ALLEM
UNS VIELE ROSEN MIT,
BRING VIELE NACHTIGALLEN
UND AUCH DEN KUCKUCK MIT

(Weise and Satz Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 1791)

**DURCH DICH KOMMT LICHT IN UNSER LEBEN**

DURCH DICH KOMMT LICHT IN UNSER LEBEN
UND VOLL FREUDE SIND WIR. (CHORUS)
DU, DU SCHENKST UNS DEINE LIEBE,
UND WIR DANKEN DIR DAFUER.

DU GIBST UNS SO VIEL WUNDERBARES,
DEN HIMMEL, DIE BAEUME UND DAS LICHT,
DIE BLUMEN UND DIE SCHOENHEIT DER NATUR,
DOCH OFT SEHEN WIR DAS NICHT

DIE MENSCHEN SEHNEN SICH NACH FRIEDEN,
UND SAGEN, DIE KRIEGE WOLL'N SIE NICHT.
DOCH BEKAEMPfen SIE EINANDER GNADENLOS
BIS DER HASS SIE SELBST ZERBRICHT.

DU BRINGST WIEDER SINN IN UNSER LEBEN,
LEHRST UNS VERGEBEN UND VERZEIHN,
DURCH DICH FINDEN WIR DEN RICHTIGEN WEG.
DU SOLLST IMMER BEI UNS SEIN.
JAI SHRI GANESHA  Russian Songs 1

JAI SHRI GANESHA
JAI SHRI NIRMAL GANESHA
JAI SHRI GANESA
JAI SHRI GANESHA JAI

JAI SHRI GANESHA
JAI SHRI GANESHA
JAI SHRI GANESHA MAHA GANESHA
JAI SHRI GANESHA

ENIYVTAROYEH RASCHDE  Russian Songs 2

TISYACHI LET MI SHLI V PALUTMEH
SPATIKALIS NE VIDYA KAMNEI PAD NAGAMI
O NE ZNALI SOVSEM NICHEVO OSEBE
DLYA CHEVO MI SCHIVYOM, CHTO PATOM BUDET S NAMI

NO NASTAL SHAS PROGRESIYA NA ZEMLYU PRISHLA
NASHA MAT TA KOTOROU SCHDALI VEKAMI
O VTOROYE RAJDENIYE DEYAM DALA
MI OVIDELI MIR DRUGIMI GLAZAMI

SPASIBA MAT ZA VTOROME RAJDENIYE
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA JAI (CHORUS)
PAJALUSTA DAI NAM BLAGASLAVENIYE
SHRI MATAJI NIRMALA JAI

AT SELENSKOI LYUBVI NAM DALA NASHA MAT
OCHISCHAYUSCHIY PLAMEN PRAHLADNICH VIBRATSIY
ASVETIVSHICH NASH PUT E DAVSHICH PANYAT
SMILS VSECH VELIKICH ZEMNICH INKARNATSIY
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NASHI RUKI STALL VIDET, RAZLICHAT CHTO YEST SVET
MI SMAGLI CHEREZ NICH ZAGLYANUT V SEBYA
O NA GLAVNIY VAPROS PALUCHIT ATVET
SHTO TAKOYE YEST--ISTINNOYE YA

VSE MI KAPLI YEDINNAV A TSELA VA MIRA
CHISTIY DUKH, AKIAN BEZGRANICNOI LYUBVI
VA VSELENNOI NET SILL SILNEIEH LYUBVI
O KALEKTIVNASTI YEST NASHA GLAVNAYA SILAH

**MAT NA ZEMLYU PRISHLA**

MAT NA ZEMLYU PRISHLA
O SPASENIIY DALAH
O SPASENIIY DALAH
MAT NA ZEMLYU PRISHLA

SHRI MATA, SHRI MATA
NIRMALA , NIRMALA  (CHORUS)

E VASPARYAL CHISTIY DUKH
DUKH NASILIYA PATUKH

O VASHLA TI F SIRTSAH
E LYUBVI NET KANTSA

V LYUDYAKH CHAKRI ATKRILIS
LYUDI ZLOBUH ZABILI

RADAST PLESHET BEZ KRAYA
O PIRKYATSTVIY NIZNAYET

KALIYUGA USHLA
SATIYAYUGA PRISHLA

Russian Songs 3
JAI SHRI MATAJI (CHILDREN'S SONG)  Russian Songs 4

VNEBEH VISOKAM VISENNYAYA ZORKA
TANTSEVALA NAM
ISKARKI ROYEM PRIGALI BOYKAH
PA ROSAVIM ABLAHKAM
MI PATSTAVLYALI SONTSU LADOSHKI   }
LASKAVIYE LUCHI   }
V NEBEH PISALI STROCHKA ZA STROCHKOI } x2
JAI SHRI MATAJI       (x3)

NOCHIYU BIL DOJDIKH E PADAROSHKEH
RADUGI DUGI
BEGAYUT KOSHKI E SARAKANOJKI
NAPERESEANKI
E PRASIPAYUTSYA PTICHIK MALISHKI   }
V UTRENNEI TISHEE   }
E GALASA MI VISYOLIYE SLISHIM    } x2
JAI SHRI MATAJI        (x3)

SOLNISHKA SVETIT LASKAVA DETYAM
VSEM TSVITAM ZEMLEE
SMEKH RAZDAYOTSA NA NASHEI PLANETEH
RADUYEMSYA,O
MI PATSTAVLYALI SONTSUH LADOSHKI   }
LASKAVIYE LUCHI   }
E ATKRIVAYETSA SERTSEH NAVSTRECHUE } x2
JAI SHRI MATAJI      (x3)
SVETLIY MIR

YEST SVETLIY MIR NAD AKIANAM ILUZIY
TUDA MI HATIM PAPAST
TUDA NA LODKEH LYUBVEE SVAYEI
SKVOS NEPAGODUH
BEREJNA NISYOT NAS MAT

JAI SHRI MATAJI
SLAVA BAJESTVENNOI MATERI MIRA
JAI SRHI MATAJI
VAZMI NAS VMIR SVAYEI LYUBVI

YISTYINIY MIT GDYE FSYE LYUBUAT
DRUG DRUGA
GDYE NYEBIVAYET BET I SOR
CARSIVA BOYHIYE DAROGU F KATORAYE
ISKALYI LYUDI Z DAVNYICH POR

LOTOSAOKAYA MATER

OLOTOSAOKAYA MATER VSELENNOI
YAVI SVAYU MILAST NAM
SERTSA NAM ATKROI TVAYIM SVETLIM NETLENIYEM
PAZVOL NAM VAITI VTVOI HRAHM
YAVI SVAYU MILAST NAM
PAZVOL NAM VAITI VTVOI HRAHM

SIYANIYEM ISTINI TI AZARILA
PLANETI USTALIY LIKH
MIR PYUSCHIY DIHANIYE TVAYEI MUDRAI SILIH
K LADONYAM TVAYIM PRINIKH
PLANETI USTALIY LIKH
K LADONYAM TVAYIM PRINIKH
PUST VREMYA NISYOTSA PADOBNA LAVINEH
ATNINYEH MI VNE VREMYON
MI SLAVIM TVAYO VAASSIYAVSHYE IMYA
ATNINEH MI VNEH VREMYON
PRIMI NASH ZEMNOI PAKLON

PRASTI NAM SAMNENYA PRASTI NAM ASHIBKI
E NAS NAUCHEE PRASCHAT
NAM PUT ASVETI SVAYEI DIVNOI ULIBKOI
VELIKAIA NASHA MAT
PRASTI, NAUCHEE PRASCHAT
VELIKAIA NASHA MAT

OLOTOSAOYAKAYA MATER VSELENNOI
YAVI SVAYU MILAST NAM

SVYATAYA MAT  Russian Songs 7

YESLI YA PISAL KAGDATA STIHI
FSE ANI PASVISCHALIS VAM
YESLI YA LYUBIL KAVOTA
TOLKA VI, SVYATAYA MAT
YESLI YA VMALITVAH PRASIL UTISCHENYA
TOLKA VI, SVYATAYA MAT, DAVALA MNEH YEVO
SVYATAYA MAT

YESLI YA KAGDATA PAPADAL VBIDUH
TOLKO VI, SVYATAYA MAT, SPASALI MINYA
YESLI YA JDAL FSTRECHI SASVAIM GURU
ETA FSTRECHA BILA TOLKA SVAMI, MAT
YESLI YA KAGDANIBUT BIL SCHASLIF
SCHASTIYEM BILO VASHE BLAGASLAVENIYEE
SVYATAYA MAT
YESLI YA YESCHO BUDU JHIT NAETAY ZIMLEH
TOLKA VI, SVYATAYA MAT, BUDITI SMISLAM YIVO
YESLI YA YESHO KAVOTA BUDUH LYUBIT
TOLKA VASHA LYUBOV NAPOLNIT SERTSEH MAYO
YESLI YA YESCHO BUDU PET
AVAS, SVYATAYA MAT, BUDUT, PENIYE TI
SVYATAYA MAT

YESLI YA YESCHO CHIVOTA BUDU HATET
TOLKA MILASTI VASHI SVYATAYA MAT
YESLI SILL OSTAVYAT MINYA
TOLKA VI, SVYATAYA MAT, DADITEH NOVIYE
YA MOLCHAH SKLANAYUS PEREDVAMI
YA SKLANAYUS KVASHIM STAPAM
DAYUSCHEY JHIZN, DAYUSCHEY LYUBOV
DAYUSCHEY RADAFAST, DAYUSCHEY PAKOI,
SVYATAYA MAT

U LOTASNIH STOP

VI VETAM NARYADEH CHISTI ILHIKI
NA LOTASEH NEJNAM YIVO LIPISTKI
SKLANAYUTSA TIHA USTOP VASHIH NOK
KAGDA MI ULOTASNIH STOP, SNAMI BOGH} X2

ANI BIZUCHASNI PAKORNİ LIHIKI
TAM NET NIPICHALI NISRAHA TASKI
VID BGH VATLATIFSHIS DAL MILAST SVAYU
KAGDA MI ULOTASNIH STOP, MI VRAYU} X2

YEST TOLKA DVJENYA VIBRATSII TANTSA
SKLANYONJY NEJNA KSTAPAM LIPISTKI
YEST TOLKA BEZBREJNIY LYUBOVNI PATOK
KAGDA MI ULOTASNIH STOP, SNAMI BOGH}X2
KARAVAN TALIATTI

Russian Songs 9

Nash karavan atpravlya-yeest(y)a vlndiyu
Sotni veerbloodav pad nami reevooot
Gori Iranski-i gori Afghanski-i
I Pakistanski-i mimo plivut
Om Kundalini Gi Malayi tvoi hhram (x2)

Choodnaya India (v)syem ooli-bayetsya
Yeta strana dlya iskati-lee klad
Bogi raj-dayutsa i nasslash*-dayutsya
Iv Meeditatsi-i Yogi sidyat
Om Shri Ganesha Maharastra tvoi hhram (x2)

vAfriku nashi slam atpravlya-yeest(y)a
Nyes-kolko sutok idyot byes vadi
No tier-peelivimi (d)joongli yev-lyayutsya
Samiye boowee-nyev mire sadi
Om Shri Saraswati (v)sya savana_ tvoi hhram (x2)
Nash karavan at-di-hhayet vltali-i
Nashi veer bludi spageeti yed-yat
Vorzduhi no-satsa chudniye ari-ee
Slad ko istomoiyi putnik abyat
Om Kundalini Gi Malayi tvoi hhram (x2)

Pa oki anu ilyusi skita-yemsya
fpo-iskah is-tyini krutyit shturval
Mwee pereeseech aki-an pasta rayemsya
Shri Adi Guru nam put ukazal
Om Shri Adi Guru (v)nashem Voidiye___ tvoi hhram (x2)

Syerdse na etom putyi atkriva-etsa
Shiva siyayet sklon-yayetsa nyis
Radost dukhovnaya nye prekrash-ayetsa
Eto lubov byes vremyon i granitz
Om Shri Durga Mata Anahata___ tvoi hhram (x2)
P(y)esnyi i tansi 1(y)ubov virash*ayut
Bagov praslav-lyayut i stoyat knyim most
Krishna igrayet ivsyo rast-zvetayet
I solnse siyayet kak tishachi zyyozd
Om Shri Radha Krishna_ vsyo prostranstvo_ tvoi hhram (x2)

Kak milasyer-diye nye-abhadimo
Ni-ye-abhadimo droog drooga prastit
Shtobi da boga doiti nye-vre-dyeemim
Lv tzarstvo nyebesno-ye dver at varit
Om Shri Mahalakshmi (v)sepresh-the-ni-ye_ tvoi hhram (x2)

Dver atvorilas blash*enstvo yeevilas
I nash karavan pripadayet kfadye
Eta b(y)es-kra-inya borsh*iya mweelasti
Ya rast-varilas i pravda vezdye
Om Shri Nirmala Devi Sahasrara__- tvoi hhram (x2)

Note
1. sh* = Russian sound like a French ‘j'
2. Letters in brackets or small mean the consonant should only be half-pronounced
3. 'dver' sounds like the English words 'hair' and care'.